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Abstract

Visual clues are an important factor in the diagnosis of many dysmorphic 

conditions and computer-based resources are becoming increasingly important as 

diagnostic tools. Although images are a fundamental resource in many such systems, 

the way in which they are used does not correspond directly to the way in which 

physicians use images when making a diagnosis. In dysmorphology related systems that 

use images, images are mapped to textual classifications or descriptions and a semantic 

gap exists between the information an image conveys and attempts to describe or 

classify it verbally.

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is an area of computer research devoted 

to confronting and solving such issues and the central research topic of this project is 

the development of CBIR within dysmorphology using real data. To this end a CBIR 

system was developed. It contained two sub-systems each based on a different 

approach to CBIR: domain-dependent and domain-independent. The former used a 

priori medical information and geometric approximation algorithms and the latter used 

multiple-scale-space-analysis algorithms.

A detailed examination of radiographic images from a major dysmorphology 

resource was undertaken and a sub-set of radiographs selected as a basis for the proof 

of-concept system.

A method of semi-automatic image segmentation using splines was developed. 

This was an integral part of the retrieval algorithms and led to the development of 

specialised systems, including an icon representation system, to provide spline-image 

functionality.



A formal evaluation was conducted to assess the accuracy of the CBIR systems and 

evaluate User interaction with the Icon System. This used three external data sets as 

search criteria for the CBIR and online evaluation for the Icon System.

Encouraging results were obtained for this successful prototype CBIR system 

developed around images jfrom the domain of dysmorphology.
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1.1 Introduction

Dysmorphology means the study of abnormal form and is generally concerned 

with clinical abnormalities arising from congenital abnormality or subsequent abnormal 

development of a child.

Visual clues are an important factor in the diagnosis of many dysmorphic 

conditions. Physicians making such diagnoses employ visual criteria from a number of 

sources. As well as observation of a patient, a physician may examine images from 

text-books, photographic archives, images of patients from other hospitals and 

computer-based resources. Computer-based resources are becoming increasingly 

diverse in nature and important as diagnostic tools and images are often a fundamental 

resource in many of these systems. However, the way in which images are used in 

dysmorphology related computer systems does not correspond directly to the way in 

which images are used by a physician making a diagnosis. This situation could be 

extrapolated to many corresponding human/visual and human/computer visual systems.

In dysmorphology related systems that use images, the images are mapped to 

textual classifications or descriptions. When selecting an image from such a system a 

physician directly or indirectly uses a text string^ as a search criterion. Such text 

strings, although in most cases assigned to the images by a domain expert, may not lead 

the searcher to the images they are seeking.

To a human observer, an image may convey an enormous amount of information 

that can be interpreted in a number of, often highly subjective, ways. Attempts to 

simplify this by assigning textual descriptions to images are compromised by the very 

complexity and subjectivity of the images themselves. There exists a semantic gap
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between the information an image conveys and attempts to describe or classify it 

verbally.

An area of computer research devoted to confronting and solving such issues is 

that of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). The aim of CBIR research is to develop 

systems that retrieve images using criteria directly related to the images themselves. 

These criteria may range from relatively specific image features such as colour, texture 

or shape to the more complex conglomerations of these that comprise a complete image. 

The research being done on CBIR is comprehensive and extensive with many generic 

and domain specific systems being developed.

1.2 Research Themes

The central research topic of this project is the development of CBIR within 

dysmorphology using real data. The research was sponsored by the Medical Research 

Council as part of a special initiative for bioinformatics or medical informatics related 

projects. There is no generally agreed definition of the areas encompassed by these 

subjects. However, the emerging consenus is that bioinformatics concerns genome 

research, classification and information dissemination and medical informatics concerns 

computer systems developed around, or intrinsic to, a particular medical domain. 

There is also a third area, health informatics covering health-related information 

management.

The research described here is a medical informatics project and as such is 

interdisciplinary. Its computer research has as its core real-world images from two of

' A collection of characters which may be a word or an arbitrary group
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the three main dysmorphology diagnosis/reference computer-based systems. Real- 

world implies that the images are part of actively used systems as opposed to images 

created specifically for research. The research is centred around the interaction of two 

domains -  medicine, specifically dysmorphology and computer science. Although it 

involves the development of a substantial computer system it does not attempt to 

discover new methods of image processing or image matching but is rather a synthesis 

of established techniques from one domain applied to another.

The central question of the research detailed in this thesis is:

What is the potential of CBIR, considering current research and development, as 

an approach to bridge the semantic gap described above given the complex and 

real-world nature of the of existing dysmorphology image data sets?

Attendant questions are:

• Of existing image-based dysmorphology computer resources which, if any, 

employ CBIR?

• Assuming the prospective development of such a system what are the 

particular characteristics of dysmorphological images and how do these 

characteristics affect image selection and system development?

• Which existing algorithms, specific or general, may be appropriate or how 

might they be adapted to suit images from the domain of dysmorphology?

• Is specific adaptation of CBIR required for the domain of dysmorphology?

To answer these questions this thesis will cover the following:

• An introduction to dysmorphology, its diagnostic procedures and a review of current 

computer systems in this domain -  covered in the remainder of this chapter.
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• An introduction to the fundamentals of CBIR and review of medical CBIR systems 

-  covered in Chapter Two

• The analysis, with respect to CBIR, of the image data contained in two of the three 

most important computer-based dysmorphology resources and the rationale behind 

the selection of one data set for research into CBIR -  covered in Chapter Three

• The analysis of the selected data set from an image processing perspective. Image 

processing, fundamental to many CBIR systems, is introduced and the data set 

analysed using functionality designed into a specially developed computer system, 

X-Ray Specs -  covered in Chapter Four

• The investigation and development of a system which enables a User to outline and 

highlight areas of interest within an image -  covered in Chapter Four

• The design, development and evaluation of a system which iconises stored User 

drawings thus providing a visual interface as opposed to textual description -  

covered in Chapter Four and evaluated in Chapter Ten

• The design and implementation of a substantial CBIR system based on the selected 

image set addressing the specific software engineering issues raised by the 

complexity of the domain - covered in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight

• A comprehensive evaluation of the X-Ray Specs CBIR system and its sub-systems -  

covered in Chapter Ten

• Practical conclusions to initiate further research - Chapter Eleven

The inter-disciplinary nature of this work is also reflected in the chapter design of

the thesis. Software engineering is one of the disciplines and the computer system is a

major aspect of the research developed to facilitate experimentation. The system is

designed to be extended and an effort has been made to document its architecture.
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Therefore there are two chapters devoted to software engineering aspects. Chapter Five 

covers software engineering topics related to the system as a whole and specifics 

introduced in Chapter Four and Chapter Nine relate to the CBIR system covered in 

Chapters Six, Seven, Eight. They provide information relevent to detailed software 

implementation but are not vital to the main argument of the thesis. The extensive 

formal system evaluation is delayed until Chapter Ten. However some informal 

evaluation, particularly that which informed system development is discussed on a 

chapter by chapter basis.

1.3 Introduction to Dysmorphology

Dysmorphology means the study of abnormal form and is generally concerned 

with clinical abnormalities arising from birth defects or subsequent abnormal 

development of a child. Significant congenital abnormalities afflict about three per cent 

of infants, a figure that rises with the inclusion of infant and neonatal deaths. 

Abnormalities are termed significant if they are of more than cosmetic concern and 

could interfere with normal functioning (Aase, 1990).

When a particular set of anomalies repeatedly occurs in a consistent pattern, the 

pattern is designated a syndrome. Birth defect syndromes are usually recognised after 

the report of a few individual cases that bear similarity to each other. Physicians 

attempting to understand the relationship between a set of diverse and minor 

abnormalities will usually investigate the underlying developmental pathology.

These causes of congenital anomalies have been divided into three categories; 

deformation, disruption and malformation (Spranger, Benirshke, Hall, Lenz, Lowry, 

Opitz, Pinsky, Schwarzacher, & Smith, 1982).
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• Deformation refers to situations where a structural abnormality arises due to 

biomechanical forces. These forces could be external such as hip dislocation on the 

child due to prolonged breech presentation or internal -  small jaw leading to upward 

displacement of the tongue.

• Disruption is where a normally formed tissue or structure is compromised not by 

mechanical means but by some other disruptive agent. It is produced by phenomena 

such as ischemia or haemorrhage and may affect several tissue types in an 

anatomical region. An example of this is limb amputation caused by amniotic 

bands.

• Malformation refers to a primary defect in the cells or tissue forming an organ or 

structure. This is caused by single or multiple genetic or chromosomal factors. 

Defining an anomaly as a malformation usually implies that the error in 

development occurred during early gestation. Many syndromes fall into this 

category including Down Syndrome (chromosomal), Marfan (single gene) or cleft 

palate (multifactorial).

A dysplasia is defined as an abnormal cellular organisation or function within a 

specific tissue type throughout the body resulting in clinically apparent structural 

changes. An important feature of most dysplastic conditions is their continuing course. 

Since the tissue is itself intrinsically abnormal, clinical effects may persist or worsen as 

long as the tissue continues to grow or function. Almost all dysplasias seem to be 

caused by major mutant genes. Included in this group are the skeletal dysplasias also 

known as bone dysplasias. They are a group of dysplasias affecting the growth and 

development of the skeleton. They are relatively common as a group and often cause 

chronic orthopaedic problems. They almost always have a genetic basis (Hall & 

Washbrook, 1998). Skeletal dysplasias are classified according to the area affected by
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the dysplasia. For example, those dysplasias with symptoms presenting in the 

epiphyses are classified as epiphyseal disorders and those in the spine and epiphyses, 

spondylo-epiphyseal disorders.

1.3.1 D iagn osin g  M alformation S yn d rom es

Birth defect syndromes number in thousands and almost all are exceedingly rare. 

A physician outside a specialist organisation may only see a handful in their 

professional lifetime and even a specialist will not encounter all of them. Diagnosis is 

often difficult because of their inherent complexity and, owing to their rarity, lack of 

precedent experience on the part of the physician. Many conditions are simply not 

diagnosable (because they have not been described previously) with most units 

diagnosing about 40% of patients seen (Baraitser & Winter, 1996). A crucial element of 

the diagnostic process is the observation and analysis of physical and visual criteria. 

Some syndromes produce a characteristic facial appearance which can be identified by 

an experienced physician. This is sometimes termed a “gestalt diagnosis”.

An alternative is diagnosis by using separate clinical features or handles. 

Examples of such handles are short stature, simple philtrum and clinodactyly. Baraitser 

and Winter define a good handle as “a clinical feature which does not overlap with 

common variation in the population”(Baraitser & Winter, 1996). In terms of 

dysmorphology examples of good handles are cleft lip, polydactyly and coloboma of 

iris of the eye. Examples of bad handles are 2-3 toe syndactyly, clinodactyly of the 5th 

finger (incurved 5th finger) or a single palmar crease (these are all common variants in 

the normal population).
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Winter and Baraitser (1996) suggest that a useful approach to diagnosis is to 

identify three to five good handles which can then be compared with lists in 

dysmorphology texts. This process can be facilitated by the use of gamut indexes in 

major textbooks such as Smith’s Recognisable Patterns of Human Malformation (Jones,

1997) or computer tools such as databases.

1.4 Computers and Dysmorphology

1.4.1 Introduction

Computers are essential tools in almost every area of medicine and the field of 

dysmorphology is no exception. Their use ranges from generalised information storing 

(for example patient record keeping) to highly specific data or image analysis and 

disease diagnosis. In addition the World Wide Web and Internet^ enable the exchange 

and dissemination of information as well as remote diagnosis and telemedicine (NLM 

National Telemedicine Initiative, 2001). It is important to differentiate between 

peripheral use of a computer (for example analysing results) and a specifically 

developed dysmorphology related diagnostic computer program. An example of the 

former is the cataloguing (often by computer) of normal morphometries which can then 

used as an aid to studying dysmorphic forms. Examples of the latter will form the basis 

of much of the discussion in the remainder of this chapter.

There is also some overlap between resources for dysmorphology and other 

disciplines as is the case with Internet-based genomics databases. Online genomics

 ̂The World Wide Web originally referred to “browser viewed” content (http) and the Internet to the 
physical network of computers. Today the term Internet is used to refer to all aspects and will thus be 
used throughout this thesis.
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databases are represented by such systems as “The Project Ensembl’s Genome 

Browser” which provides up to date sequence and automatic annotation for eukaryotic 

genomes of humans, mouse, zebrafish, fugu and mosquito (Ensembl Genome Browser, 

2000) and OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man), accessible online since 1987 

(OMIM, 1987). These may be used extensively by dysmorphologists but are not 

dedicated dysmorphology resources and consequently not in this frame of reference.

1 .4 .2  R ev iew  of S y s te m s

A review in 1995 entitled “Computer systems in dysmorphology” discussed two 

systems in detail and provided a general overview of ten others (Evans, 1995). The 

review argued for the grouping of such systems into three general categories:

• Database Systems

• Ranking Systems

• Expert Systems

and a further sub-category:

• Visual Systems.

Evans suggested that the main distinction between a Database System and an Expert 

System is that the former supplements the literature and provides a differential 

diagnosis as guidance for the physician and the latter is a diagnostic tool which aims to 

produce a diagnosis in “consultation” with the user. The two main systems covered 

were the London Dysmorphology Database (LDDB) (Winter & Baraitser, 1996) and the 

Skeletal Dysplasia Diagnostician (SDD) (Keravnou & Washbrook, 1990). These 

represented a Database System and an Expert System respectively. Other systems 

discussed included Possum (Bankier, 2002), Yamamoto et al. (Yamamoto, Sudo,
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Shigematsu, Fukui, & Masukawa, 1990), Skeletal Dysplasia Registry (SDR) (The 

International Skeletal Dysplasia Registry, 2003), El Busca (Salgado, Lopez-Camelo, & 

Castilla, 1990), SYNDROC (SYNDROC, 1998), Weiner (Weiner & Annerén, 1989), 

GENDIAG (GENDIAG, 1997), BDIS (Buyse & Edwards, 1987), GS.52 (Gierl & 

Stengel-Rutkowski, 1994) and DYSMOR (Veloso & Feijoo, 1986). There is also a 

discussion of early online databases such as OMIM (OMIM, 1987) and other online 

systems (BDIS and GENDIAG). The systems mentioned are all comprehensively 

reviewed in the paper of 1995 and further discussion here, excepting that of the LDDB 

(which will be discussed in Chapter Three), is not deemed necessary.

Since 1995, due to the rapid development of the Internet, there is a case for 

adding to the general categories listed above, a further general group -  Internet 

Resources. These resources may take many forms ranging from information-providing 

web sites to online databases and diagnostic aids. They may encompass other groups 

already mentioned -  some applications that are available as “stand alone” now have “on 

line” versions.

In fact specialised resources are relatively few and it would appear that the main 

development on dysmorphology-related systems has been related to the growth of the 

Internet. However whilst some existing systems have made a transition to being 

Internet-based and other new Internet-based resources have been developed, many 

systems reviewed in 1995 have not been extended or are no longer used. This may be 

partially accounted for by the rapid growth and development of the Internet and 

consequent focus on developing Web-based resources but may also be due to a lack of 

success or acceptance of such systems. No published research was available for this lack 

of success in dysmorphology related systems specifically, however, research on failures 

of other medically orientated decision support systems suggest that these are mainly due
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to lack of User acceptability. This may result from the absence of a co-operative model 

of decision making in which abilities of User and machine are matched (Taylor, 1998).

A follow up of the reviewed systems is summarised in Table la:

Table la  -  Follow up of reviewed dysmorphology computer systems

Resource Current Status (August, 2002) Visual* Comment
Database Systems

LDDB Commercially developed product 
current version 3 (11/2001)

Yes Image Data used in 
this research

Possum Commercially developed product Yes Image data used in 
this research

SDR Active and expanding Web site 
for submitting cases for diagnosis 
(by human experts)

No See discussion later 
in this chapter

Yamamoto No References found since 1995 Yes

Ranking Systems

El Busca No updated references since 
1995

No

SYNDROC Still available on the Internet No Author indicates that 
it is now “a sideline 
which is not 
necessarily being 
kept up to date”

Weiner No further references found since 
1995

No

GENDIAG No further references found since 
1997

No Declared “defunct” 
by author 
1997(GENDIAG, 
1997)

BDIS No further references found since 
1995

No

Expert Systems

GS.52 Became Munich Dysmorphology 
Database (MDDB)(MDDB - 
Expert System for Dysmorphic 
Syndromes, ) website updated

No System 
specifications 
(number of cases 
etc) appear to be the
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09/04/2002 same as those 
described in the 
original paper (Gierl 
& Stengel- 
Rutkowski, 1994)

DYSMOR No References found since 1995 No

SDD No development since 1995 and 
not likely to be resurrected 
(Washbrook, 2002)

Yes Authors developed 
REAMS (see below)

* Are based around images or contain images as an important resource

A notable result shown in the table is that of four systems which included a 

visual paradigm, two are still used and being developed and a third (SDD) gave rise to 

REAMS (Hall & Washbrook, 1998). Of the other reviewed systems two out of nine are 

still functioning of which one is “a sideline and not necessarily up to date” (SYNDROC,

1998).

REAMS is an acronym for Radiological Electronic Atlas of Malformation 

Syndromes and Skeletal Dysplasias. It incorporates a database of 7000 radiographic 

images together with abstracts of the conditions, lists of findings and comprehensive 

references. It has a text-based search facility based on multiple parameters. The images 

in REAMS are fundamental to the work described in this thesis and as such the system 

and its images will be described in detail in Chapter Three.

The other reviewed system still active and thriving is SDR. This also has a 

strong visual bias although seems to have moved towards a more generalised Online 

Resource where diagnosis of cases submitted is by human experts.
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1 .4 .3  Internet R e so u r c e s

Typical examples of Internet resources of different types are the International 

Birth Defects Information Systems (IBIS) (IBIS International Birth Defects Information 

Systems, 1998), The Birth Defects Foundation Website (Birth Defects Foundation 

Website, 1991), Dysmorphology Discussion Board (Winter, 1997) and The dysmorphic 

human-mouse homology database (DHMHD) (The Dysmorphic Human-Mouse 

Homology Database (DHMHD), 1999).

IBIS is a site with unrestricted access and available to any computer connected 

to the Web. It has stated aims that include not-for-profit availability, “information for 

patients, public, professionals and investigators” and “a global reach toward multi

lingual and culturally diverse sources”. It also has a syndrome reference section in 

which syndromes are listed with descriptions and their clinical diagnostic criteria. The 

site allows User interaction in the sense that Users can submit request for topic 

discussions and provide new links (Internet) to be incorporated into the site.

The Birth Defects Foundation promotes research into, and awareness of, birth 

defects. The web site provides information that is largely directed at members of the 

public as opposed to clinicians. It contains sections on research, support groups for 

particular syndromes, information on birth defects and advice for prospective parents.

Another online resource is the Dysmorphology Discussion Board (Winter, 

1997). This is a different type of resource to a generalised resource such as IBIS. It has 

restricted access and is, in effect, a global discussion group based around cases 

submitted by physicians from all countries. The purpose of this discussion board is to 

use the experience of clinicians around the world in helping to diagnose cases with 

dysmorphic features. Clinical features, photos and radiographs are displayed using the 

Internet and diagnostic suggestions can be emailed by participating physicians. Cases
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can be submitted in any of three ways: mail, email or by using the remote case 

submission system. This last method allows the User to send in case details via a 

sophisticated interface running in a web browser. Cases are selected to be displayed at 

the discretion of the editors, R.M.Winter, D. Donnai and M. Baraitser, the criteria being 

quality of clinical description and distinctiveness of phenotype. To submit a case or 

access reviewed and displayed cases Users need a password. This prevents abuse of the 

system and unauthorised access.

The DHMHD is a web application that comprises detailed information from four 

databases and enables the cross referencing of a mouse malformation database (Winter, 

1988), LDDB, Human Cytogenetic Aberrations (Schinzel, 1994) and Mouse/Human 

Chromosome Homology (Searle, 1994). This is a specialised application for the use of 

clinicians wishing to examine human “candidate genes” for mutations using clues from 

mouse mutants (Evans, Searle, Schinzel, & Winter, 1996).

1 .4 .4  O nline V ersu s O ther Form s o f D issem ination

One of the main benefits of online databases from a Users point of view is the 

potential for having access to current data. A situation referred to as “information lag” 

occurs when a master database is updated but needs to be distributed to registered users 

of an stand-alone system. This has implications for the cost of a system and, of course, 

the accuracy and completeness of information therein. For this reason an online version 

of the LDDB was introduced in 1999 (Guest, Evans, & Winter, 1999). It is similar in 

many ways to the stand-alone LDDB - the image database is still only available on disc 

for reasons of copyright, sensitivity and privacy of data. A further benefit of the online 

version is that, whereas the stand-alone system is designed to run only on Microsoft™
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operating systems, the online version will run on any system that can run a Java™ 

supporting web browser.

1 .4 .5  Im a g es in C om puter S y s te m s

It is perhaps surprising that, given the visual nature of diagnoses in 

dysmorphology and the relative success of image-based systems in this field, that more 

image-oriented systems have not been developed. There may be many reasons for this 

including the inherent complexity of images and image-based systems and the 

prohibitive cost of research against the difficulty of gaining a commercial foothold in 

the face of existing commercial systems (LDDB, REAMS and Possum).

Nevertheless the fact remains that data in the form of thousands of photographs 

and radiographs is stored by probably each of every specialist institution. While many 

institutions are moving towards digital radiography, photography and even 3D 

photography there remains an issue of how to effectively incorporate legacy image data 

into computer-based systems. Many such images are inherently difficult to incorporate 

into, for example, a content-based retrieval system owing to the nature and composition 

of the images. The exact nature of this problem will be covered comprehensively in 

Chapters Three and Four.

1 .4 .6  Facial R ecognition  in the con text o f d ysm orp h ology

Recently, with advances in image processing and image manipulation 

techniques coupled with ever increasing available computing power, research has been 

conducted on systems which analyse or classify faces. Two such examples are the work
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of Hammond et al (Hammond, Hutton, Patton, & Allanson, 2002) and Loos et al 

(Institut flir Neuroinformatik , 2002). The objective of the work of Hammond et al is to 

“evaluate the use of 3D images to visualise and delineate facial features”. As such it 

concentrates on 3D images of normal faces but also includes dysmorphic (Noonan 

syndrome) faces. The individual features that distinguish a Noonan-type face from a 

normal face can be isolated or a continuous transition between syndromic and non- 

syndromic faces shown. Synthesised faces of a given syndrome can be created. 

Currently the authors envisage usage in training and possibly detection using pattern 

recognition. The pros and cons of 3D images will be discussed further in Chapter Two.

'The work of Loos et al is based around Gabor Wavelet Transformations (see 

Chapter Two, section 2.3.3) of 2D images and aims differentiate between the faces of 

patients with one of four syndromes. At the time of writing this work is unpublished 

but can be viewed on the website (Institut fur Neuroinformatik , 2002). These areas of 

research are tangential to the work described here.

1.5 Summary

Computers are essential tools in medicine. Within the field of dysmorphology, 

computers and computer-based tools are used in a variety of ways. These range from 

resources on the Internet through encyclopaedia type applications, diagnostic systems to 

research applications. During the previous eight years the main focus from the 

perspective of software engineering has been the Internet and therefore Internet-based 

resources have developed markedly whereas little advance seems to have been made in 

other areas. In particular there has been almost no development in image-based 

applications in spite of the fact that the diagnosis of malformation syndromes relies
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heavily on visual criteria and that huge volumes of legacy data in the form of 

photographs and radiographs are untapped by current computer resources. The reasons 

for this are probably a combination of commercial and research funding factors and 

domain complexity.

One of the problems to be overcome when making use of images within computer 

systems is that of indexing, searching and retrieving images without recourse to textual 

description. A textual description of an image is potentially problematic because of the 

subjective interpretation of images by human viewers and in many cases it is not easy or 

even impossible for an image to be adequately described verbally. The major computer- 

based diagnostic aids in dysmorphology - LDDB, REAMS and Possum rely on image 

reference but use textual links as image-index parameters. This is at variance with 

human image perception and diagnostic procedure. There is a key research area here.

• A tenet of this research is the consideration of CBIR as an approach to bridge the 

semantic gap described above given the complex and real-world nature of existing 

dysmorphology image data sets.

• The project’s principal software component is the development of a computer 

system capable of CBIR on images of skeletal dysplasias.

• The current research adapts and develops existing image comparison algorithms and 

explores new techniques of shape representation and storage through the use of 

icons.

• The research has at its core a set of real world data from the domain of 

dysmorphology.

The next chapter will review some general principles and processes of CBIR and 

then look more specifically at medical CBIR systems.
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Chapter Two - Review of Content- 
based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
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2.1 Introduction

The principal focus of this research is the feasibility of CBIR on a sub-set of 

images from the domain of dysmorphology -  specifically, radiographs of skeletal 

dysplasias. A key part of the research was the development of a system to serve as a 

test-bed for analysing the images, developing and implementing appropriate retrieval 

algorithms, researching separate but associated systems and facilitating and testing the 

image retrieval system itself. The first part of this chapter presents an overview of 

CBIR, after which image retrieval systems in general and medical systems in particular 

will be reviewed.

2.2 Overview of Image Retrieval

Machine vision is a challenging area of computing that has many applications in 

artificial intelligence, robotics and image matching for image retrieval systems. Human 

beings are superbly adapted to interact with the world around them using their visual 

sense. It seems “easy” to identify complex images such as faces. Comparing two 

images or making a selection based on the similarity of two images is such an 

instinctive and natural process that it is not immediately obvious why constructing a 

computer system to perform a similar task should be so difficult.

A large part of this difficulty arises out the complicated nature of many images 

and our responses to them. Images are often indeed “worth a thousand words’’̂ . An 

idealised computer-based image search of the “find an image like this one” variety can

 ̂Frederic Barnard wrote “One look is worth a thousand words” in a publication called “Printer’s 
Ink”(Sic) in 1921. He attributed this to a Japanese Proverb. In 1927 he changed it to “One picture is 
worth a thousand words” and changed the supposed source to a Chinese proverb.
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be likened to requesting a text-search to return all sections of text that portray the 

concept of, for example, “youthful ambition”!

Even matching relatively simple images such as silhouettes of geometric shapes 

is not trivial. Consider the process of comparing images, each of which consists of a 

single silhouette of a rectangle on a white background. The rectangles could be of 

arbitrary size (scale), position in the image, and orientation (amount of rotation). A 

computer system first needs to detect the presence of any shape at all. In this case, the 

image background is white and the rectangle is the only object in the image that is not 

background. Therefore detecting the change from white to any other colour has located 

the area of interest. The area then needs to be identified as a rectangle. If the shape is 

horizontally aligned and the system is looking for a shape which has parallel borders of 

equal width and equal height then recognising it as a rectangle should be trivial. If, 

however, the shape to be found is rotated the problem becomes slightly more complex.

The simple situation described is unlikely to exist in practice. Images are 

usually of many shapes, colours and textures. Shapes in images do not necessarily 

conform to geometric ideals and could also be distorted by, for example, perspective. 

The shapes’ borders may be unclear or occluded by other shapes and there may be 

noise'  ̂in the image.

There are other ways to compare and match images. One commonly used 

method is to describe the image using text and then search for the images based on 

textual classification. This method works well in certain circumstances but in many 

instances describing an image semantically can be inaccurate and inadequate. The 

process of semantic classification is also time consuming and highly susceptible to 

subjectivity. A text search for semantically classified images is, in effect, a traditional

^ The term noise refers to random errors degrading an image. Noise can appear in the image during 
image capture, transmission or processing.
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database text search and the process of mapping text to images does not correspond to 

the process by which humans identify or match images. Psychologists and mathematical 

psychologists have attempted to construct a formalism to explain human image 

similarity assessment. A formal process described mathematically could, in theory, be 

translated into a computer program (Santini & Jain, 1996) and systems that are based on 

human cognitive theory have been designed (Dori, 2000).

A retrieval system which retrieves images based on their content (as opposed to 

some other criterion) is termed a Content Based Image Retrieval System (CBIR). The 

content of an image refers to its intrinsic characteristics such as colour distribution or 

colours present and shapes or position of shapes.

2.3 A CBIR System

A CBIR system can typically be broken down into distinct sub-systems:

1) Image-understanding system

2) User interface

3) Query processor

4) Database manager

5) Result presentation

These sub-systems are responsible for the different processes that combine to achieve 

successful retrieval.
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2 .3 .1  Im age U nderstanding

The image-understanding processes are central to the system and deal with the 

machine understanding of the image. This understanding can itself be divided into a 

number of processes with these broadly categorised into two main areas: low level 

processing and high level understanding.

2 .3 .2  Low Level P ro cess in g  (Im age P ro cess in g )

Low level processing involves processes performed at pixel level, generally 

requiring little or no knowledge about the image content. Examples of low level 

operations are smoothing, noise filtering, edge detection, image sharpening and 

segmentation. Many of these processes are particularly important for attempting to 

detect features within an image. For example, with reference to the detection of a 

rectangle silhouette in a white background, an edge-detection algorithm may be the first 

step in isolating the shape boundary. The next step could be the extraction of the shape 

from the background. This process of extraction of objects (of interest) from the 

background is called segmentation.

Other low level processes mentioned may be particularly appropriate for specific 

images. Satellite images, for example, may be prone to image noise and therefore a 

system developed around such images may use a noise reduction algorithm. Certain 

low-level processes are used during particular segmentation procedures. Histogram 

equalisation adjusts the intensity level for individual pixels based on the equalisation of 

a histogram acquired in local fixed-size neighbourhood (Sonka, Hlavac, & Boyle, 

1999). This is useful for enhancing radiographic dark images with poor contrast.
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Characteristics of a given image, such as quality, colour, medium and 

composition, may complicate the process of segmentation. For example, noise in an 

image might lead to the detection of false edges. Blurred images or images containing 

shapes with incomplete boundaries can prove difficult or impossible to segment. Such 

situations may call for human intervention by manual segmentation. This is often a 

time consuming process but may be the only way of processing certain images.

The research effort on image processing is enormous. It encompasses both the 

refinement of existing algorithms as well as the development of new ones. Although 

certain processes will be discussed in Chapters Three and Four, image processing 

techniques are not a focus of this work and for further information the reader is directed 

to one of the many texts on the subject (Sonka et al, 1999), (Baxes, 1994).

2 .3 .3  High Level U nderstanding

High level understanding is based on knowledge of the image and tries to imitate 

human cognition. It usually relies on a comparison with a formal model of the world 

and tries to place the image within that model. A very simple example is the 

classification of a detected change in pixel colour as a set of similar pixels and 

establishing that the boundary of the set forms a rectangle. There are many diverse high 

level processes which are usually linked to the subject area under consideration. With 

specific regard to images these processes fall into one of four groups:

1. Colour

2. Texture

3. Shape

4. Miscellaneous
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Each of the first three groups has its own particular processes. The fourth contains 

processes that serve to analyse images in ways independent of the other three. Not all 

groups are relevant for all images. For example, many images are greyscale and 

therefore certain colour parameters may be meaningless.

Colour

Colour encompasses image intensity, contrast and brightness. In greyscale 

images differing levels of grey are distinguished. Colour is an important image property 

processed using histograms and other spectral procedures. Histograms have been 

mentioned earlier and will be further discussed because of their use in enhancing the 

detail of greyscale images such as radiographs.

Texture

Texture may be processed using randomness or periodicity of the texture. 

Textures consist of texture primitives defined as “a contiguous set of pixels with some 

tonal and/or regional property” (Sonka et al, 1999). Image texture can he described 

with reference to such texture primitives. The two main methods of texture description 

are statistical and syntactic. These two methods each cover a broad but related set of 

techniques.

Shape

Examples of processes used on shapes are template matching, moments and 

contour matching. Template matching involves the comparison of a template version of 

a shape with sub-sections of an image. This may be achieved by the relatively 

straightforward process of passing a template over every section of the image. At each
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step the image and template are compared. This is a comprehensive coverage of the 

image but is also inefficient. More efficient is the use of a heuristic^ in placing the 

template or use of a method such as a Hough Transform.

A Hough transform involves accumulating the evidence provided by elements in 

the shape being sought. Using this accumulation a deduction can be made about the 

existence of a particular shape even if part of it is occluded. Hough transforms are 

particularly useful for detecting regular shapes (Leavers, 1992) but research has shown 

success on natural shapes (Samal & Edwards, 1997) and even facial features. 

(Nikolaidis & Pitas, 2002)

Since a shape can be described by a function, the function’s moments such as 

mean, variance and skew can be computed and used as a representation of the shape 

(Sonka et al, 1999).

Contour matching can involve the use of simple shape descriptions. Some 

examples of these are area -  number of pixels in a shape, perimeter -  number of pixels 

in boundary, rectangularity, eccentricity and elongation. Other more complex shape 

descriptions are Curvature Scale Space (CSS) and Fourier transforms of boundaries. If a 

boundary is a closed curve then a Fourier description of the curve can be obtained. 

Statistical moments and Fourier transforms as image descriptors are widely researched 

and used. For further information the reader is directed towards texts on the subjects 

(Bracewell, 2000; Flusser & Suk, 1993). Simple shape descriptions and CSS algorithms 

are used in the CBIR system developed in this work and will therefore be discussed in 

detail in Chapters Six, Eight and Nine.

The methods mentioned here are few of very many. The research effort on shape 

description is vast as new methods of shape description are being developed and

 ̂A problem solution or set of solutions which may be vague or imprecise. Useful in complex domains 
where exact algorithms do not exist and a good sub-optimal solution is adequate.
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existing ones adapted for specific situations. Often a particular method is appropriate for 

a specific shape or domain as is the case with the methods chosen for the system 

developed in this research. However there is also evidence to suggest that combinations 

of shape representations increase retrieval effectiveness (Heesch & Riiger, 2002). For 

further information on shape description the reader is directed towards standard texts 

(Sonka et al, 1999) or a comprehensive review (Loncaric, 1998).

Miscellaneous processes

These processes, grouped as miscellaneous, are diverse but contain some 

important algorithms used in image matching. Two of these are wavelet coefficients (or 

wavelets) and eigenimages. Wavelets in some respects represent a similar approach to 

that of Fourier transforms. Complex signals are decomposed into sums of basic 

functions. The important difference between Fourier transforms and wavelets is that 

wavelets, because of their properties (localised functions in frequency and space), 

facilitate the analysis of data at different scales (Chui, Montefusco, & Puccio, 1994). 

Eigenimages are essentially images represented by eigenvectors thus reducing the 

dimension-space required to describe an image (Eigenimages and multivariate analyses, 

2002).

Early image retrieval systems relied on a single global feature set to achieve 

efficient if somewhat generalised retrieval. The global feature might be colour and a 

query could contain a distribution of a certain intensity. However a system using only 

this is neglecting a large amount of information. Current systems often use an 

interaction of different feature sets in combination with an interactive and iterative User 

query system (Del Bimbo, 2000) (Kamvysselis & Marina, 1999; Pecenovic, Do, Ayer, 

& Vetterli, 1998).
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2 .3 .4  U ser  Interface

The User interface is the point of human machine contact. This is obviously 

important since it must permit the specification and possibly refinement of search 

criteria in an accurate, intuitive and efficient manner. The design of the interface can 

have a major impact on the effectiveness of the system and whether it is accepted by 

Users (Harper & Hendry, 1997). The User interface is usually the means by which the 

User presents the search criterion to the system. This is often referred to as a search 

key.

2 .3 .5  S ea rch  Key

Careful consideration needs to be given to the search initiation and the nature of 

the search key. In a text-retrieval system supplying the textual search criteria is a 

relatively straight forward process. In CBIR the search key may be an image of some 

kind, some other criterion (colour perhaps) or combination of criteria. It could be a 

colour or overall colour scheme, predominant shape or shapes, a graph describing the 

relative position of objects or an example image similar to that being sought. A key- 

image may be available to the User or they may have to create their own. This might 

involve shape or texture specification, object positional information or combinations of 

all of these. Specifying a colour or colour scheme as a search key is appropriate if the 

images in question contain distinct colours or distribution of colours. The creation of a 

colour search key is generally not a complex task for a User and in fact this is used in 

certain commercial CBIR systems (Flickner, Sawhney, Niblack, Ashley, Huang, Dom,
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Gorkani, Hafher, Lee, Petkovic, Steele, & Yanker, 1995), (IBM, 1995). The creation of 

an image as a search key is more problematic and the difficulty increases for the User in 

conjunction with the complexity of the images being searched. (Flickner et al, 1995). 

Shape creation may be achieved by sketching or using pre-created shapes (Del Bimbo & 

Pala, 2002). The nature of such shapes are likely to be domain dependent.

2 .3 .6  Q uery P ro c esso r

Once the search key is created, it is submitted to the query processing section. 

This may perform a number of actions depending on the design of the system. It is 

likely that it will process the search key thus enabling comparison with images in the 

database.

2 .3 .7  D a ta b a se  M anager

The database manager is a sub-system dealing with management of images or 

other media wherever they are stored. The database may be traditional (relational) or 

object oriented or structured according to some other design. Multimedia database 

design is crucial due to the nature of the data (Castelli & Bergman, 2002). Traditional 

design such as relational tables is organised around data sets in which relations can be 

found. This facilitates efficient storage and searching. When attempting to organise and 

structure large volumes of multimedia or visual data such organising criteria may not 

exist.

An image is stored by a computer as a set of instructions. The type of 

instructions may range from shape drawing procedures to the individual settings
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required for each pixel. The latter is the most common method and requires storage of a 

large amount of information. For example, a colour image the size of an A4 page has a 

file size more than thirty times that of a A4 page of text. Databases storing images need 

to efficiently manage huge volumes of data.

2 .3 .8  R esu lt P resen tation

The system for presenting the search results is by definition a User interface. It 

may be part of the main User interface or it may be separate. Result presentation needs 

careful consideration and design because of the nature of images and image searches. A 

search may return many images which require presentation in some meaningful order. 

In many cases systems permit iterative or interactive querying and allow what is termed 

“relevance feedback”. Also referred to as “user-in-the-loop” it enables the User to 

refine their search based on results already obtained, thus gradually reducing the 

number of results and refining the accuracy.

2.4 Image Retrieval Systems

The disciplines of machine vision, image matching and image retrieval systems 

are being researched by a large number of university departments, laboratories and 

commercial establishments throughout the world (A review of content-based image 

retrieval systems , 2000) (Evaluation of CBIR in an operational setting, 2000). In spite 

of the resources and effort invested, image retrieval systems remain a long way from 

being able to select or match any component from a complex scene with human-like 

accuracy. Most image retrieval systems conform to one of two general patterns. Either
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they are designed around a specific domain or they work on a more general range of 

images. In the first instance they are effective for specialised matching tasks and may 

employ specialised or specially adapted algorithms. The second category often 

combines image-matching algorithms in a more generalised way and can match images 

from a broader domain. This may result in a less precise search.

Commercial and or freely available examples of the first group are not so readily 

available since the systems are often for research purposes or bespoke around some 

specific task. Some examples of these types of systems are:

• Photobook -  early (by CBIR standards) system for browsing and search image 

sequences -  also good coverage of complexity of CBIR (Pentland, Picard, & 

Sclaroff, 1996)

• SQUID -  Searches for shape silhouettes - adapted for use on classifying and 

searching chrysanthemum leaf shapes (Mokhtarian, 1995)

• ARTISAN (Automatic Retrieval of Trademark Images by Shape ANalysis) -  

searches for trademarks (Eakins, Shields, & Boardman, 1996)

Examples of commercial systems are:

• QBIC - IBM’s much documented and long standing system (IBM, 1995; Flickner et 

al, 1995)

• Convera (formely Excalibur) Visual RetrievalWare SDK, Excalibur Corp - 

Excalibur Visual RetrievalWare Software Developers Kit (SDK) is an open 

application development environment distributed by Convera. The SDK is a 

developer's toolkit, which provides a set of tools for building content-based image 

applications (Convera, 2002).
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These are a few of hundreds of applications. For a comprehensive review see Venter 

and Cooper’s online report (A review of content-based image retrieval systems , 2000).

2 .4 .1  M edical Im age Retrieval S y s te m s

Medical science, making extensive use of images, could benefit enormously 

from the availability of fast and accurate CBIR systems. Within this domain the role of 

digital imaging is ever more important and extensive, generating millions of new 

images daily. In addition to these there are huge numbers of stored and archived images. 

It is therefore not surprising that a large research effort is concentrated on medically 

orientated CBIR.

As discussed earlier in the chapter, CBIR systems can loosely be divided into 

two groups. In one group are systems designed to operate on any images i.e. they are 

not domain specific. Many commercial systems fall into this category. In the other 

group there are systems designed around a particular domain (examples given above). 

By extension, systems from the first group could operate on medical images and 

perform a wide variety of retrieval. However it is likely that the precision or accuracy 

required with respect to a specific medical domain (such as dysmorphology) would not 

be available. The aim of distinguishing between malformed bone shapes for example 

would certainly require a specialist system. Lehman et al. address the failure of non

medical CBIR systems on medical images and also suggests a solution - multiple 

algorithms operating sequentially (Lehman, Wein, Dahman, Bredno, Vogelsang, & 

Kohnen, 2002).

The number of research projects dedicated to medical image retrieval is vast. 

An Internet search returned many thousands of results. Within the domain of medical 

CBIR, systems could be divided into those that are “general” and those that operate on a
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very specific sub-group. Table 2a gives exam ples o f  m edical CBIR projects and 

systems.

Table 2a -  Review of Medical CBIR systems

System/Paper Name Authors/
Developers

Description

Systems operating in a broad medical domain

I^C: A system for the 
indexing, storage and 
retrieval of medical images 
by content.

(Orphanoudakis, 
Chronaki, & 
Kostomanolakis, 
1994)

Medical images are assigned to image classes 
based on a set of User defined attributes such as 
image modality, type of study and anatomical 
characteristics

I^C net (Orphanoudakis, 
Chronaki, & 
Vamvaka, 1996)

Work follows on from I^C:- network of servers 
providing medical CBIR queries via a web 
browser interface (see I^C)

Integrating Content-based 
Retrieval in a Medical 
Image Database

(Bucci, Cagnoni, & 
De Dominici, 1996)

Paper describing content-based retrieval of 
tomographic images and proposed installation 
into radiological image retrieval database

Active Index for Content- 
based Image Retrieval

(Chang, 1996) Paper introducing Active Indexing and 
describing a prototype system. The active 
indexing refers to dynamic “cells” which link to 
image characteristics such as shape, texture etc.

Similarity Searching in 
Medical Image Data Bases

(Petrakis & 
Faloutsos, 1997)

Describes an image database system which 
supports retrieval of medical images by content 
based on both object properties and object 
relationships. The effectiveness of the proposed 
methodology has been assessed based on 
simulated but realistic tomographic images.

ASSERT: A Physician-in- 
the-Loop Content-Based 
Retrieval System for HRCT 
Image Databases

(Shyu, Brodley, 
Avinash, & Kak, 
1999)

Medical radiology system which uses User 
interaction to circumvent problems with 
automatic segmentation

Project “MISSION-DBS” (Chen & Yun, 
1999)

Information Management” supercomputer and 
medical image databases linked using high 
performance satellite links and artificial 
intelligence -  the image retrieval is a 
combination of attribute-based and content- 
based

Content-Based Retrieval 
from Medical Image 
Databases:

(Brodley, Kak, 
Shyu, Dy, 
Broderick, & Aisen, 
1999)

A Synergy of Interaction, Machine Learning 
and Computer Vision -  a report which describes 
a synergy of approaches

Medical Image 
Management System 
(MIMS)

(Chbeir, Amghar, &
Flory-Lisi-Insa,
2002)

Describes a system based on a synergy of 
several approaches to retrieve images 
(radiographic) in a medical domain

Systems operating in a more specific medical domain

Efficient and Effective 
Nearest Neighbor Search in 
a Medical Image Database 
of Tumor Shapes

(Korn,
Sidiropoulos, 
Faloutsos, Siegel, & 
Protopapas, 1998)

Implementation of CBIR on a database of 
tumour-like shapes. A “natural similarity 
function” called max morphological distance is 
used for calculating shape similarity
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IME: an image management 
environment with content- 
based access

(Abate, Nappi, 
Tortora, & Tucci, 
1999)

Images indexed according to both the spatial 
arrangement of objects and the morphological 
and geometrical measures of these objects. 
System contains a large number of 
medical images, namely lung CT scans

PathMaster: Content-based 
Cell Image Retrieval Using 
Automated Feature 
Extraction

(Mattie, Staib, 
Stratmann, Hemant, 
Duncan, & Miller, 
2000)

PathMaster is a pilot cell image indexing 
program/search engine that creates an indexed 
reference of images by computationally derived 
cell descriptors.

Retrieval Technique for the 
Diagnosis of Solid Breast 
Tumors on Sonogram

(Kuo, Chang, Lee, 
Moon, & Chen, 
2002)

Describes a system that distinguishes between 
benign and malignant tumours by means of 
texture parameters

A method of content-based 
image retrieval for a spinal 
x-ray image database

(Krainak, Long, & 
Thoma, 2002)

This system classifies vertebral radiographs 
using the geometric characteristics. Retrieval 
can use CBIR or text classification of patient 
images

These projects contain elements of some particular CBIR trends and also serve to

illustrate some research difficulties.

The trends are:

• Many systems use a combination of algorithms and or a combination of CBIR and 

text based searching

• An increasing number of systems are searching distributed databases i.e. databases 

distributed across a number of sites

The research difficulties refer to:

• Delay in publishing work can render it non-representative of the current “state of the 

art” because of the enormous increase in technology, specifically computing power 

and distribution systems such as the Internet.

•  Huge volumes of research, a positive situation, however developments don’t always 

find their way into real-world applications
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2 .4 .2  D ysm orphology R elated  Retrieval S y s te m s

The CBIR software system created in this research is a highly specialised 

domain specific system. It performs CBIR on images drawn from a database of skeletal 

dysplasias. An attempt to match the dysmorphology related images in this system using 

a non-domain specific or general medical CBIR system may be partially successful. It 

may, for example, succeed in matching spinal radiographs with like from another 

database. However in order to accurately select and match the specific variation in, for 

example, vertebral body shape that is seen in some skeletal dysplasias a purpose 

designed or adapted set of algorithms is necessary. This system is designed to add 

functionality to the existing image compendia routinely used in the diagnosis of 

dysmorphology related conditions and is designed around a set real-world data. It 

represents a practical focus to this novel research in the domain of dysmorphology.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

Content Based Image Retrieval is a complex and challenging aspect of 

computing. Successful systems could be extremely useful in many domains and 

consequently a huge research effort is concentrated on this field.

A CBIR system can typically be broken down into distinct sub-systems and has, at 

its core, an image-understanding system. This may comprise image operation stages 

such as:

• Low level processing -  using image processing, segmentation, image enhancing

• High level understanding -  based on “knowledge” of the image and imitates human 

cognition -  may use parameters such as:
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-  Colour

-  Texture

-  Shape

A database manager is responsible for the efficient storage and retrieval of, often 

large, volumes of image data. The presentation of results is important and may include 

facility for the refinement and resubmission of queries.

Many functioning and prototype CBIR systems exist. They can broadly be divided 

into generic systems that aim to work on all images of all types and domain specific 

systems that work within a single domain. This has resulted in the development and 

refinement of many algorithms, many of which, whilst having been developed with 

specific applications in mind, are not implemented in working systems using real-world 

data.

In the field of dysmorphology great emphasis is placed on visual recognition of 

clinical and radiological features in order to classify and diagnose syndromes. 

Consequently image data forms an important reference source in this area. When 

clinicians refer to stored images there is an intermediate textual classification and thus 

a mapping between images and their textual descriptions. That is to say, images 

provide a reference to a prototypical feature description and category, but it is only the 

textual data that is utilised as a search key. The challenge of machine vision with 

respect to dysmorphology is to remove the intermediate textual element and make the 

mapping from visual clue to search index more direct. This could be achieved by 

developing a system which uses image search keys as a basis for image retrieval. The 

chance of the success of such a system depends on the nature and quality of the image 

data and progress in the field of machine vision and image retrieval.
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With respect to CBIR on real-world data, dysmorphology presents a complex 

application area in the sense that visual recognition and interpretation are integral parts 

of diagnosis and although comprehensive data sets of images are available, as yet, no 

substantial effort has been expended on making this link. This thesis describes work that 

has a practical focus, the development and evaluation of a CBIR system on images of 

skeletal dysplasias, and that takes the first steps towards this goal.
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Chapter Three -  Examination of the 
Images in LDDB and REAMS
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3.1 Introduction

The diagnosis of malformation syndromes relies heavily on visual clues and 

comprehensive data sets have been compiled to form syndrome compendia for clinical 

reference. Computer technology has been exploited to aid in dissemination of these 

compendia (Evans, 1995), most notably in the form of databases with syndrome 

descriptions, clinical photographs and radiographs, literature citations and clinical 

features. Two of the three image data sets that have commercial, practical and clinical 

use are the London Dysmorphology Database (LDDB) (and Online LDDB) and 

REAMS (Radiological Atlas of Malformation Syndromes and Skeletal Dysplasias) 

which is specific to skeletal dysplasias. For each of these, tools have been developed to 

both present this information, and to search and cross-reference it. The image data 

contained within these two databases formed the starting point for research in this 

project and the images contained in REAMS are the images around which the CBIR 

system is built.

In Chapter One each of these systems was discussed with specific reference to 

dysmorphology computer systems in general. This chapter serves as a review of these 

two systems and the images contained in their databases as well as an analysis of the 

data sets with a view to developing a CBIR system. The two sets are analysed 

separately and then compared. Finally, conclusions are drawn about the suitability of 

the images contained in REAMS as opposed to those in LDDB for purposes of CBIR.
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3.2 LDDB

The LDDB (London Dysmorphology Data Base) is a diagnostic tool, Version 

One of which was first published in 1990. The current release is Version Three. On 

running the system the User is presented with two main search features. One is a search 

that allows the searching of syndromes based on “keywords”. These keywords can 

relate to the syndrome title, gene location, McKusick number inheritance type, 

reference title or abstract. The other search facility enables a User to search using 

criteria from a pre-defined master list of clinical features. The list is in the form of 

classifications categorised across clinical regions. This is also referred to as a feature 

tree and is a representation of numerically coded dysmorphic features (Evans, 1995). 

Features selected from this list are added to what becomes a Boolean search list with up 

to nine criteria. The ability to combine features and refine searches to retrieve lists of 

candidate syndromes is at the heart of how LDDB aids a specialist in performing a 

diagnosis.

A physician selects the features as seen in a patient, adding them to the search. 

Running the search generates a list of possible syndromes for inspection and the search 

criteria may be saved and recovered at a later time. Each syndrome is represented 

through a case or number of cases. Many of the syndromes have associated 

photographs that are presented in search results as thumbnail images. In addition to the 

searches, a User may elect to review syndromes by moving through an alphabetical list. 

Once a syndrome is selected its details and any associated thumbnail images are 

displayed. The thumbnails from both this and the searches are linked to full size 

images.

 ̂A unique number assigned to each database entry in OMIM
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The images comprise a collection of photographs from the Department of 

Clinical and Molecular Genetics at the Institute of Child Health, London and the 

medical literature. They number approximately 12,000 and new images are constantly 

being digitised and added to the library. The images have been collected over a number 

of years and are diverse in terms of their subject matter, medium origin, colour, pose, 

lighting and general quality. They are classified according to the syndrome represented 

and anonymised patient identification and are stored on CD ROM in a numbered 

directory structure. The images are computer files of image type png^.

3.2 .1  Im age S u b jects

The image subjects range from patients to tissue. The patient images are 

composed of faces, full body images and general anatomy. An image may feature one 

or more patients. Examples of images from the database are shown in Figure 3a.

3 .2 .2  Im age S o u rce  M edia

The source media of images influence their characteristics. For example 

radiographs are typically greyscale and prone to noise because of the nature of the 

radiographic process. The source media of the images in LDDB are diverse and include:

• Photographs -  digitised photographs taken under varying conditions

• Computed Tomography Scans -  also known as CT scans use advanced x-ray 

technology to take cross-sectional pictures of the body

• Photomicrographs from electron and optical microscopes

 ̂PNG - Portable Network Graphics: an image format with lossless compression
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• Radiographs

The majority of the images are photographs.

3 .2 .3  P o s e  and C om position

Pose is a term used to refer to the positioning of objects within an image. A set 

of images of “passport” photographs would be classed as consistently posed. From a 

CBIR perspective consistently posed images are preferable. Images with inconsistent 

pose can make image retrieval very difficult or impossible. This implies that the area of 

interest within the image (face in this example) is uniformly positioned relative to the 

camera. Most photographs are 2D projections of 3D scenes. During the transformation 

from 3D to 2D information is lost and a certain amount of distortion takes place. The 

information lost cannot be recovered. All images in LDDB are 2D photographs which 

contain less information than a 3D scan of a scene or the scene itself.

Composition refers to the nature of the content of an image. In this situation 

uniformity of composition, for example one patient image per photograph, would be 

preferable. The LDDB images are of varying pose and composition even within subsets 

of the images. This is not surprising given that the data was collected over a number of 

years beginning before any thought of storing and searching using a computer. Even 

with currently acquired data, standardisation of pose can be problematic in 

dysmorphology due to the fact that many patients are children who may not be able to 

“co-operate” due to behaviour associated with their medical condition.
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3 .2 .4  Colour

The images are both greyscale and colour. This is a com plicating factor because 

any algorithm s relating to colour cannot be applied to all o f  the images. D isregarding 

colour com pletely is lim iting for those colour images. How ever algorithm s that attem pt 

to work on the whole database o f  images cannot use colour as a m atching criterion.

Figure 3a - Examples of images taken from the LDDB
All images shown are complete as they appear in the database. They may however have been 
reduced in size and their frames cropped.

-
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3 .2 .5  Quality

The overall image quality is affected by factors already described plus some 

others not yet mentioned. Focus and contrast as well as other more subjective criteria 

such as image clarity all contribute to the likely success of CBIR. The images under 

discussion are of varying quality primarily because they were taken over a long period, 

by different photographers/clinicians in varying locations and circumstances. Again, 

some examples are shown in Figure 3a.

3 .2 .6  C o n clu sion s R egarding the LDDB Im ages

When constructing a CBIR system inconsistency within the image data is 

possibly the most complicating factor. This is partly why generic systems working on 

all types of images are difficult develop successfully. Consistently blurred images, for 

example, can be corrected as a matter of course within a system. The image data in the 

LDDB is inconsistent. With such diversity, a system to conduct generic searches for a 

sub-section of the images that are more consistent (e.g. all images containing a 

representation of a human face) may be feasible. However the type of accuracy 

required for the selection of images based on dysmorphic features is likely to be at best 

illusive and at worst impossible with current technology.

3.3 REAMS

REAMS (Radiological Electronic Atlas of Malformation Syndromes and 

Skeletal Dysplasias), like LDDB, is also a diagnostic tool. In many ways the systems 

are similar with the main difference being that REAMS is based around radiographic
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images and it is more “image centred” as its name implies. Upon running the 

application the User is presented with either a list of conditions or a feature search. 

Selection of a condition allows immediate viewing of all images in the database 

associated with that condition. When viewing the images the User can drag them into a 

User defined section thus creating a group of images that can be stored and reloaded. 

Selecting a condition brings up an information section in which the User can view a 

description of the condition, a list of references, radiological findings and synonyms for 

the condition. The feature list is similar to that used in LDDB except that it only lists 

features which have a skeletal basis. The user can select up to nine criteria and add 

filters such as patient age ranges and keywords in patient images and notes. The search 

result is returned as a selection of images. Selecting an image generates the full size 

image and details of that image. These details may include patient notes, image notes, 

findings and literature details. The User may also elect to see only images of a 

particular patient. The feature search selection screens of both LDDB and REAMS can 

be seen in Figure 3b

In REAMS images are far more consistent in all respects. Whereas the LDDB 

images come from a variety of source media the REAMS images are radiographs. 

Radiographs are taken in a more controlled environment than is usually the case with 

photographs and therefore they are consistently posed and have reasonably standardised 

composition. A characteristic of radiographs is that they are greyscale. Although this 

means that there is one less information channel it is compensated for by the image 

consistency.
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Figure 3b - Feature search selection screens o f  LDDB (upper) and REAM S (Lower)
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3.3.1 Im age Sub jects

The images are radiographs from the entire skeletal system and are of patients of 

all ages although there is a predominance of children and adolescents. The image data 

also contains babygrams and foetal images. Examples of images from the database are 

shown in Figure 3c.

3 .3 .2  Im age Media

The digitised radiographs are all stored in the database as computer files of 

image type jpg^. They range in size from around 20 kilobytes to more than 2 

megabytes. They are from two types of source media:

• Radiographs

• MRI Scans - magnetic resonance imaging uses magnetic and radio waves to 

generate images of the body

The vast majority of images are radiographs.

* .jpg -  the file extension for JPEG (pronounced Jay Peg) images stands for Joint Photographic Experts 
Group. It is a standardised image compression mechanism. It is “lossy” meaning that some information is 
lost in the compression
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Figure 3c -  REAM S images, 
lumbar spine and vertebra 
Right and Left:
Two images from REAMS. 
The geometric com plexity of 
a skull as opposed to the 
relative sim plicity o f  lumbar 
vertebrae in the spine.
Below:
Spine shown in typical 
orientation with the lumbar 
vertebra shown in red (arrow  
in original image)
The lumbar vertebra shown 
enlarged from the spine has 
its body enclosed by a red 
outline. The sagittal distance 
is what will be referred to as 
width and the vertical 
dimension as height.

Vertical

Body



3 .3  3 P o s e  and Com position

Radiographs are taken from standard views which means that although there are 

in effect a number of standard “poses”, they are consistent. These views are described 

according to the path of the x-ray beam (Armstrong & Wastie, 1998). They are:

• lateral -  beam from the side

• posteroanterior or PA -  beam passes from back to front

• anteroposterior or AP -  beam passes from front to back

Although the poses are relatively standardised the composition of images varies, 

depending largely on the medical details being displayed. For example an image 

containing a lumbar vertebra of a particular type may show only lumbar vertebrae but it 

may also contain thoracic vertebrae. Images of the femora are typically either of the 

whole femur or just the upper femur and hip joint depending on the nature of the feature 

being shown.

3 .3 .4  Colour and Quality

The images are all greyscale and their overall quality is affected by factors 

already described plus some others not yet mentioned. Owing to the desirability of 

minimising tissue radiation damage, a radiographer balances clarity of image against 

radiation intensity. This factor and the nature of radiography tend to produce much 

image noise. The image clarity may be adequate for interpretation by a radiologist but 

may be problematic for computerised image processing. Non-skeletal tissue is often 

visible and can occlude skeletal structures. Interference may result from other sources, 

an example being intestinal gas in spinal radiographs (an illustration is given in Chapter 

Four, Figure 4f). The nature of some skeletal dysplasias also complicates radiography.
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Certain syndromes have osteoporosis as a characteristic and radiographs of osteoporotic 

bones may produce shapes with little boundary definition. The complicated nature of 

such images is of course not confined to those in this database. Radiographs in general 

and radiographs of skeletal dysplasias in particular often require careful study and 

interpretation. Radiologists or physicians may need to manually enhance such images 

by outlining structures of interest. Examples of this can be seen in REAMS and a 

selected paper documenting a new dysplasia (de Ravel, De Smet, & Fryns, 2002).

3 .3 .5  C on clu sion s  Regarding the REAMS Im ages

The images in REAMS are a difficult data set on which to implement a CBIR 

system. This is partly due to reasons discussed above but also because of the required 

nature of detail in the retrieval. A system aiming to differentiate between radiographs 

of differing anatomical regions is more likely to be successful than one which attempts 

to distinguish minute detail within similar images. An example could be that of finding 

radiographs of lower limbs as opposed to those of the skull. The more generalised 

nature of the query and the discriminating factors available mean that global properties 

(such as brightness or colour) and generalised shape detail could be used. However 

attempting to retrieve similar shapes based on the small differences that separate one 

vertebral type from another is likely to be a difficult task. In this situation both global 

consideration (the subset of vertebral or spinal radiographs must first distinguished fi"om 

all others) and minute differentiation must succeed with the latter being based on subtle 

shape variations.
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3.4 The LDDB and REAMS Images Compared

Although both data sets represent a significant challenge from a CBIR point of 

view, a system designed around the REAMS images would probably be the most 

feasible of the two. Radiography is essentially a two dimensional medium where 

structures are in silhouette and as such a large amount of the information about an 

image is in outlines or boundaries. Concentrating only on shape in this case is likely to 

yield better results than (for simplicity’s sake) attempting to use only facial outlines in 

the photographs of LDDB.

For this reason and considering all the points discussed above it was decided to 

concentrate on the radiographs in REAMS rather than the images in the LDDB with the 

option of extending the system to include LDDB at a later date (see Chapter Eleven on 

Future Work).

3.5 Data Selection from REAMS

For the purposes of this research it was necessary to select a subset of the 

images. This was due to their large number and diversity, the likely complications of a 

system that encompassed all anatomical regions and the varying complexities of images 

of these different regions.

Certain structures are particularly complex in form and are difficult to 

decompose into simpler sub-structures. Examples of these are the skull (shown in 

Figure 3c) and the pelvis. Consequently image matching/comparison algorithms based 

around shapes derived from these areas would certainly be more complex than those
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developed for other anatomical areas. Vertebrae and femora are examples of more 

morphologically simple structures.

A further consideration in selecting an image sub-set was the diagnostic 

importance of a given anatomical region from a dysmorphologist’s perspective. Major 

areas of interest from the point of view of diagnosing bone dysplasias are vertebrae of 

the spine and the epiphyses, metaphyses and diaphyses of the long bones (Hall, 1992). 

Radiologically the spine is involved in many skeletal dysplasias. The most common 

abnormality being reduced height (platyspondyly). However vertebral body architecture 

can vary in many ways including posterior, superior or inferior concavity and anterior 

pointing or beaking and hooking. Vertebral defects are present and significant in a large 

number of syndromes and therefore research on these images is particularly important.

On advice from an expert in diagnosing malformation syndromes^ two sub-sets 

of images were selected. These contained images that were particularly interesting and 

important medically as well as feasible to tackle from an image retrieval point of view. 

The first sub-set - vertebral bodies - were selected for reasons of diagnostic importance 

and their morphological simplicity. The vertebral CBIR system was developed before 

the second data were selected. The second sub-set contained radiographs of femora. 

These were selected because their more complex shape represented a different challenge 

from the vertebral system, their elongated shape was a contrast to the compact vertebral 

bodies and because any algorithm developed could potentially be used, with only slight 

modification, on other long bones.

See acknowledgements for all assistance given during this research
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3.5.1 Vertebral B od ies

M any abnormal characteristics o f  vertebrae are caused by m orphological 

variation in the vertebral body. These variations are usually seen in lateral views o f  the 

spine.

Nine types o f  vertebral bodies o f the lumbar spine, where shape was the main 

classification criterion, were selected to form the initial image dom ain for CBIR 

developm ent. These groups consisted o f  normal vertebrae and eight m alform ation 

categories. The categories (including normal) were:

Normal, Tall, Square, W edged, Biconvex, Biconcave, Concave Posterior, Hooked, and 

Pointed. Exam ples o f  the shapes can be seen in Figure 3d, Table 3a and Table 6a - 

Chapter Six. Further discussion o f  the geometry o f  these shapes is in Chapter Six.

Superior Articular 
Process

Lamina

Spinous 
Process --------^

Inferior Articular 
Facet

Tranverse
Process

Body

Pedicle

Figure 3d -  Lumbar vertebra 
and malformation categories 
Left: a normal lumber vertebra 
Below: body shapes o f  the 
selected categories o f  vertebrae 
(all traced from actual images)
1) Normal
2) Tall
3) Square
4) W edged
5) Biconvex
6) Biconcave
7) Concave Posterior
8) Hooked
9) Pointed
All vertebrae are similarly 
oriented

Anterior
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The test images that were selected were chosen because o f  their prototypical 

m orphological characteristics and clarity and definition w ithin the radiograph. The 

physical procedure o f  selecting the images involved resizing them to dim ensions 

m anageable within the system developm ent environm ent, cataloguing their origin, 

REAM S file name and medical details for reference. All vertebral image files were 

stored under names related to their m alform ation category. The file names are used 

throughout and imply this classification. Table 3a gives the categories and associated 

file group names and shows an exam ple o f each category as well as the total num ber o f 

images and the num ber o f  actual vertebral bodies. The files within a group were 

identilled by letters, for exam ple files containing normal vertebra would be vertOa.jpg, 

vertOb.jpg etc. Typically each image file was that o f a spinal radiograph containing 

more than one vertebra. In these cases the vertebral bodies were num bered from the 

lowest in the image upwards as shown in Figure 3e.

Figure 3e -  Image 
containing three vertebrae
The image shown is 
vertOe.jpg and contains three 
normal vertebrae which have 
been numbered from the 
bottom.

Eighty-one images were selected from REAM S and the total num ber o f 

vertebrae from all o f  the images was 146. For reference all vertebral image files selected 

are listed in Appendix A, Table A I .
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Table 3a -  Distribution o f vertebral image files

Category Example Images File Group 

Nam es

Totals

Images Vertebral bodies

Normal vertO 10 30

Tall vertl 12 28

Square vert2 7 15

W edged vert3 7 11

Biconvex vert4 10 10

Biconcave vert? 7 10

Concave

Posterior

vert9 11 19

Hooked vertl 1 11 11

Pointed vert 12 6 12

Total 81 146
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3 .5 .2  Fem ora

Unlike the vertebrae, where a subsection of the whole structure (the body) was 

used as a classification basis, classification of the femur involved the complete bone. 

Therefore images were selected only if they contained a femur shown in entirety. This 

proved extremely limiting at a later stage when attempting to find examples of 

particular malformations. Femur selection was also related to patient age. Following 

expert advice, femora of infants or “very young children”’° were not selected. The 

reason for this is that from infancy to adolescence the femur undergoes significant 

changes particularly during the earliest months of life (Timothy Ward, Davis, & Hanley 

Jr, 1992). At birth most of the epiphyses” are cartilaginous and therefore invisible 

radiographically.

A decision was also made to ensure that, for purposes of developing an 

algorithm, definition of the parts of the femur was standardised. Examination of a 

radiographic image of an adolescent femur reveals that it comprises three segments 

which can be taken as geometrically distinct. With reference to Figure 3f, these are:

1. The capital (proximal) epiphysis

2. The main shaft of the femur including the proximal and distal metaphyses and the 

greater and lesser trochanters

3. The distal epiphysis.

It was decided to include the capital epiphysis and the metaphyses but to exclude the 

distal epiphysis. It was noted that care should be taken to ensure that the greater and 

lesser trochanters (not always clear on a radiograph) were included in the shape 

boundary.

These age ranges, although somewhat general, are used in REAMS to catalogue the patient ages. 
' * Growing end points in bones.
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Figure 3 f  -  Geometrically distinct areas o f the femur
This image shows a com plete adolescent femur in which the three areas 
considered geom etrically distinct are visible (brightness has been ad listed)

Include capital proximal 
epiphysis

Ensure that the greater (top  
arrow) and lesser trochanters 
are considered part o f  the 
shane

Include the distal metaphysis

Exclude the distal epiphysis (this 
could be considered separately using 
a different image description )

Unlike the vertebrae in the database which are generally elassitled according to a 

single mal form ation type, m any o f  the femora exem plify m ultiple m alform ations. A 

single image may be listed as “short” and “ flared m etaphyses” . For this reason images 

o f  lem ora selected from REAM S, after being resized, were stored under a filenam e 

conform ing to the pattern: fem M jpg where N  was a number. Unlike the vertebral files 

the title contains no reference to the shape characteristics.

Some images contained left and  right femora whereas others showed either left 

or right. In some cases where both occurred in the same image, images were divided 

and named: femAL.jpg or femA/C.jpg. Left and right correspond to the patient's left and 

right and so the left lem ur appears on the right-hand side o f a radiograph. A total o f  51 

femoral image files were selected/created (some being divided) from the REAM S
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database. Once the CBIR system was implemented and tested not all of these were 

used. There were a few reasons for this. Firstly a decision was taken to disregard 

images of patients below a certain age and secondly, some characteristics, for example 

“bowing”, were not being considered and therefore images mainly exhibiting these were 

not used. The total representation of dysmorphic femoral characteristics by the images 

used is shown in Table 3b below.

The physical process of selecting images involved resizing and cataloguing 

details about the image. These details were the age and gender of the patient, the 

features exemplified by the image and any other information available and thought to be 

relevant -  an example being that a femur, having metaphyseal flaring may also have a 

comment noting that it was mild. Unlike those of the vertebrae which were stored in a 

simple table, these details were stored in a database. It is not possible to identify the 

characteristics of a femoral image from its file name. All images need to be cross- 

referenced with the database. The image files in the database are given in Appendix A, 

Table A2.
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Table 3b -  Examples and distribution o f features contained in femoral images
The figures beneath each image show  the number o f  representations o f  each feature selected  
from the REAMS database. Many images show more than one feature -  eg. the femur 
show ing coxa vaiga is also slender.

Normal Slender Coxa Vaiga Coxa Vara

Short Short Neck Flared M etaphysis

13

3.6 Summary

Two data sets associated with two dysm orphology diagnostic systems were analysed 

for suitability for experim entation with and to assist in the developm ent o f  a CBIR 

system dedicated to the dom ain o f  dysmorphology. The image characteristics exam ined 

were:
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• Subject

• Medium

• Pose and Composition

• Colour

• Quality

With reference to these the image data of the first system, LDDB comprises images 

with the following characteristics:

• Multiple subjects

• Diverse media

• Varied pose and composition

• Colour and monochrome

• Varied quality

• The image collection was assembled over many years and generally contains images 

in an unstructured format.

The REAMS data set is more uniform in all aspects because it comprises mainly 

radiographs. With reference to the same list the image characteristics are:

• Mostly uniform subject (radiographs of the skeleton)

• Single medium -  radiographic plates

• Posed according to general radiographic standards

• Greyscale

• Varying quality in terms of resolution and structure visibility

Owing to their relative simplicity and hence viability with regard to CBIR, the second 

(REAMS) set was selected.

Two sets of images were taken from the REAMS data:

• Vertebrae
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• Femora.

These two subgroups were chosen because of their morphological characteristics 

and importance in the diagnosis of bone dysplasias. The morphological criteria were 

relative simplicity of shape for both and contrast between the two. These formed the 

basis for the development of shape matching algorithms within a prototype CBIR 

system. The selected images were then analysed using tools which formed an important 

part of this work. A discussion of the analysis techniques employed is the basis of the 

next chapter.
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Chapter Four -  Machine-based 
Analysis of the Image Data
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4.1 Introduction

Two image data sets, one from LDDB and one from REAMS were assessed for 

suitability for experimentation with a Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system. 

The REAMS set was selected and from this two image sub-sets, lumbar vertebra and 

femora were selected. The image data and the selection process were discussed in detail 

in Chapter Three. In order to gauge the suitability of the images and any possibility of 

implementing a CBIR system based around them a more rigorous, machine-based 

analysis was required.

Many commercial image-manipulation/analysis products are available. These 

products usually have standard image processing algorithms built into them. However 

because of the specialised nature of the images under consideration and with an aim of 

developing a prototype CBIR system specific to dysmorphology, a new image 

analysis/CBIR prototype was developed. The system became known as X-Ray Specs, a 

name derived from the identifier for a computer program variable (xraySpecs) holding 

(X-Ray) image specifications and the obvious reference to vision enhancing apparatus. 

Discussion of this system with respect to the analysis of REAMS image data and a 

CBIR system designed around them is a core part of this research and essentially forms 

the basis the work described in this thesis. This will include a description of the 

methods employed, research trials and evaluation of the system. This chapter 

concentrates on image analysis using computer processes and other developments 

within the system, some of which were not directly linked to the CBIR aspects.

The software application, X-Ray Specs, developed as a major focus in this 

research can essentially be divided into two linked but separate sections -  CBIR and 

Image Analysis. The image analysis capabilities were used to experiment with
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segmentation and image matching and inform development of the CBIR systems. X-Ray 

Specs also served as a research and development environment for image-manipulation 

and icon-creation techniques which were later used in the CBIR system.

4.2 Overview of X-Ray Specs

The X-Ray Specs system was continuously developed throughout all stages of 

this project. Its graphical user interface can be seen in Figure 4a.

It was designed as a test-bed to fulfil two main functions;

-  Bespoke image processing and image analysis software designed around the specific 

requirements of the images from both databases

-  Image retrieval software containing functionality for obtaining image specifications, 

pre-processing images for CBIR and running CBIR searches.

It comprised four components which interacted to develop the CBIR functionality:

1. Image processing - low level image analysis

2. High level image analysis - REAMS image analysis (in terms of shape 

characteristics) and image matching analysis

3. Image manipulation - splines, spline drawing and icon development

4. CBIR algorithm research and development

CBIR will be discussed in detail in later chapters and Chapter Five is devoted to 

further discussion of X-Ray Specs from a software engineering perspective. This 

chapter will cover the other three areas.
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4.3 Image Processing

The image processing component was used mainly in the earliest examination of 

images although some processes such as histogram equalisation were used throughout 

the project. Image-processing algorithms were not part of the experimental or 

developmental section of this research.

4.3 .1  Histogram Equalisation

Histogram equalisation was an operation built in the X-Ray Specs system. 

Histograms are an important tool in computer imaging and can be used for CBIR in 

their own right (Gagaudakis & Rosin, 2002). Histogram equalisation however is an 

example of a group of transformations known as grey-scale transformations (Sonka et 

al, 1999). A grey-scale transformation transforms the original brightness scale of a 

grey-scale image into a new brightness scale. These types of transformation are often 

used to modify images for human viewing rather than computer image processing and 

radiographs, because of their tendency towards low contrast, are good subjects. A 

histogram equalisation improves the brightness distribution throughout an image. 

Given a histogram of brightness maxima and minima, the transformation enhances 

brightness values near the maxima and decreases contrast near the minima. The effect 

of histogram equalisation can be seen in Figure 4b. This filter was used to enhance the 

contrast of many REAMS images for better definition during manual segmentation.
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Figure 4b - Histogram equalisation: left before, right after

4 .3 .2  Introduction to Image Segm en tation

Image segm entation is the process or processes carried out in order to separate 

areas o f  interest within an image from area o f  less interest. This usually means 

separating some "foreground” feature or features (e.g. vertebra) from the background 

features (e.g. rest o f  the spine). A general overview o f segmentation and its importance 

in CBIR was discussed in Chapter Two, Section 2.3.2.

W ithin a CBIR system automated segmentation is particularly desirable because 

manual segm entation can be an extrem ely tim e consum ing and tedious process. M any 

images however, particularly images not created specifically for any kind o f 

com puterised system, are not susceptible to autom ated segmentation. An initial and 

important function o f  the X-Ray Specs system was to evaluate the images with respect 

to possible autom ated segmentation. In order to achieve this, processes such as edge- 

detection and contrast enhancem ent by means o f  histogram s were incorporated into the 

system. The advantage o f  this as opposed to using a commercial product to test images
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was that algorithms could be adapted or adjusted to maximise the effect on the images 

under analysis.

4 .3 .3  Edge-finding and Line-finding Operations

Several edge-finding or line-finding operations were implemented. These 

included a Laplacian Operator mask for edge-detection, Laplacian of Gaussian 

convolution masks, line finding using a convolution mask and a version of the Canny 

edge-detector. These types of operations are sometimes referred to as “pixel group 

processing” (Baxes, 1994).

An image is represented within computer memory as a two-dimensional grid (or 

array) of points. Each point has spatial information (position) and spectral information 

(brightness and colour). Using this information an image can be drawn (rendered) to the 

screen. A convolution mask is a grid or array of values that can be superimposed on the 

image grid (Knudsen, 1999). Usually the mask is considerably smaller than the image 

and so it is either placed on one section of the image or moved progressively across the 

image. This process is accomplished using the figures that describe the image in the 

computer memory and so the combination of the mask and the image subsection is 

achieved by matrix multiplication (termed convolution). Such masks are often described 

as “kernels”. A mask can be used to alter an image or generate a set of values which 

serve to describe the image or a subsection thereof. Alteration is achieved by letting 

values in the mask change positional or spectral values in the image. Image information 

is generated by analysing sets of figures generated as the mask is convolved with the 

image. In such cases the images themselves are not necessarily altered.
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M any image processing procedures involve convolution. Exam ples o f  such are 

blurring, sm oothing, sharpening, line finding and edge detection. A typical exam ple is 

that o f  line-tlnding using a convolution mask. This algorithm  was used to test images in 

X-Ray Specs and used fourteen, 5x5 convolution kernels. The fourteen kernels 

represent possible line directions in the underlying 25 pixels (see Figure 4c).

Figure 4c - A graphical representation o f  the fourteen kernels for the line 
finding algorithm. The actual array o f  values for the first kernel is shown next to its 
graphic. As can be seen, these masks represent every possible direction combination  
within the nine pixels around and including the centre. Each mask is positioned over 
the same group o f  pixels. The maximum output value corresponds with the mask 
most accurately matching the underlying pixels.

0 0 0 0 0
0 -1 o.■ 1 0
0 -1 3 -1 0
0 -1 2 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0

^Applet Viewer: ConvolveTesl

S %

Lines (or edges) within an image are often detectable by an abrupt change o f 

brightness. They are vector variables and therefore have m agnitude and direction. The 

edge m agnitude is perpendicular to its direction. At each pixel a convolution between 

the mask and the 25 pixels under the mask is performed. This produces an array o f 

values which indicates the line direction in the underlying image. Som e results o f  the %- 

Ray Specs line-finding and edge-detection algorithm s operating on a REAM S image can 

be seen in Figure 4d.
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Figure 4d -  Line and edge 
detection
1-4 show exam ples o f  the from 
X-Ray Specs whilst testing line- 
detection and edge-detection  
algorithms on an image from 
the REAM S database.
1. The original image (a 
vertebral body classified as 
“tall”)
2. After passing through a 
Canny ed ge-detector.
3. After convolution with an 
inverted Laplacian o f  Gaussian 
mask. The performance o f  this 
is considerably improved by 
histogram equalisation.
4. Output from the line finding 
operator discussed in the text

4 .3 .4  E dge  Detection Using the C anny Algorithm

The most important and sophisticated o f  the edge-detection algorithm s used in 

X-Ray Specs was a version o f  the Canny algorithm . John Canny proposed a set o f goals 

for edge detection and an edge detection algorithm  (Canny, 1986). This has becom e a 

classic algorithm  for edge detection. The algorithm  used in this case was adapted from 

a version given in “Algorithm s for Image Processing and Com puter V ision” (Parker, 

1997).

All o f  the im age-processing tests conducted in X-Ray Specs provided concrete 

and empirical confirm ation o f  what was already implied by visual analysis o f  the 

images in LDDB and REAM S: automatic or probably even semi-automatic 

scy;mcutation would present a difficult, perhaps intractable problem in such a complex 

domain.

By the tim e the Canny algorithm  had been incorporated into the system the 

REAM S images had been selected rather than the LDDB images and therefore the tests
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conducted were all on REAM S images. The first test was to determ ine, if  possible, an 

optim um  width o f  the standard deviation in the Gaussian within the algorithm .

The Gaussian has the form:

Equation I - Gaussian

G { x ) — 2a~

The standard deviation a  affects the strength the Gaussian.

An image was selected and tested for edge-detection whilst varying the Gaussian 

strength. The test results are shown in Figure 4e.

Figure 4e -Varying the Gaussian in the Canny algorithm
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Values between 1.0 and 2.0 seemed to give good results and setting a  to 1.0 

appeared to reveal the most distinct detail on the boundaries so a  was set equal to 1.0 

during use of the Canny algorithm. Many images were tested and in many cases clear 

vertebral shapes were isolated. Two examples of complete images are shown in Figure 

4f. However even with clearest initial images many extraneous lines were produced and 

many lines apparent to the eye were omitted. If the system was being designed to work 

with just one reasonably standardised vertebral shape then heuristics and other image 

processing procedures may conceivably have served to automatically segment the 

vertebral shapes from the background. Where an infinite variation of a number of shape 

classes were being sought from images of differing qualities, any such automatic 

segmentation would be unlikely to succeed and such research and development could 

itself be the topic of a research project. For this reason and on the basis of the visual 

analysis discussed in Chapter Three, it was concluded to concentrate the work on image 

retrieval aspects initially and incorporate automatic segmentation in future work.

There is much debate over the possibility and even desirability of completely 

automatic segmentation with many researchers and system designers opting for the 

“human in the loop” approach (Shyu et al, 1999).
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Figure 4 f -  Filtering images with a Canny edge detector
Images before and after filtering using a Canny edge-detection algorithm. The 
top image before filtering is particularly clear although there is som e occlusion  
(by intestinal gas) - circled in red. 1 he filtered result show s the vertebral bodies 
quite clearly although none are com plete. The most nearly com plete is 
comprom ised by the occlusion which changes the outline in the filtered version. 
The lower image contains biconcave vertebrae that are osteoporotic but 
nevertheless easily discernible by a human observer. H owever filtering is 
markedly unsuccessful im plying that the likelihood o f  automatic shape detection  
very low.

Canny edge- 
detector
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4.4 High Level Image Analysis

The analysis of REAMS images using functionality within X-Ray Specs dealt 

with high-level image understanding as opposed to low-level (pixel level) image 

processing. This section of X-Ray Specs made use of an image comparison process 

used in the CBIR system to generate statistics related to the images from a medical and 

an image-comparison point of view. The statistics were stored in databases and 

understanding of the images informed development of the retrieval and comparison 

algorithms. Because of its link to CBIR and CBIR algorithms further discussion of this 

aspect is in the chapter on geometric analysis, Chapter Six.

4.5 Image Manipulation

Within the X-Ray Specs system functionality was developed to allow the User to 

manipulate or enhance images by drawing on them. This development resulted partly 

from the decision to manually segment images and partly from experimentation with 

creating new images. The reasons for non-automatic or manual segmentation have been 

discussed in the preceding chapter and the first part of this chapter. The image creation 

facility was designed to enable research into the creation of search key images.

4.5 .1  T h e  Spline Drawing S y s te m

One method of isolating an area of interest manually, or manually segmenting an 

image, is to mark reference points directly on to the image. Two types of markings are 

“landmarks” and line drawings. Landmarks are a term used for distinct points usually
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placed on an image at a point or points that seem to be specially significant and recur 

within an image type. For example landmarks on a human face might be the comers of 

the eyes and mouth. Line drawings however might be traced around the eyes and 

mouth and thus delineate these structures in detail. Landmarks are useful because they 

reduce the information dimension space -  a landmarked rectangle may consist only of 

four points whereas lines represent more information and may be complex to analyse. 

Landmarking is an important process in many types of shape identification algorithms 

and has been used on the identification of medical images (Cootes, Hill, Taylor, & 

Haslam, 1994). Certain images are not susceptible to landmarking -  for example 

landmarks on a circle are meaningless. The vertebral bodies in REAMS do not have 

obvious landmarks and so outlining was used to highlight image areas. This involved 

drawing on the computer screen with the computer mouse.

Many, if not most. Users find accurate image creation or image marking on a 

computer a difficult task. Without the provision of either pre-drawn shapes (usually 

regular geometric shapes) or some other form of drawing guidance it is difficult to draw 

and position, for example, smooth curves.

In pre-computer drafting flexible strips called splines were placed on a drawing board to 

produce a smooth curve through a set of points. The curves were called spline curves. 

Such curves can be mathematically described by polynomial functions whose first and 

second derivatives are continuous across the curve sections. Many naturally occurring 

shapes are complex and cannot be easily represented by regular geometric 

approximations. However shapes such as bone silhouettes can be outlined using a 

combination of splines. These splines were used as a simple drawing function to 

segment the images. Figure 4g shows these curves.
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This functionality allows the creation o f  smooth curves that precisely outline a 

natural shape and are easy to draw and position. Furthermore such curves can be

Figure 4g - The three line types from the 
X-Ray Specs drawing screen
The lines are green whilst the control points 

are shown as blue squares.
Below -  an exam ple o f  joined curves

repositioned or altered after they are drawn. They can be formed into a complete 

drawing or outline, saved and then re-used. The lines can be drawn in a tew standard 

colours with widths varying from one to ten pixels across a straight-line section. The 

practical application being that a fairly complex line drawing can be created or details 

on an image enhanced with colours and lines o f  differing thickness. Figure 4h 

illustrates an ear traced with varied splines. The example shown is a normal ear but 

could be changed to represent a malformation to be used as a search key.
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Figure 4h - A tracing o f  the line drawing o f an ear
This is traced along the contours o f  a standard image. 

The colour o f  the lines has been set to magenta however 
this could be changed for individual splines or the entire 
drawing. N ote that the blue spline is o f  different 
thickness and inserted to create a shading effect as a test. 
In the actual editing system any o f  these lines could be 
selected and altered. The image could be selected as a 
whole and dragged or rotated. This image is stored in a 
specialised file and any custom ised version o f  it could  
also be stored.

Although creation o f  images is possible, the practical application o f  the spline 

drawing system is mostly in manual image segmentation. This segmentation procedure 

entails using splines to outline an area o f  interest within an image. A vertebral body can 

thus be isolated from its background by outlining just the body. Typically, many 

images contain incomplete boundaries which can be bridged by splines to form a 

complete boundary or “closed curve” . This became a requirement for all the image- 

comparison algorithms developed. The outlining o f  images was a somewhat time 

consuming task, however the spline drawings could be saved to a file and re-used. 

Unlike radiographic or photographic images these image files ineorporate numerical 

data and drawing commands and not pixel data. This means that when reloaded from 

file, the images are “active” and can be changed as required. Thus a previously stored 

outline o f  a square vertebral body can be re-used and changed to become an outline for 

a tall vertebral body. To facilitate manipulation o f  these images the system allows, as
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well as individual line movement, rotation, translation and reflection of' the lines 

individually or the image as a whole (see Figure 4i).

Figure 41 -  Spline Functionality

Spline manipulation functionality
1. Vertebral body outlined with splines. 2. Splines can be dragged to change the 
outline. 3. “Point Joining” the shape automatically checks that the curve created by the 
splines is closed. It then floodfills the shape. This happens during iconisation and all 
image comparison algorithms. 4. A shape can be dragged in its entirety. 5. A shape 
be scaled up or down. 6. Shapes can be rotated. Any o f  these processes (except 3) can 
be applied to w hole shapes or single lines

Image reflection
Spline drawings can be 
reflected around a vertical 
axis. In the example shown 
the approximate axis has been 
drawn in red on the original. 
In order to reflect an image 
the User drags a rectangle 
around it with the mouse (the 
rectangle is shown in yellow  
as it is dragged). The 
rectangle’s vertical centre is 
taken as the axis o f  reflection. 
This is particularly useful for 
left and right femora. It is not 
possible to achieve the same 
effect by rotating the image
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Storing the images as files meant assigning file names, either manually or 

automatically. Descriptive file names could, in theory, enable the correct images to be 

selected for re-use. However, file names describing images are inevitably inadequate 

because it is impossible to adequately describe the nuances of image-shapes and give 

file names that accurately identify the many saved files. This is an example of a “visual 

- semantic gap”. The problem was addressed by the development of an “Icon Based” 

referencing/indexing system. This is an important part of this research.

4 .5 .2  T he Icon S y stem

The icon system was designed to be a semi-automatic system that enabled a User to 

create a visual reference for an image composed of splines (spline drawing). This 

allowed the User to build up a library of stored spline images which could be selected 

from storage via an iconic reference and either re-used or customised and re-used for 

some current task. The icon system was important for a number of reasons:

• It was an essential step in bridging the semantic gap between textual descriptions of 

shapes and visual appearance

• It proved an invaluable tool during use of the X-Ray Specs system

• Whilst an important part of this work, the icon system and the associated spline 

drawing system are ideas that may be useful in other domains

The icon system worked as follows:

The drawing files were saved with a default file name associated with the image being 

segmented. For example a radiograph of vertebrae with the file name vertOa.jpg would 

generate a drawing file-name of vertOan.fce where n was a User-supplied number
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(normally corresponding to the vertebra’s position within the image). The User could 

then create an icon to represent the image. The file name of the icon was not User- 

accessible but the icon was linked to the spline drawing. Selecting the icon resulted in 

the spline drawing being drawn onto any image on the drawing pane. This spline 

drawing could then be modified as required.

Creation of the icons was an option presented to the User once an image had been 

created and saved. The icons were generated automatically once the User had supplied 

the file number. The icon generation process is as follows:

1. User requested to select the icon’s anatomical category (vertebrae, femora)

2. User requested to select the icon’s malformation category (Normal, Hooked etc)

3. User requested to select the image’s current orientation

4. Shape is rotated to find its horizontal position (see section describing rectangulation 

in Chapter Six)

5. User requested whether current orientation is acceptable (occasionally shapes 

require more than one rectangulation process -  see Appendix B) and if orientation 

acceptable process continues at step six else back to step four

6. Background image is removed (leaving just the foreground spline drawing)

7. Shape is floodfilled (filled with colour)

8. Image consisting of white background and floodfilled shape is reduced in size to 

pre-set icon size

9. Icon is stored by the system with classification details as supplied by the User in 

steps one, two and three.

Once an icon had been created it was displayed on an icon display pane. This was 

automatically loaded at system startup and reloaded when any new icons were added. 

The icon display comprised a “tabbed pane” with each tab showing a malformation
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category icon. An example can be seen in Figure 4j. On selecting a tab the User is 

shown the pane associated with the tab. Each pane contained the icons o f  a

Figure 4j - Tabbed pane showing icons
Those in yellow  are category indicators on the tabs. The panes contain the 

icons (in green)
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classification. An important feature o f  the icon display was that it allowed the User to 

arrange the icons as required. The reason for this was to improve usability o f  the icon 

panes by enabling Users to group icons in ways which were most useful to them. This 

was achieved by selecting the icon to be moved with the right mouse button and 

dragging it to the position required. The pane contained an invisible “snap to” grid 

which automatically aligned the icons. Once positioned by a User the icon location was 

automatically memorised by the system.

The icon system will be further discussed in Chapter Ten where the evaluation o f  

image to icon matching by domain experts will be reported.
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4 .5 .3  S earch  K eys

A clinician wishing to search the images in LDDB or REAMS would seareh for 

a combination of features either in a face or other anatomical area or a bone shape on a 

radiograph. In some instances a search key image may already be available in the form 

of a photograph or radiograph. However in other situations the User may wish to create 

an image or perhaps modify an existing image to provide a search key. There are many 

ways in which this may be achieved. Aceurate drawing of facial, or other features, may 

present difficulties and in many cases outlines are not sufficient. There remains the 

question of how to recreate the subtleties of facial features particularly if the 

eombination of sueh features serves to distinguish one syndrome diagnosis from 

another. The case for radiographs is slightly less complicated particularly as it is often 

the shape’s silhouette that is of importance. Within X-Ray Specs the method of 

speeifying a search key for a silhouette is to use a spline drawing. This may be on a 

white background and it may be selected (using an icon) from a catalogue of previously 

created images. Thereafter the User may modify the outline as required.

4.6 Summary

The development of a functioning prototype CBIR system was a major aspect of this 

research. This prototype was called X-Ray Specs and was developed as a test bed for 

two main separate but interdependent investigations:

1) Image evaluation for two types of images: those from LDDB and those from 

REAMS

2) The development and testing of a CBIR system on the REAMS set of images
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The image evaluation was from both low-level and high-level perspectives and specific 

image analysis and image processing tools were incorporated into the system. These 

included:

• Histogram equalisation

• Line finding algorithms

• Edge detection algorithms

These tools were optimised for the images under consideration and used for processing 

the images to enhance detail.

The CBIR system included as well as the core retrieval/comparison algorithms 

several important and complementary sub-systems:

• A system of image marking using splines

• A system of persisting spline markings as drawings to permanent storage

• An icon system that effectively bridged the semantic - visual gap between saved

drawings and file descriptions of them

The spline drawings enabled the easy creation of smooth curves and facilitated 

manual segmentation of the images by area outlining. Spline drawings could be stored 

and reloaded into the system. The stored drawings formed a catalogue of shapes to be 

used both as search keys and for enhancement and highlighting of areas of interest in 

radiographs. Images and their associated spline drawings became the basis for image 

comparison algorithms. The usability of spline drawings was enhanced by the 

development of manipulation techniques, icon identification and automatic iconisation.
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Chapter Five -  Software Architecture 
of the X-Ray Specs System
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5.1 Introduction

Research into the LDDB and REAMS images and the development of a Content 

Based Image Retrieval system on a sub-set of the REAMS images proceeded in tandem 

with the development of a bespoke computer system. This system was an important 

facet of the project because it was designed as an extensible test bed that, in the initial 

phase, acted as an image analysis facility (as described in Chapter 4). The system later 

incorporated the CBIR functionality that is the core element of this research. The 

computer application was called X-Ray Specs. As this system is an important and 

integral part of the work it merits a short overview with respect to some of the key 

software components that comprise X-Ray Specs.

5.2 The X-Ray Specs System

5.2 .1  O verview  o f th e  S y stem

The system is written in Java"^  ̂which is an object oriented, platform independent 

language. The implications of object orientation are that the system can be decomposed 

into a (large) number of interacting objects that in many instances could function 

autonomously. Platform independence means that the system, though written on a 

given platform (such as Windows"^^) could run without modification on any platform 

that supports Java'^’̂ .

Although it functions as one system and is referred to as one system, X-Ray Specs 

can be broadly decomposed into two separate components:

1. The Core X-Ray Specs System
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2. Case-based Reasoning (GBR) System

The Core X-Ray Specs system is responsible for controlling the entire system and all 

its processes and uses the CBR system in one of these processes. These two components 

are autonomous systems in the sense that they could operate independently under 

certain conditions. The core X-Ray Specs system uses the CBR system to compare 

images in one of retrieval sub-systems and so would need a replacement to operate 

without the CBR system. The CBR system can operate in any domain provided that it 

is initialised correctly and that data in the correct format is supplied. The X-Ray Specs 

system referred to throughout this thesis includes the CBR system as a sub-system. In 

this chapter a distinction will be made between the X-Ray Specs system and the core X- 

Ray Specs system. Figure 5a is an illustration of the main components that interact and 

comprise the X-Ray Specs system including User interaction.

Figure 5a -  Interaction of User and X-Ray Specs system components

Interaction 
with GUI

Retrieves data

Stores data
^pUI display

Image retrieval 
and

pre-processing
Data Storage

Initialises a 
new subject

Stores data

"Retrieves data
View case-base

User

Case-based Reasoning System

Core X-Ray Specs System

Apart from normal User interaction with the graphical user interface (GUI) by buttons 

and menus, the User can draw on images loaded into the GUI using the mouse and
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specialised spline drawing system. The data stored by the core system ranges from 

newly created or re-positioned icons, changed images (processed images), spline 

drawings and specialised image data for the domain independent CBIR system.

The User can also interact directly with the CBR when initialising a new case- 

base or reviewing an existing one. Once a case-base is initialised the core system uses 

the CBR system and the case-base for image comparison and retrieval. The CBR stores 

data in the form of case-bases containing cases. These cases are specialised image data 

from the domain dependent CBIR system.

5.3 The Core X-Ray Specs System

5.3 .1  S y stem  Architecture

The Core X-Ray Specs system comprises a system controller (SC) that controls a 

number of sub-systems (illustrated in Figure 5b). These can be broadly decomposed 

into two separate types of systems:

1. Non-retrieval systems

2. CBIR systems

These could themselves be subdivided:

1. Non-retrieval systems

Image controller and drawing system 

Image processing and image analysis systems 

Icon System

2. CBIR systems

-  domain dependent image retrieval

-  domain independent image retrieval
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Figure 5b shows an illustration o f  an overview o f  the architecture. Chapters Six, Seven 

and Eight will cover the CBIR aspects and Chapter Nine presents a software 

engineering overview o f  these sections. Therefore, other than relating to their overall 

system context, they will not be covered in detail here. This chapter will focus on the 

software engineering o f  the core X-Ray Specs system, its architecture and detail o f  non- 

CBIR aspects i.e. implementation o f  processes discussed in Chapters Three and Four.

Figure 5b -  Architectural overview o f core system
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5 .3 .2  Graphical U ser Interface and S y stem  Controller

The X-Ray Specs system, although consisting o f  a number o f  distinct but 

interdependent systems is controlled from a User point o f  view by a single Graphical 

User interface (GUI). On running the system the User is presented with the system 

interface (see Chapter Four, Figure 4a). This interface has as its local point an image 

display area into which images are loaded. Images in the display area can be drawn on 

or have pre-created spline drawings loaded onto them. They can also be processed
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using algorithms in the application or pre-processed before being stored in the CBIR 

retrieval section. The User is presented with options in the form of drop-down menus 

or, for more commonly used operations, dedicated buttons.

The GUI is generated by the SC which is also directly responsible for:

-  controlling user interaction

-  controlling the Icon System

-  containing and controlling for image processing systems

-  control of and communication with image controller and drawing system

5 .3 .3  Im age Controller and Drawing S y stem  (IC DS)

Although the image display and drawing area is physically within the GUI it is 

actually controlled by another component: the image controller and drawing system 

(ICDS). This is in effect the “second in command” after the SC and interacts with it to 

receive input for and display output from many major sub-processes such as image 

processing, image analysis and all CBIR. The ICDS consists of two main sub

components:

1. Drawing Area Controller

2. Spline Storer/Controller

Drawing Area Controller

This has a number of functions including:

-  creating and controlling the drawing area

-  receiving User-input from its own drawing area when the User interacts directly 

by creating and manipulating splines
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-  receiving and acting on instructions from the User via the system controller

-  communicates directly with the data storage for loading and saving spline 

drawings and images

-  being responsible for part of major system functions such as CBIR (both search 

and pre-processing) and image processing - any system function which involves 

images is initiated directly by this component after being sent a command from 

the main system controller

-  storing and managing splines

This last function is accomplished by a special sub-system -  the Spline 

Storer/Controller

Spline Storer/Controller

This is a dynamic storage facility for holding and controlling splines. Dynamic 

refers to the fact that it can hold any number of splines, from zero to an amount 

dependent on available computer system resources. It can hold the three types of 

splines discussed in the previous chapter but is extensible to cope with future additions. 

Any spline, whether it be cubic, quadratic or straight is considered by the spline 

storer/controller as a generic (abstract) spline with generalised attributes. The 

storer/controller “knows” how to deal with specific versions of the splines. The major 

function of the spline storer/controller is the drawing of the splines. Splines are always 

drawn (by a User) on another image -  such as a radiograph. The radiographic image 

can be thought of as one layer with splines being drawn on a second (transparent) layer 

superimposed over it. The contents of the radiographic image can be changed by using 

image manipulation procedures but, for purposes of spline manipulation, can be 

regarded as constant. When changing a spline’s position or attributes, the
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storer/controller accesses and modifies the spline’s coordinates and the spline is 

redrawn on its transparent layer.

The spline storer/controller’s functions also include:

-  Spline initialisation -  when a User starts drawing a new spline

-  Deletion of splines

-  Responsibility for spline modification - rotation, reflection, scaling 

(resizing), moving and reshaping

-  Preparation for, and persistence to, permanent storage

-  Retrieval from permanent storage and reinstatement as drawings

5 .3 .4  Im age P ro cess in g

All image analysis processes are initiated directly by the ICDS following a 

command sent from the SC. These processes are achieved by using a filter which takes 

an image, filters it through an image processing procedure and returns it to the ICDS 

which redraws the changed image.

5 .3 .5  Icon S y stem

The icon system is an important and autonomous subsystem directly initiated by the 

SC. It consists of a number of interacting parts. The icons themselves are specialised 

versions of normal GUI buttons. The particular properties that differentiate them from 

buttons include:

• Appearing as images

• Linked to saved spline drawings
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• Creation by the User

• Moveability -  they can be positioned by the User

• Immediate position memory -  once positioned they remain in that position even if 

the icon display is closed

• Long term position memory -  on system exit the buttons “memorise” their 

positions.

They are contained within a specialised display called a tabbed pane. An example of

this pane and its icons can be seen in Figure 4j (previous chapter).

The specialised properties of this pane are:

• Tab categories displayed as vertebrae category icons

• Arrangement of icons into these categories

• Management of icons during user positioning

• Ignoring normal GUI automatic component positioning

Further discussion of the Icon System is in Chapter Four with formal evaluation in 

Chapter Ten.

5.4 Summary

The XRay-Specs system was an important facet of the research into the images

contained in LDDB and REAMS. Its primary function was to:

• Facilitate low-level and high-level image analysis

• Act as a test-bed for the development of suitable CBIR algorithms

• Enable evaluation of the CBIR system

This chapter provided a general software overview of the system including:
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• The system controller (SC) - responsible for overall control, initiating and

terminating the system, the GUI, direct interaction with the user and communication 

with the main sub-system, image controller and drawing system (ICDS).

• ICDS -  responsible for controlling images and image layer display, all drawing and

spline manipulation processes and directly initiating all CBIR and image processing

• Image Processing -  processes “filtering” images

• The icon system -  autonomous sub-system initiated by the SC

These components are all supporting sub-systems to the CBIR system. This forms 

the core of both this research and this thesis and is covered in Chapters Six, Seven, and 

Eight with a formal evaluation in Chapter Ten. Chapter Nine is the counterpart to this 

chapter and covers some aspects of the CBIR system from a software engineering 

perspective. Further details of certain algorithms, their development and some low- 

level software aspects are contained within Appendices B and C.

For reference, the complete listing of all the files containing the source code (with an 

indication of their function) together with selected UML^^ diagrams is given in 

Appendix C.

Unified Modelling Language -  system development tool for graphically describing system interactions 
using diagrams (Schmuller, 1999)
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Chapter Six -  A Domain Dependent 
Image Retrieval System -  Geometric

Approximation
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6.1 Introduction

The images in both the LDDB and REAMS have been discussed in earlier 

chapters. Both image sets are important resources within their respective systems and 

are used for purposes of teaching, diagnosis and general reference. Information retrieval 

is an important procedure in both of these systems. As detailed in Chapter Three, within 

both systems the images are mapped to either a clinical feature master-list or a list of 

syndromes whose signs are displayed in the images. A search returns a list of syndrome 

records that in turn link to a pre-selected set of prototypical images. Searching is not 

really done on images at all, even by text-mapping. This type of search is counter

intuitive to the human expert diagnostic cognitive process which is highly dependent on 

“gestalt” image recognition (see discussion in Chapter One, Section 1.3.1).

A tenet o f this research is the evaluation o f actually using images for searching in the 

difficult, real-world domain o f dysmorphology.

In Chapter One, a review of computer systems since that of Evans in 1995 

(Evans, 1995) revealed that the main emphasis has been on Internet technologies to 

design online systems that are functionally similar to existing stand-alone 

dysmorphology databases. There has been no focus on developing any CBIR systems in 

dysmorphology.

Compared with the current method of image indexing and retrieval, CBIR maps 

more directly to the diagnostic process undertaken by physicians and offers potential to 

expert Users. This chapter and the following two chapters cover new research into a 

number of promising areas that address CBIR on this data.
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6 .1 .2  D om ain D ep en d en t Im age M atching

When viewing an image one might consider its attributes from two perspectives: 

from that of the completely abstract or within some context. For example, a rectangle 

may be considered in the purest mathematical sense or, in context, may be the 

quadrangle in front of a building. Similarly images in a CBIR system may be 

“understood” by the system in terms of parameters defined at an abstract level or 

parameters that relate to some domain. The former is often referred as a domain 

independent representation and the latter as domain dependent.

The CBIR system developed as part of this research contained two separate 

CBIR sub-systems, one domain independent and one domain dependent. This latter 

employed geometric shape descriptions and hence geometric classification defined in 

terms of a priori medical knowledge.

6.2 Domain Dependent Geometric System

In this method bone-shapes were approximated by a geometric shape or shapes 

and algorithms were based around, and inseparable from, medical interpretation of the 

images. The bone-shapes were then analysed with respect to their geometric 

approximations to generate the parameters which were then used for classification and 

comparison.

Initially the bones under consideration were vertebral bodies. These were chosen 

because of their importance with regard to skeletal dysplasias and their relative 

morphological simplicity. Later, a second group of images, those of femora, was 

included in the system. A detailed analysis of the images and reasons for their selection
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was given in Chapter Three. For both vertebrae and femora the overall geometric 

classification process was the same and could be divided into three steps:

1. Geometric approximation: the bone shape was converted to a geometric

approximation

2. The geometric approximation was analysed to recover parameters

3. The parameters were used to classify and compare shapes

However, because the complete classification process was directly related to the 

domain and a priori medical information (i.e. characteristics of each bone type), the 

actual sub-processes were different for vertebrae and femora. This chapter will cover 

the geometric approximation and parameter recovery and Chapter Seven will report the 

classification processes.

6.3 Vertebrae

6.3 .1  Introduction

Normal vertebral bodies as they appear in 2D on a lateral radiograph 

approximate to rectangles and therefore the relationship between a normal vertebra and 

its enclosing rectangle can be compared with abnormal vertebrae and their rectangles. 

Chapter Three contained a detailed discussion of the selection of a subset of categories 

of malformed vertebral bodies, where shape was the main classification criterion. The 

categories were:

Normal, Tall, Square, Wedged, Biconvex, Biconcave, Concave Posterior, Hooked, and 

Pointed. Examples are shown in Table 6a, Figure 3d and Table 3a.
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These groups were visually analysed for common attributes that could be used 

as a basis for comparison. The shapes could be divided into two attribute groups:

Group 1 - symmetrical around the y-axis: i.e. normal, square, tall, biconvex, biconcave 

Group 2 - asymmetrical around the y-axis: i.e. concave posterior, hooked, pointed, 

wedged

The second group could be divided by symmetry around the x-axis:

1. Symmetrical: i.e. concave posterior, pointed, wedged

2. Asymmetrical: i.e. hooked
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Table 6a -  Categories o f vertebral shapes

Normal
(vertO*)

C lose approximation to enclosing  
rectangle which has a ratio o f  width 
to height o f  about 1.42. Can have 
increased posterior concavity and 
curved upper and lower surfaces

Tall
(vertl *) .V□ Although termed tall it has a ratio 

o f  width to height o f  about 1.00 and 
is closely  approximated by its 
enclosing rectangle.

y
Square
(vert2*) -Vn

C lose approximation to enclosing  
rectangle which has a ratio o f  width 
to height that can overlap that o f  a 
normal vertebra but extend to 2.0

W edged
(vert3*) □ W edged anteriorly, can be close to 

square vertebra depending on 
degree o f  wedge. Asymmetric 
around the y-axis but generally 
quite symmetrical around x-axis

Biconvex
(vert4*) ■ Relatively symmetrical around y 

and x-axes -  area between upper 
surface o f  shape and rectangle 
decreases towards centre. Likewise 
lower surface

Biconcave
(vert?*) □ Symmetrical about both axes, area 

between upper surface and 
rectangle increases towards centre. 
Likewise lower surface

Concave
Posterior
(veil9*)

Asymmetric about y-axis but
symmetrical about x-axis. Area 
between posterior surface and 
rectangle increases towards centre

Hooked  
(vertl I *)

Asymmetric around the both axes. 
Large difference between area o f  
enclosing rectangle and shape area

Pointed 
(vert 12*)

Asymmetric around the y-axis but 
generally quite symmetrical around 
x-axis. Small or no area between  
anterior and centre o f  vertical face 
o f  rectangle
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Recovering information based on the groupings described above formed the basis of a 

geometric classification algorithm.

In broad outline, the method of analysing the vertebral shapes was as follows:

1. A vertebral body within a radiograph was outlined using the splines as detailed in 

Chapter Four

2. The outlined shape’s smallest enclosing rectangle was found (rectangulation)

3. The shape and its rectangle were analysed and a number of parameters extracted 

(parameter extraction)

4. These parameters were used to classify and compare shapes (geometric 

classification)

Geometric classification will be covered in the following chapter, Chapter Seven. 

This chapter will cover rectangulation and parameter extraction.

6 .3 .2  T he P r o c e ss  o f R ectangulation  o f V ertebrae

The rectangularity of a shape comes under the general category of region-based 

shape representation and description (Sonka et al, 1999). It can be thought of as finding 

a shape’s minimum enclosing rectangle. In X-Ray Specs this was achieved by first 

drawing a rectangle aligned to the horizontal around the shape in its initial orientation. 

The area of the rectangle was calculated and stored. The shape was rotated in steps, the 

horizontally aligned rectangle being redrawn at each step. At each step the rectangle 

area was calculated and a comparison made to find the smallest area.
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Figure 6a - Spine and lumbar vertebra
Spine shown in typical orientation 
Vertebral body shown by red outline

Saggital

Vertical

I

Body

Within one complete rotation o f  a shape there are four positions at which equally 

small rectangles, sides aligned horizontally and vertically, could be drawn. It was 

desirable to have the eventual enclosing rectangle with the shape as close as possible to 

the standard position in which the anatomy in question is normally shown on a 

radiograph. In the case o f  vertebrae this is with the spine aligned vertically from the 

bottom to the top o f  the image. For this reason the system rotated the image through 90 

degrees but a made a decision in which direction to begin. The system initially rotated 

the rectangle one step in both directions and assessed which direction was tending to 

produce smaller areas. This however was not an infallible process, because certain
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shape types are initially misleading in indicating which rotational direction is likely to 

produce diminishing rectangle areas. For an example and discussion of this see 

Appendix B. 1.

The rotational direction decision was to ensure that the rotation passed through 

the point at which the vertebra has its sagittal diameter aligned with the horizontal as 

illustrated in Figure 6a. This alignment is important because vertebral bodies are 

classified partly according to vertical and sagittal diameter - a vertebra might be 

considered normal, square or tall depending on the ratio of its horizontal (sagittal) to 

vertical dimensions (Brandner, 1970).

The process and result of rectangulation were graphically displayed enabling the 

User to make the final decision as to when a shape was correctly positioned and 

enclosed. Some shapes required more than one rectangulation process in order to 

position them optimally and certain shape (vertebra) types proved problematic to 

successfully process. This is further discussed in Appendix B l.

6 .3 .3  P aram eter Extraction

Once the shape was aligned and enclosed by a rectangle it was analysed, using 

specially developed domain-specific methods, to produce parameters based on its 

relationship to its enclosing rectangle and the attribute groups discussed above and 

shown in Table 6a.

Ultimately, for vertebrae, two versions of parameter extraction were developed. The 

first system, parameter extraction version 1 (PEVl) was based around images that were 

not standardised with regard to anterior/posterior orientation and the system sought to 

determine this orientation automatically.
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The second version (PEV2) used exactly the same rectangulation but required 

that the anterior/posterior orientation of all shapes be standardised. It therefore 

employed an altered shape-analysis algorithm

In summary:

• PEVl:

-  Rectangulation with un-standardised orientation

-  Disadvantage: complication of image orientation

-  Advantage: Standard image orientation not required

• PEV2:

-  Rectangulation with standardised orientation

-  Disadvantage: shapes had to be correctly oriented

-  Advantage: Simpler and eventually more accurate system

There were up to seven parameters required by PEVl and always seven by 

PEV2. These parameters were used as the basis for a description of the shape and 

comparing it with other shapes during image retrieval. The parameters are shown in 

Table 6b.
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Table 6b -  Rectangulation parameters
The parameters are named as in the software system

Parameter Description

1 r w h Ratio o f  width to height

2 r s h Ratio o f  area o f  enclosing rectangle to area o f  shape

3 s Y Symmetry around the y axis

4 S X Symmetry around the x axis

5 p c i Posterior concavity index

6 c a v Concavity/convexity o f  the anterior vertical face

7 b h s Biconvexity/biconcavity index

1. Ratio o f  width to height (rwh): rectangle width and height measured in pixels.

Equation 2 -  rw h

r Width
nvh —

2. Ratio o f  area of enelosing rectangle to area o f  the shape itself (rsh): Illustrated in 

Figure 6b, the rectangle area was calculated from the width and height, the boundary o f

width

height

Figure 6b -  Parameters rwh and rsh
The ratio o f  width to height o f  
enclosing rectangle (shown in pink) 
gives rwh while rsh is the ratio o f  
entire rectangle (blue area plus green) 
to the shape area (green only)
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the shape was counted and then the shape floodfilled with the boundary colour. All 

coloured pixels were then counted. The ratio of shape area to rectangle area was 

calculated.

Equation 3 - rsh

f  sArearsh =
\  rArea

xlOO

3. Symmetry around the y axis (sY): In an attempt to find a method suitable for all 

shape types, a number of methods were developed to calculate the symmetry around 

the y-axis. The first method compared the areas on either side of the y-axis between 

the upper surface of the shape and the top of the enclosing rectangle. The 

development and selection of a suitable algorithm was a matter of compromise 

because all those tested were biased towards shapes of certain kinds (further 

discussed in Appendix Bl). In all algorithms however, the initial step was to select 

a point midway on the upper side of the enclosing rectangle. The area was then 

found by proceeding in steps from the centre outwards and dropping perpendiculars 

to the shape upper-boundary. In the first algorithm the rate of change of 

perpendicular length was calculated at each step and the algorithm terminated either, 

if the shape side intersected the rectangle boundary or the rate of change of 

perpendicular length exceeded a threshold. This method is illustrated in Figure 6c, 

Image A and Appendix B.l gives further details on testing.
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It seemed satisfactory on relatively regular vertebral shapes, how ever proved 

unsatisfactory as some o f  the more irregular shapes, for exam ple hooked, w ere tested. 

Therefore a second m ethod was developed in which the cu t-off points for any given area

y

Figure 6 c  -  Calculating s Y
Method One (A) -  aim: to find the distribution of 
the area shown in blue around the y (vertical) 
axis.
Basic steps:
a) Work outward from centre (black line)
b) Find any point where either the shape touches 

the rectangle or the gradient suddenly 
changes

c) Disregard values after this point (red area) 
Problems with this method:
a) Certain shapes have steep gradient (C) which  

should be part o f  the area
b) Shape boundary may touch rectangle well 

before com er -  exam ple B with slightly more 
exaggerated curve at red arrow

Method Tw o (B)
a) Work outward from centre
b) U se corner line o f  45 degrees or where shape 

boundary touches the rectangle as an area cut 
o ff  point

c) Disregard values after this point (red area(s) ) 
This was tried with upper and lower areas (in blue 
on B) and top area only
Problems with this method:
a) Certain shapes (C) have ill-defined upper 

surface
b) As with problem (b) in first method

Method Three ( E)  -  developed because of 
extreme sensitivity to small variations in area 
distribution (shown in blue on D)
Ratio o f  NW  (light blue) to NE (m auve) gives  
area distribution around the V axis

D
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were the bisection of the two comers bordering the area. The second algorithm was also 

tested using both upper and lower areas (as shown on Figure 6c, Image B). Again this 

proved unsuccessful on certain shape orientations.

A third modification of the algorithm arose due to the extreme sensitivity of 

highly symmetrical shapes to small fluctuations in area distribution. This type of shape 

appears relatively symmetrical and often the areas in question tend towards zero. 

Examples of this shape type are some normal vertebral bodies. In this situation minor 

increases in asymmetry are highly significant in terms of the proportions of two areas. 

The modification was to consider the area of the upper half of the shape itself. This 

corrected area calculations in highly symmetrical shapes but did not guarantee that all 

asymmetries would be correctly identified (see Appendix Figure Bl). This was the 

version used in the final system.

Equation 4 -  sY (for evaluated system)

^ sNWsY  = -------
sNE

where sNW = shape area north west and sNE = shape area north east (see Figure 6c, 

Image E)

4. Symmetry around the x axis (sX):

Equation 5 -  sX

{ rS - sS )

where rN = rectangle north half, sN = shape north half, rS rectangle south half, sS = 

shape south half -  illustrated in Figure 6d.
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rN
sN

sS
rS

Figure 6d -  Symmetry around x axis
The areas rN and rS are made up o f  all the north 
and south blue areas respectively.

5. Posterior concavity index (pci):

In PEV l the shape’s anterior/posterior orientation was determ ined autom atically. 

Vertebral bodies that were asymmetrical around the y axis were considered to be in one 

o f  two categories:

1. M alfonned on the anterior face i.e. pointed/w edged or hooked

2. M alform ed on the posterior face i.e. concave posterior

W hichever o f  the areas between vertebra and rectangle east or west was largest was 

analysed for either:

•  concavity -  conclusion shape has concave posterior, or

• convexity -  conclusion shape could be pointed, wedged or hooked.

Thus it was im plicit that if  a vertical face was significantly concave then it was posterior 

and vice versa.

This param eter was determ ined by dividing the area between the shape’s vertical 

surface and the conesponding rectangular vertical surface into thirds and analysing their 

relative sizes. The equation for this is given in Appendix B . l .

PEV2 analysed shapes in standardised orientation so the algorithm  had only to 

detem iine the relationship between the difference o f  the shape and rectangle area and 

the area betw een the posterior vertical surface.
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Equation 6 -  pci

where wA= west area (west area between shape and rectangle), rA = rectangle area and 

sA = shape area

Figure 6e -  Concave Posterior Index
Concave posterior parameter (pci) 
determined by the ratio o f  the w est area 
(in blue) to the difference between the 
shape and rectangle area (area not 
coloured plus blue area)

6. Concavity/convexity o f the anterior vertical face (cav)

This was recovered in PEV l only if  the shape was not concave posteriorly (see 

previous point). It was effectively recovered in two stages, with the second stage 

dependent on the outcom e o f  the first.

First Stage: The first stage was a symmetry test o f  the vertical face. This led to a 

hooked conclusion if asymm etrical. If it was symmetrical its pointed/w edged status was 

determ ined in the second stage.

Second Stage: This was accom plished by analysing the centre third in relation to the 

whole “east” area (illustrated in Figure 61). PEV2 used this second stage only and relied 

on results from all param eters to ascertain w hether a shape was hooked (the symm etry 

around the x-axis would be altered).

Equation 7 - c a v

CfTC
cav = ------

cA

where eTC = east thirds centre and eA = east Area
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Figure 6 f -  Anterior Vertical Face 
(cav) - The relationship between the 
centre third (blue)(eTC ) and the sum o f  
blue, yellow  and purple (eA ) gives 
convexity /concavity information.

7. B iconvexity/biconcavity index o f the upper and lower horizontal surfaces (hhs)

This was recovered in PEV l only if  the shape was symmetrical about the y-axis and the 

reetangle/shape (rsh) ratio outside o f  the limits for normal, tall or square. It was always 

recovered in PEV2. The method was to divide the north and south areas into thirds and 

tmd and compare their respective central thirds and outer thirds.

Fqiiatioii 8 -  bhs

cN + cS
hhs =

where cN is center north, cS is center south, N is total north area, S is total south area.

Figure 6g -  Biconcave/biconvex 
parameters
The yellow  areas is centre north (cN ) 
and orange area, centre south (cS) 
while total north area (N ) is tw o blue 
areas plus yellow . Total south is two 
mauve areas plus orange.

The processes o f  rectangulation and param eter extraction are also discussed 

from a software engineering point o f view in Chapter Nine and in Appendix B.l
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6. 4 Femora

6.4 .1  Introduction

Vertebral bodies were the first bones for which a geometric classification 

process was created. Emphasis in this process was on a priori medical information with 

a consequence that the classification system designed specifically for vertebrae could 

not necessarily be transferred to any other bone type. The other bone type included in 

the research was femora. Chapter Three described the rationale behind the selection of 

both vertebrae and femora.

There are many possible areas of abnormal development within the femur. 

However it was decided to concentrate on important but relatively common features that 

could be recovered by the system. With reference to Figure 6h these features are: 

femur shaft length, femur shaft width, femoral neck angle, femoral neck length 

metaphysis flare.

Again with reference to Figure 6h these features interact to give the following 

categories:

Normal: normal femur - a combination of all the features within normal thresholds 

Short: the ratio of the overall length to the thickness at the centre of the shaft^^

Slender: as short but at the opposite extreme 

Coxa vara: the neck angle tends towards 90 degrees 

Coxa valga: neck angle tends towards 180 degrees

Short femoral neck: ratio of the femoral neck length to the overall shaft length

Wide and long femora are not being considered however, this definition of short could encompass other 
categories
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Flared distal metaphysis: the distal m etaphysis (hereafter referred to as tlared 

m etaphysis) is more flared than considered normal

Figure 6h - Normal 
and abnorm al femora

Neck

Head

■  Neck
Angle

I  A xis

Shaft

Metaphyseal Flare

Coxa Valga 
and Slender

Flared
Metaphysis

Coxa Vara 
and Short 

Neck

Short

Exam ination o f  the femur from a geometric standpoint and a com parison with 

the w ay in which the vertebral bodies had been analysed, led to the conclusion that a
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similar simple-geometric approximation of a complete femur would not yield suitable 

parameters and would result in much information loss. However, it was considered that 

sub-sections of the femur might be represented by simple shapes and that these, joined 

together, could successfully represent the shape. The problem was to automate the 

recognition of these sub-areas and thus ensure some sort of standardisation. There was 

the additional issue of exactly how such areas would be delineated and how sub-shapes 

could be consistently aligned. Figure 6j shows a comparison of theorised geometric 

sub-areas and the eventual system.

The most likely first step would have been to establish a central axis running 

longitudinally through the shape and it was this idea that gave rise to the use of the 

medial axis transform.

A medial axis transform or skeletonisation is a process widely used in computer 

vision as a first step for extracting features from an object. It is also referred to as 

thinning. Parker says that “Thinning (therefore) can be defined as the act of identifying 

those pixels belonging to an object that are essential for communicating the object’s 

shape: these are the skeletal pixels and form a set” (Parker, 1997). A useful mental 

image to assist in thinking about thinning is that of fires being lit all around an object’s 

border at the same instant. They propagate towards the interior with constant speed. 

The set of points where the fire fronts meet is the skeleton (Sonka et al, 1999). The idea 

was first introduced by Blum under the name medial axis transform (Blum, 1967). It is 

not appropriate for all shape types but is useful on elongated shapes such as those 

produced by outlining a femur and flood-filling the outline.
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6 .4 .2  T he P r o c e ss  o f S k eleton isation

The thinning method used in this system is an iterative morphological method 

which is based on the concept of a medial axis transform but specifically adapted for 

images rendered in pixels. Its use on long bones for shape description and, by extension 

CBIR, is an approach that was specifically developed for this project. The code for the 

thinning algorithm used in the system is adapted from source code in Algorithms for 

Image Processing and Computer Vision (Parker, 1997) and is further discussed in 

Chapter Nine.

The procedure on femora was as follows:

• The shape in question was outlined using the splines

• It was then floodfilled and processed by the thinning algorithm - this yielded the 

object’s skeleton which usually conformed to one of a number of patterns. These 

patterns were grouped according to end points and nodes and are illustrated in 

Figure 6i. The nodes were points at which lines intersected and the end points were 

the end points of lines in the skeleton. The groups were:

A. 2 end points, no nodes

B. 3 end points, 1 node

C. 4 end points, 2 nodes

D. 5 end points, 2 nodes

• The skeleton was analysed and parameters recovered
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Figure 6i - Grouping o f skeletonized femora according to end-points and nodes
|A | 2 end points, no nodes, [B | 3 end points, 1 node (group 2), [C| 4 end points, 2 nodes (group 3), [D | 
5 end points, 2 nodes. Groups 2 and 3 used for further analysis. A ssum ing that either a group 2 or 
group 3 configuration was recovered the analysis system was designed so that it differentiated between  
these two.

It was decided to concentrate on groups two and three and not groups one or 

four because femora that yielded these point configurations (one or four) were likely to 

be from very young patients (group one) or belonging to classifications not being 

identified (group four), for exam ple acute m id-shaft angle. A ssum ing that either a 

group two or group three configuration was recovered, the analysis system was 

designed to differentiate between these two. The analysis and point recovery w orked as 

follows (with reference to Figure 6j -  [A ],[B ],... denotes diagram  reference)

Primary Point |A |

The end points o f  the skeleton were recovered and the upperm ost point was designated 

the primary point (the system assum ed that the femora were in a standard radiographic 

orientation i.e. upright as if  the patient were standing).

End Points |E | 1H| Apart from the prim ary point [A] the skeleton in Figure 6j has two 

other end points -  marked [E] and [H] (the same skeleton can be seen in Figure 6i
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w ithout any markings). Each prim ary point/end point pair was considered a line and the 

set o f  points that made up each line was recovered.

Figure 6j -  Two representations o f a femur
On the left is a proposed representation by geometric shapes including enclosing  
rectangle. On the right a result from the eventual system (skeletonisation ) 
show ing parameter recovery points. These are discussed in the text.

( i )

H

C

N ode(s) |1| The point sets were then compared and the points o f  divergence found. 

These were tenned  nodes (see reference to nodes and end points above and Figure 6i). 

The skeleton in Figure 6j only has one node -  [I].

M idpoint |D | The longest line (largest set o f  points between prim ary point and one o f 

the ends) was i'ound and midway along its length the centre o f  the fem ur’s longitudinal 

axis.

Neck Apex |B | The set o f  points between this centre point and the prim ary point were 

reflected about an axis drawn between the prim ary and centre points. This is shown as a
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yellow line linking [A] and [D]. The distance from each point to its corresponding 

reflected point was measured and the largest of these taken to be the apex of the angle 

between the shaft-axis and the neck-axis [B] (Also see Chapter Nine, Section 9.3). 

Triangle Apex [I] The divergence node nearest the two lowest end points [E][H] was 

the triangle apex.

Triangle (shown in blue) The triangle apex [I] and the end points [E][H] formed a 

triangle which yielded information about the metaphysis. The algorithm sought to 

recover these points as a consistently oriented triangle i.e. with the apex (node) higher 

than the two end points. The identification and recovery of these points was 

complicated by the possibility of extra lines originating at this node. The algorithm 

checked the placement of the two end-points in relation to the divergence node and the 

relationships between the lengths of the eventual triangle sides and that of the longest 

line.

If the triangle detection algorithm was unsuccessful it was likely that the femur 

(or at least the skeletonised femur) did not conform to an expected pattern and therefore 

the remainder of the parameters could not be recovered so the algorithm terminated. 

Successful triangle recovery enabled the completion of parameter recovery.

Shaft Length [J] The shaft length - distance between the [B] and [I] was calculated 

and stored.

Shaft Width [C] [K] The shaft width was measured by tracking the intersections of the 

shape’s boundary with two lines proceeding in opposite directions from the shaft central 

point perpendicular to the shaft centre line [D]. Difficulties with this process arose due 

to the fact that the perpendiculars were theoretical lines (with their points being real but 

not necessarily whole numbers) whereas the shape boundary was a line represented in
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pixels, and therefore integers, in the system memory. This is further discussed in 

relation to software development in Chapter Nine.

Neck Length [AB] The neck length was found by calculating the distance from [A] to 

[B].

Once the system had recovered this information about the femur’s skeleton parameter 

values were calculated.

6 .4 .3  P aram eter Extraction

Eight parameters were recovered from the geometric approximation produced 

during skeletonisation in order to classify and compare femora. Table 6c lists these 

parameters which are discussed below.

Table 6c -  Skeletonisation Parameters

Parameter Description

1 na Angle between femoral neck and femoral shaft

2 nsr Neck to shaft ratio

3 swl Ratio of shaft width to shaft length

4 fa Flare angle

5 tsr Triangle side ratio

6 sler Triangle side 1 extension

7 s2er Triangle side 2 extension

8 c compactness
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1. Neck angle (na): using [A][B] and [D] the neck angle was calculated. This was the 

main parameter used to identify the classifications coxa valga and coxa vara

2. Neck to shaft ratio (nsr): the ratio of the neck length [AB] to the shaft length [BI]

3. Ratio of shaft width to shaft length (rsr)

4. Flare angle (fa) The angle of [I] was calculated and stored

5. Triangle side ratio (tsr): The side lengths [IH] and [IE] were stored as one

parameter being the ratio of the longest side to the shortest side. It was hoped that

the metaphyseal flare could be tracked by a combination of the flare angle of the 

metaphysis triangle and the sides of the triangle. Unfortunately there seemed to be 

no obvious direct correlation (see Appendix B.4).

6. Triangle side 1 extension (sler): The length of first triangle extension [HG].

The flare seemed to correspond to the ratio of the length of each triangle side to the 

distance to its corresponding shape-side intersection. Therefore two parameters were 

found by extending the two triangle sides [IH] and [IE] to intersect the shape 

boundary at [G] and [F] (with similar line intersection complications to those 

described above when finding the shaft width).

7. Triangle side 2 extension (s2er): Length of second triangle extension [EF]

8. Compactness ( c ): The eighth parameter recovered was the shape’s compactness. 

Compactness is a measure of the relationship between the area of a shape and its 

border length. It is given by:

Equation 9 -  Compactness

bÛc = -----
a

where bL is border length and a is area
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The most compact figure in Euclidean space is a circle. A femur that is short and wide 

will have a greater compactness than one that is long and slender thus compactness is a 

useful parameter in femoral evaluation.

6, 5 Summary

Two sub-sets of the image data from REAMS were selected as a basis for the 

development of a CBIR system. The selection criteria for sub-sets were:

• Morphological properties

• Diagnostic importance 

The two sub-sets comprised:

• Vertebrae

• Femora

Domain dependent algorithms, based on a priori medical knowledge of the images were 

developed in order to classify and compare them.

The process for vertebrae were:

1. Vertebral bodies were outlined using the spline system

2. Rectangulation: the shape’s smallest enclosing rectangle was found

3. Parameter recovery: the shape and its rectangle were analysed to produce a set of 

parameters.

4. Classification algorithms used the parameters to classify and compare vertebral 

shapes

For vertebrae two versions of parameter recovery were developed.

The processes for femora were:

1. Femora were outlined using splines and floodfilled
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2. Skeletonisation; the shape’s skeleton was found

3. Parameter recovery: by analysing this skeleton eight parameters were recovered

4. Classification algorithms used the parameters to classify and compare femoral 

shapes

For both bone-types the parameters recovered were used in classification processes. 

These processes are the topic of the following chapter.
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Chapter Seven - A Domain Dependent 
Image Retrieval System -  

Classification and Comparison
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7.1 Introduction

The bone types, vertebrae and femora were processed using the domain specific 

processes described in Chapter Six. The processes for vertebrae were rectangulation and 

parameter recovery and for femurs, skeletonisation and parameter recovery. Both 

processes yielded a set of parameters to be used as a basis for comparison and 

classification. This chapter deals with the comparison and classification processes for 

both sets of images.

The final evaluated version of the X-Ray Specs CBIR system used the same 

classification and comparison system for both vertebrae and femora. However during 

the research into CBIR in dysmorphology and the development of the CBIR system, the 

first CBIR system, which was designed around vertebrae, used a different 

classification/comparison system. This first version (CPVl) used a Boolean^"  ̂ decision 

process to classify images and a modified version of this process to produce the 

classification thresholds necessary for the decision process.

7.2 Classification Process - Version One (CPVl)

The classification of these images was to be used as the basis for comparison 

with other (similarly classified) images and hence as a basis for retrieval based on image 

similarity. This classification was to be achieved by a Boolean decision process. A 

process of this type works by comparing an individual parameter value against 

threshold values to produce a “true or false” decision. For example given that an 

average normal vertebral body has a width to height ratio of 1.34 and an average tall

Named after George Boole, decisions are based on true or false
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vertebral body a ratio of 1.00, a threshold between these two could be used to determine 

if a vertebra was normal or tall.

To obtain the threshold values for CPVl an initial rectangulation/parameter 

recovery process was set up. In this process the shapes were rectangulated and the 

parameters, that would be used for classification, recovered and stored in a database. 

Detailed discussion of these results is given in Chapter Ten.

The data were analysed and the results used to refine the general groupings as 

described in Chapter Six. Some further and more specific groupings of the shapes were 

obtained. For example:

• Normal, tall, square vertebrae differ mainly in the width to height ratio (rwh) (given 

in Chapter Six) but also:

• These three categories have a shape area to rectangle area ratio (rsh) which is 

similar and tends towards 1.0 (from data analysis)

Analysis of this data suggested threshold values that were inserted into the 

decision algorithm. A typical example of the threshold values taken from the program 

is in Table 7a below:

Table 7a -  Threshold values for classification process version 1

Threshold Name in Program Code Related parameter

1 RECT_SHAPE_RATIO_THRESHOLD = 87.0; rsh

2 WIDTH_HEIGHT_RATIO_SQUARE THRESHOLD -  1.40; rwh

3 W IDTHHEIGHTRATIOTHRESHOLD = 1.22; rwh

4 BILATERAL_SYMMETRY PCT THRESHOLD = .20; sY

5 VERTICAL_SYMMETRY_PCT_THRESHOLD = .3; sX

6 POINTED WEDGED THRESHOLD = .02; cav
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An example o f  how these thresholds were used in the algorithm s is that, with 

reference to the first threshold value, vertebral bodies having enclosing rectangles with 

param eter rsh above 87.0 would be considered by the system  to be elim inated from any 

other category except normal, tall or square.

During C P V l the param eter extraction version one (P E V l) described in Chapter 

Six was being used. In PEV l up to seven param eters w ere extracted as required. The 

table o f  param eters from Chapter Six is shown again as Table 7b.

Table 7b -  Rectangulation parameters

Param eter Description

1 rwh Ratio o f width to height

2 r s h Ratio o f  enclosing rectangle area to shape area

3 sY Sym m etry around the y axis

4 sX Sym m etry around the x axis

5 p c i Posterior concavity index

6 c a v Concavity/convexity o f  the anterior vertical face

7 bhs Biconvexity/biconcavity index o f  the upper and 

lower horizontal surfaces

The classification process version one is given as pseudocode'^ in Table 7c and 

illustrated as an activity diagram in Figure 7a.

Corresponds to program code without being syntactically correct and pertaining to any particular 
language
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Figure 7a -  Activity diagram showing decision flow in CPVl
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Table 7c -  Pseudocode of classification version one decision process
Threshold numbers refer to Table 7a

Retrieve and analyse rwh and rsh 

if rsh within threshold (threshold 1):

if rwh > square threshold (threshold 2) conclusion: square

else if rwh > normal threshold (threshold 3) conclusion: normal

else if rwh < normal threshold (threshold 3) conclusion: tall

else if rsh less than threshold (threshold 1):

retrieve sY (compare symmetry about Y axis )

if symmetrical (threshold 4):

retrieve bhs and test for biconvexity/biconcavity

conclusion: biconcave

or conclusion: biconvex

else

retrieve sX (compare symmetry about X axis) 

if symmetrical: 

retrieve pci

if within threshold 

else

retrieve cav

conclusion: concave posterior

if within threshold

else

else if asymmetrical

else

conclusion: pointed 

conclusion: wedged

conclusion: hooked 

conclusion: unclassified
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7.2 .1  P re-p rocessin g  and Search in g

An overview of the search process is as follows:

1. A search key image is selected

2. The area of interest outlined using splines

3. The image is submitted to rectangulation

4. The rectangulation result displayed

5. The User elects to repeat rectangulation (back to 3) or continue process (6)

6. The comparison algorithm compares the parameters derived from rectangulation 

with other pre-processed, stored images

7. Result set showing any matches returned and displayed

To search using this procedure, a set of pre-processed images was first created. The 

selected set (see Chapter Four) of vertebrae from the REAMS database was pre- 

processed using functionality built into the system. The pre-processing procedure was 

similar to a search except that once the image was rectangulated, instead of being 

compared with another image, it was stored as a classified image data object with its 

associated image. Once a set of these pre-processed shapes existed, searches could be 

performed against them.

When shapes were pre-processed, they were classified and the number of parameters 

obtained varied according to the classification (as described in Chapter Six, Section 

6.3.3). For example a normal vertebra would have only two parameters: rwh and r s h  

whereas a pointed vertebra would have all seven. Pre-processed shapes stored in the 

system were ranked according to the number of their parameters and then selected for 

comparison based on their ranking. A search key shape was only checked against stored 

shapes with comparable numbers of parameters thus increasing system efficiency. Two 

shapes were compared by examining the distance between each of the parameters of the
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search key shape and those of the stored shape. A closeness value submitted with the 

search key by the User was used to allow matches within a threshold. Any matching 

stored shapes were returned as search matches and displayed in a result window.

7.3 Discussion of CPV1

CPV1 was only used on vertebrae and not used in the final, evaluated version of 

the system. Ultimately its importance within this research was the generation of 

statistics about the vertebral bodies. Informal evaluation of the algorithm and the 

retrieval results whilst using this led to the development of a different classification 

process. The main discussion of generated statistics and the retrieval results whilst 

using this classification process is in Chapter Ten. Only results directly relevant to the 

reasons for adopting a different classification process will be discussed here.

There were two key issues with regard to CPVl :

1. Retrieval results were poor, particularly on some categories of vertebrae

2. The system was complex to develop and adjust

7.3 .1  Retrieval R esu lts

A set of pre-processed images was generated and the retrieval process evaluated. 

An informal evaluation showed that the retrieval results were poor, particularly on some 

vertebra categories. In order to correct this, the process was adjusted and re-evaluated. 

However, after any algorithm adjustment all pre-processed images had to be re

processed to be compatible with the changed algorithm.
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7 .3 .2  C om plexity o f Algorithm A djustm ent

During the CPVl development process threshold values were adjusted based on 

retrieval evaluation and the data generated by the shape analysis process. When images 

were pre-processed by the system they were classified and where there was 

misclassification by the system shape analysis data were examined so that thresholds 

could be adjusted. Some thresholds were complex to adjust. A typical example of this 

was the differentiation between tall, normal and square vertebral bodies. Part of an 

analysis based on figures recovered before development of the decision process is 

shown in Table 7d. The classifications are expert and system classifications.

Table 7d -  Range and means of width height ratio in three vertebra! categories

Vertebral type as classified in REAMS Mean Range

Normal 1.34 1.22-1.55

Tall 0.99 0.95-1.05

Square 1.39 1.20-1.53

A conclusion drawn from the above table is that there is an overlap in width 

height ratio between vertebrae classified as normal and square. In CPV 1 this ratio is the 

main discriminating factor between these groups. Where there was a conflict between 

an expert classification (i.e the classifications from REAMS) and a system classification 

a resolution was sought by manually adjusting the thresholds. The relationship between 

the threshold values proved extremely complex and adjustment of these values meant 

reprocessing of all previously processed shapes. The adjustment of thresholds relating
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to one parameter (such as rwh) often had unpredictable effects on other parameters and 

their thresholds. This made threshold adjustment extremely complex.

This factor, combined with the necessity for re-processing all stored shapes after 

algorithm adjustment and the poor retrieval results led to the development of a second 

version of the classification system -  classification process version two (CPV2). This 

used PEV2 as described in Chapter Six and employed a classification/comparison 

system based on case-based reasoning.

7.4 Introduction to Case-based Reasoning (GBR)

7.4 .1  O verview

The principle of a case-based reasoning (GBR) system is that it finds a 

problem’s solution based on previous experiences. The experiences are contained in the 

system in the form of cases -  i.e. solved problem situations. This sort of problem 

solving has been shown to correspond to one of the ways that humans solve problems. 

Roger Schank suggested that people do not always reason from first principles, instead 

they construct a matching case by way of comparison to a current situation (Schank, 

1982). Case-based reasoning is not suitable for all domains but can provide solutions 

when no algorithmic method is available and can manage ill-defined concepts. 

Kolodner said that case-based reasoning systems allow the proposal of solutions to 

problems in partially understood domains (Kolodner, 1993).
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7 .4 .2  E xam p les o f CBR

CBR, of which Schank and Kolodner were early pioneers, has been an area of 

much research over the last decade. Although there is no attempt to review CBR here it 

is worth noting that medicine is viewed as a classic domain. This is because the 

cognitive process employed in medical diagnosis typically uses a case-based approach. 

Consequently many medical domains have been studied and CBR systems developed. 

Some examples of medical domain systems are:

• CASEY -  explanation and diagnosis of heart failures (Early and classic system 

(Koton, 1988)

• Case-based reasoning architecture on CT images (Grimnes & Aamodt, 1996)

And general medical domain studies:

• Case-based Reasoning for Medical Knowledge-based Systems (Schmidt & Gierl, 

2000)

• There is a Website devoted to CBR with many medical examples -  “Case-based 

Reasoning on the Web” (Case-based Reasoning on the Web, 2002)

• A case-based assistant has been developed for the diagnosis and analysis of 

dysmorphic syndromes (Evans, 1994)

7 .4 .3  T he CBR P r o c e ss

In general a CBR system works as follows:

• A database stores the system’s “experiences” in the form of cases together with their 

solutions.

• A User submits a current case for appraisal by the system.
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• Some measure of similarity enables a comparison between the current case and the 

stored cases.

• A matching case (if available) is chosen and possibly adapted by the system so as to 

better represent current circumstances.

• The solution case and the precedent case(s) are presented to the User.

• If acceptable the solution is stored in the system, in effect increasing the system’s 

experience.

7.5 The Case-based Reasoning System

It seemed that the expertly-classified domain of dysmorphic bone shapes was an 

ideal domain for CBR particularly given the overlapping nature of some of the 

discriminating data. Allowing the system to infer classification decisions from cases 

already analysed would resolve some of the difficulties encountered when trying to 

implement CPVl. Furthermore, careful design of the case-based system could allow 

bone types other than vertebral bodies to be classified, stored and searched according to 

parameters retrieved from them. For these reasons a case-based reasoning system was 

designed, developed and incorporated into the X-Ray Specs system. This system, 

although referred to as case-based does actually use some rule-based reasoning.

Rule based reasoning is where a set of rules exist within some domain and a rule 

is “fired” if some condition is true. A typical rule-based system has chains or layers of 

rules. The present system contains a simple, single set of rules which are fired (or not) 

during the comparison of two cases. It could be thought of as a hybrid but is far more 

like a typical case-based system than a rule-based system.
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The case-based system (CBS) was developed as an independent module that 

would work with the parameters supplied by PEV2. It consists of six interacting 

components - Figure 7b illustrates relationships and information flow -  the point 

numbers reference the diagram.

1. Cases: A collection of cases - the most basic element of the system

2. Classifications: A collection of categories into which the cases are grouped

3. Case-base controller: responsible for the co-ordination of the case-base internally

Figure 7b -  Case-based reasoning component diagram

Administration
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4. Decision engine -  containing decision instructions for a given domain

5. Case-based system controller (CSC): Controls system and responsibilities include 

communicating with any co-operating system, persisting the case-base to permanent 

storage, initialising any new case-base and controlling the comparison/retrieval 

process

6. Administration interface -  for examining the case-base and status of the cases or 

removing cases from the system.

7.5.1 C a s e s

A case is the most basic element of the case-base. It comprises one image and a

set of associated data (see the case as part of classification in Figure 7c).

The associated data is:

1. A set of M parameters recovered from a parameter extraction procedure (PEV2) -  

these are the parameters as discussed in Chapter Six -  seven for vertebrae and eight 

for femora

2. A set of n preciseness parameters -  each parameter has a preciseness value that 

represents its distance from the mean (ideal) of the parameter

3. A preciseness value -  this is derived from the preciseness parameters and is in effect 

a distance measure for a given case as compared to the “ideal” case calculated by 

the system. It is also used during comparison with a search-key image.

4. A reference to its associated image.

A case is constructed as follows:

1. Each case is assigned to a classification (for example Normal)
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2. The preciseness param eters are calculated by com parison with the means o f  the 

param eters o f  the classification (see also Section 7.5.4)

3. This is done using a statistical lookup table (see also Chapter Nine, Section 9.4.3)

Figure 7c - A classification (normal) with its parameters and associated rules. Each rule has a 
mean value and a SD ev (standard deviation) value. The rule will tire if  a value presented to it is 
within a certain number o f  standard deviations (this can be set by the programmer). In this example 
the “best” and “worst” normal vertebrae are shown. Vert0g4 has a preciseness o f  608 and within the 
case base used in X-Ray Specs the best representative o f  a Normal vertebra with the current cases in 
the system. Each time a new case is added to the system all the parameter values are recalculated and 
therefore all the cases within that classification are re-ranked according to the new values. The 
parameters shown are named as in the case-based system and correspond with the parameters 
recovered by PEV2. Thus:
wh -  rwh, s r - r s h ,  b s -sY , v s - s X ,  cp -  pci, a t - c a v ,
ns - bhs

The Relationstiips between Classiilcation, Parameters Rules and Cases

Case: vertOg4 
preciseness 608 

w h  1.4029 - - 
sr 91 .5369 - - 
bs 0.0069 - -  
vs  0.1794 - -  
cp 0 .1838 - -  
at 0 .9662 - -  
ns 0.4133 - -

Classification: N orm al

Case: vert0b5 
preciseness 362  
- - w h  1.4769 —  
- -  sr 88.8621 - - -  
- -  bs 0 .0263 - - -  
- -  v s  0 .2819 —  
- -  cp 0.4561 - - -  
- -  at 0 .6603 - - -  
- -  ns 0 .2346

Pgjraineter: bs

Paraiïiet^r: ns

Parameter: w h  — | Rule: Mean: 1.3552 SDev: 0 0665

Paiaineter: s r  — [ Ruk: Mean; 91.07 SDev: 2.77

Rule : Mean: 0 .0156 SDe v;0.0115

P^ameter; vs — | Rule: Mean: 0.13228 SDey; 0.0966

Pajrat^eter: cp 1 ~~~| Rule: Mean: 0.2952 SDev: 0.1376 |

ParatjietW: — | Rule: Mean 0.951 SDev: 0.3491 |

H Rule: Mean 0.3887 SDev:0.1249
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which equates the distance in standard deviations to a percentage distance from the 

mean.

4. The preciseness parameters are summed to provide the single preciseness value -  in 

effect a distance measure of this case from the ideal (the ideal being the best 

representative case for a given classification).

7 .5 .2  C lassifications

The classifications are in effect the controllers of cases assigned to them. Cases 

can be added to the already designated classifications but a new classification is created 

if a case belonging to a classification not already in the system is added. The 

classifications comprise their cases, a subject, a classification name and a set of 

parameters. This is illustrated in Figure 7c. The subject is the general anatomical area 

for a given case-base -  for example vertebrae. The classification name is a shape type, 

for example “Normal” or “Hooked”. The parameters, corresponding to those retrieved 

by the PEV2 are initialised when a new subject is created. When the subject 

“Vertebrae” is created the system requests that the User input the number of parameters 

(7 in this case) followed by the parameter names. Each parameter has an associated 

rule. The rules form the most basic decision-making part of the system and hold two 

values - a mean and a standard deviation which are recalculated for the parameter every 

time a new shape is added to the system. The rule fires (returns true) if a value tested 

against it is within 2 standard deviations of the mean. This is used during shape 

comparison.

7 .5 .3  C a s e - b a s e  Controller
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This is the co-ordinating section of the system designed to control and organise 

the classifications and communicate between the top level case-base system controller 

and the rest of the system.

7 .5 .4  D ecision  Engine

There is one decision engine with two main subsections:

1. A section that deals with calculating the preciseness (hereafter P section)

2. A section that deals with the ranking (R section).

The P section, given two values, a single parameter from a search-key shape and the 

parameter mean stored in the case-base, calculates the distance in standard deviations of 

the search-key parameter from the stored corresponding mean.

The R section deals with evaluating sets of parameters. The evaluation is based on 

the parameters related to a given classification and therefore ranked accordingly. The 

rankings reflect the relative importance of a given characteristic in discriminating one 

classification from another. A pseudocode example in Figure 7d provides clarification:
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Given 7 parameters: r>v/i, rshy sYy sXy pciy caVy bhs

i f  "NORMAL"
rwh r a n k in g =  10
r s h r a n k in g =  10
sY r a n k in g =  5 Figure 7d - Pseudocode showing the

sX r a n k in g =  5 ranking values of two vertebral 
classificationsp c i r a n k in g =  4

c a v r a n k in g =  8
b h s r a n k in g =  8

i f  "BICONVEX"
rwh r a n k in g =  7
r s h r a n k in g =  7
sY r a n k i n g =  8
sX r a n k in g =  8
p c i r a n k in g =  5
c a v r a n k in g =  5
b h s r a n k in g =  10

In the case of a normal shape the ranking of 10 for ratio of width to height (rwh) 

and rectangle shape ratio (rsh) reflect the significance of these parameters whereas 

posterior concavity index (pci) is not significant and therefore ranked at 4. In a 

biconvex shape however the biconvexity/biconcavity index of the upper and lower 

horizontal surfaces (bhs) are ranked at 10 to reflect their importance and the rwh and 

rsh at 7 because they are less significant than in normal shapes.

The ranking parameters were assigned based on the analysis of the shapes as 

described in Chapters Four and Six. They add up to the same amount for each 

classification (in this case 50). The significance of this value will be discussed in 

section 7.5.5
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7 .5 .5  C a s e - b a s e d  S y s te m  Controller (C SC )

This is the highest-level part of the system and effectively contains and controls 

everything else. Its functions are to:

• Interface with and communicate with other systems

• Oversee the initialisation of a new case-base

• Retrieve and compare cases during a search operation.

A CSC exists for any subject and is identified by that subject name, for example 

“Vertebrae”. From a system-operation point of view a CSC can be initiated in two 

ways. One way opens an existing case-base and the other, creates a new one. In the first 

situation the CSC is commanded to start with just a file name as a parameter- the file 

name of an existing case-base. This opens an existing case-base for searching or 

modification. In the second, the command takes five parameters: a system file name, an 

individual case file name (image name), classification type, array of parameter names 

and an array of parameters (corresponding with their names). Another important 

function of the CSC is to persist a case-base to permanent storage and retrieve it when 

necessary. A case-base is saved automatically after any change to it is made.
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Comparing search-key cases with stored cases is another important duty of the 

CSC and it is done in two stages.

Figure 7e -  Decision engine printout

D e c i s i o n  e n g i n e  s t a r t e d . . . .

E n g i n e :  Run w i t h :  v e r t e b r a e  :Normal

Normal Key p r e c i s e n e s s 6 0 2 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h :  v e r t e b r a e  : Hooked

Hooked Key p r e c i s e n e s s 2 9 1 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h  : v e r t e b r a e  : T a l l

T a l l  Key p r e c i s e n e s s 4 4 8 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h  : v e r t e b r a e  : B i c o n v e x

B i c o n v e x  Key p r e c i s e n e s s 2 5 4 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h  : v e r t e b r a e  : B i c o n c a v e

B i c o n c a v e  Key p r e c i s e n e s s 3 8 7 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h  : v e r t e b r a e  : C oncave  P o s t e r i o r

C oncave  P o s t e r i o r  Key p r e c i s e n e s s 3 8 6 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h  : v e r t e b r a e  : Wedged

Wedged Key p r e c i s e n e s s 4 4 0 .0

E n g in e  : Run w i t h  : v e r t e b r a e  : Sq uare

S q u a re  Key p r e c i s e n e s s 5 4 5 .0

Stage One: The search-key case is treated as each classification in the system in turn. 

Each classification has its own set of parameter mean values. By submitting the search 

case to a classification as if it were a prospective case fo r  that classification, a
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preciseness value for the search key as each of the classifications is obtained. Figure 7e 

shows an edited system printout of this procedure. The search key image is a vertebral 

body classified (in REAMS) as normal (file number vert0e2). In this example, treating 

the key as an average normal shape produces a preciseness of 602 (out of a possible 

700) whereas treating it as a hooked shape produces a preciseness of 291.0. The 

preciseness values for tall and square are also relatively high which is expected.

In Stage One a further “ranking” value is obtained. When treating a search-key case as 

a classification, the key’s values are tested against the rules of the parameters for the 

classification. The rule “fires” and returns a value of “true” if the key’s parameter value 

is within 2 standard deviations of the mean of the classification’s parameter. The 

resulting set of Boolean values (one for each parameter) is submitted to the ranking 

section of the decision engine (Figure 7d -  actual code shown in Table 9a). The 

example of a normal vertebra (vert0e2) would probably fire the corresponding rule of 

every parameter in the normal classification. Thus a set of 7 “true” values would be 

generated and, when submitted to the ranking section, -  with reference to Figure 7d 

(and Table 9a) -  if the Boolean corresponding to rwh is “true” it would result in 10 

being added to a running total, rsh also 10 but sY, only 5 etc. This vertebra would 

accrue a ranking score of 50 (maximum score for vertebrae) when treated as normal. If, 

however, it was treated as hooked, fewer parameters would result in rules firing and the 

Boolean result-set would consist of some true and some false values. When submitted 

to the hooked section of the ranking procedure the accrued total would be less than 50.

Stage Two: The ranking values for the key treated as each classification are tested 

against a threshold. If they are above the threshold, it implies that the shape is possibly 

in that classification and therefore the preciseness value of the key (generated in Stage
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One) is then compared with those of all the classification’s cases. A percentage 

closeness figure is generated and it this that is printed with the result set.

Figure 7f shows a system printout of these results for vert0e2. The two 

categories selected for individual case comparison are “Normal” and “Square”. The file 

names of these groups are respectively vertO* and vert2* and the printout shows varying 

matches with some normal vertebrae including 100% match with vert0e2 (the same 

shape as the search key) and close matches with square vertebrae. The normal 

classification is output first meaning that it is the closest ranked classification followed 

by the square. Note that 98% match with a normal is not equivalent in accuracy to a 

98% with a square owing to the ranking differences which are not shown in the printout.

Figure 7f -  Decision engine matching 

Normal

Match w i t h  ; v e r t 0 g 4 . f e e  : 9 9 . 0 1 3 1 5 7 8 9 4 7 3 6 8 5  

Match w i t h  : v e r t 0 e 2 . f c e  : 1 0 0 . 0  

Match w i t h  : v e r t 0 d 3 . f e e  : 9 8 . 8 3 7 2 0 9 3 0 2 3 2 5 5 8  

Match w i t h  : v e r t O f 2 . f e e  : 9 6 . 0 1 3 2 8 9 0 3 6 5 4 4 8 5  

Match w i t h  : v e r t 0 g 3 . f e e  : 9 5 . 3 4 8 8 3 7 2 0 9 3 0 2 3 3  

Match w i t h  : v e r t 0 a 2 . f e e  : 9 2 . 3 5 8 8 0 3 9 8 6 7 1 0 9 7  

Match w i t h  : v e r t O c 2 . f c e : 9 1 . 6 9 4 3 5 2 1 5 9 4 6 8 4 4  

Square

Match w i t h  : v e r t 2 c l . f c e : 9 3 . 3 2 1 9 1 7 8 0 8 2 1 9 1 8  

Match w i t h  : v e r t 2 b l . f e e  : 9 8 . 5 5 3 3 4 5 3 8 8 7 8 8 4 3
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7 .5 .6  Administration Interface

The adm inistration interface provides a graphical user interface with which to 

view a given case-base as well as a com m and-line facility for initialising a new ease- 

base. The case-base viewer is started by providing the tile name o f  a case-base as input. 

The contents o f  the case-base is then displayed as in Figure 7g. It also has functionality 

to allow the User to edit a case-base by rem oving cases.

Figure 7g - The administration interface for viewing the contents o f a case base
The cases are grouped into their classifications and presented in a “tabbed pane” display. Double 
clicking on the column headings causes the data to be re-ordered. N ote in this exam ple “ W edged” is 
selected and the top row show s the image and data o f  the most representative wedged vertebra in the 
system.

^ C a s e  Displayei

^Normal: 30 Kooked: 111 IMk 28 [ 10 1 fijeà ie liii 10 Concèm Potferfbr: 19 Wedged: 11 PointW: 12
Image ilmageFlle.jPrecisene J wh I sr bs cp ns

5 ^  ver t3b3j .. .  624  0 1 .5172 8 5 ,2 664  0 .063 0 0 67 6  0 .4175  1 272 7  0.325

vert3f2.jpg 561 0 1 .2065 7 7 .3795  0 .0 627  0 .1 487  0.2961 1 548 3  0 .4226

Remove a case.. Cases m system: 146 Reload system..
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7.6 Operation of the Case-based System

7.6.1 Initialisation of  a  C a s e - b a s e

The initialisation of a case-base is performed through the administration 

interface using the case-base initialisation program. When the interface is run the User 

is prompted to provide the name of the new case-base. A file is created with this name 

and the name passed into the system as the subject (see previous section). It is also used 

as identification within the decision engine. Thus a new case-base given the name 

v e r t e b r a e  is created in a file called v e r t e b r a e . c s e ,  assigned an internal subject 

of v e r t e b r a e  and expects a matching section “v e r t e b r a e ” in the decision engine.

The User is then requested for the number of parameters followed by the 

parameter names. These names are used internally by the system and could 

theoretically be any variable name allowed in Java™ however they are also 

displayed as column headings in the Administration Interface and so meaningful, 

recognisable names are preferable. The User is then requested to enter the first set of 

parameter values, the image name for the case being added and its classification. Once 

this is completed a new case-base is created with one classification and its parameter 

means equal to the parameter values.

Further cases are added to the case-base via the system that is using the case- 

base -  i.e. X-Ray Specs. The procedure is as follows: a shape is outlined with splines 

and processed according to its anatomical origin as described in Chapter Six. The 

results of the process are displayed so that the User can assess whether the processing is 

successful. If so the User is requested to supply the correct (expert) classification for

Java™ allows a variable to begin with any letter, underscore or Unicode currency symbol. The initial 
letter can be followed by any number of letters, digits, underscores or currency symbols.
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the shape. If the User supplies a classification that does not exist, it is created and the 

shape added as the first in that classification. Unsuccessful processing occasionally 

occurs in vertebrae if the system persists in rotating a shape in the “incorrect” direction 

and in femora if the medial axis transform does not yield a system-recognisable set of 

points. Further details on situations giving rise to unsuccessful processing are covered 

in Appendix B.2.

7 .6 .2  Retrieval and Com parison

Searching the image database using the case-based system involved the interaction 

of two systems -  the image analysis (rectangulation/skeletonisation) system and the 

case-base comparison system. The actual comparison and retrieval was performed by 

the latter.

Broadly the search procedure was as follows:

1. Search key image selected

2. Area of interest outlined using splines

3. System requests anatomical area to be indicated -  either vertebrae or femora

4. If vertebrae in 3, orientation checked -  if reorientation was required only the spline 

outline was reflected about its y-axis and not the image itself. Similarly the images 

stored in the case-base are in original orientation but their parameters are from a 

spline drawing in standardised orientation

5. Image processed (either rectangulation or skeletonisation)

6. Parameters recovered (using PEV2 in vertebrae) and submitted to case-based 

reasoner

7. Comparison performed with other cases
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8. Results returned

The comparison processes (7) can be broken down into a number of distinct steps:

1. Parameters submitted to Case-base Controller (CBC) -  parameters gathered from 

the analysis processes are passed into the appropriate case-base. This, by definition 

will have a matching parameter.

2. CBC retrieves all classifications in its domain

3. CBC compares set of parameters against the mean/standard-deviation rules for the 

parameters in each classification -  in a sense the CBC treats the search-key 

parameters as if they were each classification in turn. A ranking value is generated 

which indicates the “likelihood” of the set of parameters being that of a particular 

classification. This is the main use of this ranking value described in section 7.5.1 

(see also Figure 7d)

4. The best match classifications are sorted and each case within them compared with 

the parameter set -  this returns a set of cases grouped into classifications themselves 

and ordered by closeness of match (see Figure 7h).

The results and effectiveness of this system represented a considerable improvement

over the Boolean decision system with high match rates for vertebrae and femora.

These will be fully discussed in the chapter on research evaluation -  Chapter Ten.
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Figure 7h - Result o f  a domain dependent case- 
based search
The search key image is shown on the right and the 
results below. The search key image is from an external 
data set (Possum ) during formal evaluation. In the 
example below matches within 5% closeness (using  
preciseness value from matching process) are outlined in 
red and those between 5 and 10 % in yellow . Matches 
with a closeness distance greater than this are over the 
closeness threshold. N ote that the orientation o f  images 
is known by the system but they are not physically re
oriented (reflected) so the images are shown in the result 
set in their original orientation. Truncation o f  som e 
images in the results is due to resizing graphics for 
inclusion here. In the original all im ages are visible

Result of Case Based Search
A r u l e b a s e \ i m a g e s \ v e r t 1 f 3 . j p g  T a l l ; 9 9 . 6 6

A r u l e b a s e \ i m a g e s \ v e r t 1  c l5 . jpg  T a l l ; 9 8 . 1 3

A r u l e b a s e \ ! m a g e s \ v e r t 1  k S .jp g  T a l l : 9 8 . 1 3

A r u l e b a s e \ i m a g e s \ v e r t 1 f 4 . j p g  T all  9 7 . 4 5

. \ r u l e b a s e \ l m a g e s \ v e r t 1  e1  .jpg  T a l l ; 9 4 . 2 2

. \ r u l e b a s e \ l m a g e s \ v e r t 1 a 2 . j p g  T a l l : 9 6 . 9 4  g

A r u l e b a s e \ l r n a g e s \ v e r t 1  b 1 . j p g  T a l l : 9 3 . 5 4  J
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7.7 Summary and Conclusions

7.7.1 Sum m ary

The domain dependent CBIR system within X-Ray Specs was developed in two 

stages. The first stage was developed around vertebral bodies and an image comparison 

algorithm was developed which used rectangulation to approximate the outlined 

vertebra to a geometric shape -  a rectangle. Up to seven parameters were recovered by 

analysing the original shape in relation to its enclosing rectangle. A classification 

algorithm, CPVl, which used a Boolean decision process was then used to either 

classify and store the shapes (pre-processing) or compare them with previously 

classified shapes for CBIR.

The retrieval results from this system were disappointing and adjustment of the 

process was complex and time consuming. In addition to this an additional group of 

images, femora, were added to the system. A case-based reasoning system was 

developed.

Case-based reasoning is particularly appropriate for domains where decisions are 

made based on previous experiences. It has been extensively researched (and used) in 

medical domains including dysmorphology. A set of expertly classified images such as 

those in REAMS where the classification criteria are not completely understood are 

good candidates for inclusion into a CBR system.

The cased-based system was designed to classify, store and compare any group of 

images whose extracted parameters conformed to a particular pattern. This means that 

it could be used in any domain assuming that the parameters obtained were a set of n 

real numbers consistent across a number of m classifications. In the X-Ray Specs
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system it is used for vertebrae and femora that had been geometrically processed by 

rectangulation and skeletonisation respectively.

The CBR system consists of six main parts:

1) Cases: A collection of cases - the most basic element of the system

2) Classifications: A collection of categories into which the cases are grouped

3) Case-base controller: responsible for the co-ordination of the case-base internally

4) Decision engine -  containing decision instructions for a given domain

5) Case-based System controller: interfacing with any co-operating system

6) Administration interface -  administering the case-base

The most fundamental element of the system is the case. A case representation consists 

of:

1) A set of M parameters recovered from an image matching procedure

2) A set of n preciseness parameters

3) A preciseness value

4) A ranking value and a reference to its associated image.

The cases are controlled by classifications which for a CBS of vertebrae may be 

normal, hooked, square etc. The classifications relate the cases by calculating 

parameter mean and standard deviations for each group. When any new case is added 

to the system these values in its classification are recalculated.

A search is conducted initially by treating a search key image as if it were 

potentially belonging to every classification i.e. it is assessed according to the means 

and standard deviations of all classifications. If it is compatible with a given 

classification it is then compared with every case to return a set of matched cases. 

These are ranked by closeness to the search key case.
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7 .7 .2  C on clusions

The benefits of using CBR in tandem with the geometric approximation system 

were:

• A single matching system that automatically adapted to any geometric algorithm 

(and could to any future algorithm)

• A single process image storing system

• A system that automatically adjusted shape understanding when further shapes were 

added to the system

• A higher number of “average” shapes for a given classification means that the

system has better definition of the mean of that classification and is less susceptible 

to the influence of “outlier” shapes

• A system that could dynamically add new classifications

• High retrieval rate accuracy (see retrieval evaluation in Chapter Ten)

Disadvantages:

• Shapes that are highly irregular relative to a given classification could make the 

classification less specific and reduce system accuracy

• A shape inadvertently added to the incorrect classification could have a similar 

effect to that described in the previous point

• Inadvertently mis-classified shapes may not be detected

Although many medical CBR systems exist and many others are the subject of 

research a novel contribution of this work was to use a CBR system in order to classify 

and compare images in a Skeletal Dysplasia CBIR system.
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Chapter Eight - A Domain Independent 
Image Retrieval System
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8.1 Introduction

The main focus of this research was the development of a CBIR system based 

around a set of images from REAMS. Two contrasting image description techniques 

were used in the system. One technique employed a geometric representation of the 

images -  smallest enclosing rectangle for vertebral bodies and skeleton axes for femora. 

Both of these required that, in some sense, the system have a priori medical knowledge 

about these images in order to classify them and/or compare them to a search key. This 

is classified as domain dependent image matching.

One advantage of these algorithms is that the system, having knowledge related 

to the image’s domain, can classify and retrieve them based on their medical properties 

and distinctive features. A disadvantage is that a process developed for vertebral bodies 

cannot be applied to another bone without considerable adaptation or complete redesign. 

It is possible that the skeletonisation used on femora could be adapted for other long 

bones such as humeri but equally the algorithm may need to be completely changed or 

at least modified as was the case for matching femora as opposed to vertebrae.

A separate focus of the research was to investigate a domain-independent 

matching system as a contrasting method of image matching that could be incorporated 

into X-Ray Specs to either work in tandem with or act as an alternative to the domain 

dependent geometric methods. Two algorithms based on versions of Curvature Scale 

Space Matching were incorporated into the system and then evaluated using external 

data sets. This chapter will discuss both algorithms in detail and cover an interim 

evaluation. The main evaluation will be covered in Chapter Ten.
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8.2 Curvature Scale Space Matching

Curvature Scale Space (CSS) Matching is a type of Scale Space Filtering 

(Witkin, 1983). Witkin summarises Scale Space Filtering as “(to) analyse signals by 

tracking zero-crossings under increasing Gaussian blur” (Andy Witkin's Gallery, 1995). 

The basic premise is that a curve is iteratively smoothed. At each iteration it is analysed 

to determine which, if any, undulations or direction changes (inflections) have been 

smoothed out. The disappearances of inflections are tracked. Once the curve is smooth

i.e. no inflections remain, the initial inflections and the steps at which they disappeared 

constitute a rotation and scale invariant description of the image. Mokhatarian et al 

extended Witkin’s theory and demonstrated their work to be successful using different 

forms of silhouette images particularly naturally occurring shapes such as fish and leaf 

outlines (Mokhtarian, 1995).

Some of these shapes appeared similar to outlined bones and this indicated that 

bone shapes with a closed-curve boundary might similarly be detected by such robust 

and efficient means. Assuming that the bone shapes were represented by closed curves 

derived from the spline drawings discussed previously they could then be tracked using 

this method. The nature of the REAMS images, particularly the subtle inflections of the 

vertebrae boundaries and the morphological differences between femora and vertebrae 

resulted in some modifications to the CSS algorithm and led to the development of two 

separate but similar algorithms. The system was initially designed around vertebral 

bodies which are compact shapes. A second algorithm was developed in an attempt to 

improve the matching results and enable the inclusion of other shape-types such as 

femora.
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8.2.1 O verview  of  C S S  within X-R ay S p e c s

Although two versions of a CSS algorithm were developed the basic processes were

identical and are as follows:

1. The image area of interest is outlined using splines

2. The boundary curve is then automatically checked for closure and the User alerted if 

a large boundary gap is present (a small gap is automatically closed by the system)

3. Once the curve is closed it is submitted to either the pre-processing or search 

algorithms depending on the process required

4. The pre-processing algorithm analyses and stores an image and it’s associated CSS 

data

5. The search algorithm uses the submitted image as a key comparing it with pre- 

processed, saved CSS images

6. These processes are independent of the version of CSS being used and the User can 

select which method to use: method one or method two

8.3 Curvature Scale Space Method One

The first algorithm makes use of the shape’s centre and projected radii from it to 

cross the shape’s boundary at equally spaced points. With reference to Figure 8a the 

method is as follows:

1. A centroid^ ̂  is obtained from a given closed curve

2. A pre-set boundary sample rate (n) exists and radii are projected from the centroid 

to intersect the curve at every n pixels

An approximate centre of an irregular shape calculated by averaging all the boundary points.
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Figure 8a -  Diagram o f C SS method 1
System-drawn image show ing the 
centroid, boundary sam ple point numbers 
(red figures), radii and their boundary 
intersections. Added are points A and B 
marking tw o radii between which the 
system has identified no inflections, the 
starting axis (dotted line), the direction of 
angular measurement for radii angles (blue 
arrow) and the red arrow indicating an 
apparent inflection not identified as such. 
This arrow also indicates the aliasing or 
“stair step” effect which may interfere 
with correct inflection identification.

3. The radii lengths are found and then the radii norm alised by dividing the lengths o f  

all by the length o f  the largest

4. The angle o f  each radius with respect to an arbitrary starting point is m easured

5. Using the formula given below the rate o f  rate o f  change o f curvature is calculated 

at each radius boundary intersection point

Fq nation 10 - Rate o f rate o f change

Q, (n+2 - >’i-2 )+Q,-2 (n - n.2 )+ in-i - n )
(©,>1 )(0,>2 - 0 ,  X ® , - 0 , - 2  )

W here 0 -  angle o f  radius, r = radius length, and i = elem ent num ber

6. From these calculations the points at which the curve changes direction are 

identified - these are som etim es referred to as zero-crossin^s because they are 

literally points at which the rate o f  rate o f  change m oves from negative to positive or 

vice versa.

7. These initial zero-crossings are stored
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8. The curve is then smoothed by applying a Gaussian to each intersection point which 

has the effect o f  shortening each radius in proportion to its length (see Figure 8b) - 

short radii will only be modified slightly whereas long radii (which correspond to 

extrem e inflections on the curve) will be more effected

Equation 11 -  Gaussian smoothing operator

where r = radius length, a  = standard deviations

9. Once the Gaussian has been applied the points are again tested for zero crossing

10. As the curve is smoothed the zero-crossings disappear and so application o f  the 

Gaussian and zero crossing tests are repeated until no zero-crossings remain

11. The zero-crossings (in this case identified by radius angle) and the iteration at which 

they disappeared (were smoothed out) constitute a representation o f  the image

12. These data are stored with the image file in a database o f  pre-processed CSS images

IL8Z8M884
Figure 8b -  Graphical representation 
o f smoothing
Each colour represents an iteration. This 
graph, generated to assist in debugging  
the code and optim ising the algorithm, is 
o f  the second algorithm. The shape has 
been shifted to be centred around the 
origin and the figures on the axes are the 
shape’s normalised dim ensions. The 
algorithm has the effect o f  shrinking the 
shape towards the centroid. The 
Gaussian has a stronger effect on more 
distant points and thus the shape is 
smoothed. The unjoined start and end 
points give rise to the gap in the graph.
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8.4 Curvature Scale Space Image Comparison

Once the images had been pre-processed as described they formed a searchable 

database against which other similarly processed images could be matched. To search 

for an image, a search-key image was processed as described above and then a 

comparison performed with stored data. Defining the target image as the key and an 

image from the pre-processed database being compared as the candidate the comparison 

algorithm works as follows:

Candidates are initially selected from the database by comparing the highest iteration 

parameter with its counterpart in the key. This is an important parameter in all of the 

CSS images and reflects the iterations required to remove the most persistent zero 

crossing (corresponding to the strongest image feature). Candidates within a pre-defined 

threshold are submitted for further, more detailed comparison.

The first step in the detailed comparison is to find any comparable iteration values 

between the key’s maximum and any other iteration values in the candidate. For 

example, assume a key has a maximum number of iterations of 100 and that a candidate 

has been selected because of its maximum of 98. Assume also that this candidate has 

zero crossing disappearances at 97 and 95, both of which fall within the comparison 

threshold with the key’s 100. These values 98, 97 and 95 are therefore all considered as 

possible starting points. The grouping of any two comparable maxima is termed a node.

Remembering that each point consists of an iteration value and an angular value, 

when a node is created the candidate is rotated to juxtapose the two initial iteration 

maxima. Therefore if the example key and candidate are not aligned (which they 

probably would not be) and the angular distance between them is 0.5 radians, the 

candidate and all its zero crossing distance angle pairs would be rotated by 0.5 radians 

so as to bring the starting maxima into alignment. Once the key and candidate are
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aligned, their initial cost is calculated. This is a distance measure between the, now 

superimposed, maxima. It is calculated by:

Equation 12 - cost distance

d = +y^

Where x = angular distance between nodes, y = difference in iteration values

In this instance the x term is always zero because the points are aligned but the 

same formula is used to calculate the costs between other points which most probably 

would not be aligned. Following the example above there are now in effect three 

candidate shapes with aligned maxima: one with a starting cost of 2, one of 3 and one of

5. A graphic illustration of matching techniques can be seen in Figure 8c.
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Iterations

ixist appearance 
o f  zero crossing

Representation o f  a “Candidate N ode’

6.2857 (2 pi rads)

Iterations

I iist apiTcaranee 
o f  zero crossing

Representation o f  a “Key N ode’

6.2857 (2 pi rads)

Iterations

Last appearance 
of zero crossing

Position o f  zero crossings

#  Key node points
#  Candidate node points 

Rotational shift amount
^  Distance between matchable points

N

rotational distance 

Position of zero crossings

6.2857 (2 pi rads)

Figure 8c -  Graphical representation o f C SS comparison
The three graphs g ive a visual impression o f  the comparison o f  curvature scale space data. The 

top graph show s a candidate node and the middle a key node. The low est graph show s the key 
and candidate points superimposed. The primary matching points are aligned by rotating the 
candidate - the yellow  line represents the rotational distance (the distance between the largest 
points in the key and candidate). The green lines represent the distance between matchable points 
and the distances that would be added to the cost o f  the node because o f  non-matchable points.
An exam ple o f  non-matchable points is the rightmost on the low est graph. There is no 
corresponding key (red) point and therefore the cost o f  this node would be its length (number o f  
zero-crossings). Where there are corresponding points the cost is the distance between them. If the 
two nodes were from identical images the graphs would match exactly giving a cost o f  zero. In 
practice this would be unlikely but the match returning the low est cost would be selected as a 
likely match.
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The next step checks the node using a “best first” matching strategy. This means 

that the lowest cost node is selected and expanded until its cost exceeds that of the next 

lowest cost node which then becomes the new lowest cost node.

Expanding a node means finding the next matching iteration/angle points (the next 

point on the key and its counterpart on the candidate), calculating their cost and adding 

this cost to the running total for the node. When matching successive points there are 

four possible scenarios:

1. The next point in the key is comparable (within a threshold) with the next in the 

candidate: the cost is the distance between the points calculated as described earlier

2. The next point in the key is not comparable with the next point in the candidate: the 

cost of the key (iteration value only ) is added to the total cost of the node

3. There are no further points to be compared in one of either the key or candidate: the 

remaining points in either the key or candidate are added to the cost of the node

4. There are no further points to be compared in both the key and the candidate and the 

process terminates

When the algorithm terminates only one node will have been expanded through to 

completion and it will have the lowest cost of any of the nodes. This is the closest 

match. A few points to consider with regard to this matching system are:

1) Two identical shapes will have a cost of zero

2) If two such shapes exist it is possible that no other nodes will be expanded at all in 

which case there is no way of finding the next best match!

3) The next best match in a normal matching situation (i.e. when shapes are not 

identical) may not be a close match at all because if the algorithm finds a very good 

match at the beginning of the comparison process other nodes may hardly be 

expanded (an inevitable result of best first matching strategy)
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4) Although this shape description is designed to be rotation and scale invariant, it will 

not match images that are reflections

8.5 Initial Evaluation of CSS Method One (CSSM1)

Following the development of the first CSS algorithm an initial evaluation was 

conducted with a view to assessing the accuracy and robustness of the system as well as 

examining the influence of the parameter adjustments (see below) on the algorithm. 

This does not constitute part of the main system evaluation which involved retrieval 

using search-key images from non-REAMS databases. The initial evaluation led to the 

development of the second CSS algorithm, the evaluation of which in turn suggested 

refinements for this first algorithm. For this reason the evaluation will be discussed here 

and not in the chapter on evaluation. Chapter Ten.

Within the algorithm there were a number of parameters that influenced its 

behaviour and precision. The parameters that could be adjusted were the thresholds for 

initial zero-crossing detection, the thresholds for zero-crossing disappearance detection 

and the strength of the Gaussian by adjusting the standard deviation value. By means of 

observation, graphical output (such as that shown in Figure 8b) and experimentation 

these parameters were set and recorded.

A test was conducted by performing searches on a small database of pre- 

processed images. The images comprised ten normal vertebra and five non-vertebral 

shapes. Each image in turn was used as search key. Complete evaluation data is given 

in Appendix D.3 and an overview of the method is as follows (in Table 8a):
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Table 8a -  Preliminary evaluation of CSSMl

Test la Search key exact match of shape in database

Test lb la rotated by approximately 10 degrees

Test Ic la  rotated by approximately 90 degrees

Test Id Search key with minor modification is matched with unmodified 

counterpart in database

Test le Search key with minor modification is matched not with unmodified 

counterpart but with a visibly similar shape

This evaluation showed a match rate of 57.3% accuracy but produced some unexpected 

results which led to further evaluation and testing. This began to reveal some 

deficiencies in the algorithm. Some problems that occurred were:

a) Inconsistencies in the number of iterations of the Gaussian

-  Problem: Some shapes were being smoothed out correctly whilst others were 

“over Gaussed” that is the inflections were smoothed until they were re

introduced in the opposite direction

-  Solution: Ensure that the smoothing was performed in small increments so that 

all inflections disappeared without introducing new ones (this problem was 

never completely eradicated)

b) The incorrect identification of curve inflections -  either apparently spurious

inflections or ignoring what visually appeared to be obvious inflections

-  Problem: There were two main issues, possibly linked, with spurious 

inflections. The most problematic was that of the “stair stepping” effect of 

diagonal lines represented in pixels (properly referred to as aliasing) was 

sometimes interpreted as numerous inflections. This may have contributed to the
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general inconsistency. Certain shapes appeared to be processed correctly whilst 

others were not. An example o f  this is shown in Figure 8d

Figure 8d -Problems with CSSM1
A femur showing incompatibility with extending 

radii and (below ) rotation in vertebrae introducing 
an extra zero-crossing point. On the femur the 
curve indicated by the arrow is effectively being 
intercepted by a line projected from the outside as 
opposed to a centroid on the inside. Furthermore, 
the uppermost boundary o f  the shape is never 
reached. The arrowed point on the vertebra is an 
expected inflection which is only shown once the 
shape is rotated (see also Figure 8a)

-  Solution: The apparent cause was the thresholds at which inflections are

considered significant and so the threshold values were adjusted

A further and important solution was introduced after the developm ent o f  the second 

algorithm . This was the averaging out o f  all boundary pixels so as to sm ooth out 

diagonals. It will be discussed in detail in the section on developing the second

algorithm and in Chapter Nine. At first it was incorporated into the second algorithm  

and then, as a retrospective improvement, also into the first,

c) Lack o f  invariance to rotation and scale

-  Problem: One o f  the main theoretical advantages o f  this type o f  shape

description is its invariance to scale and rotation. This was not evident and

graphed shapes dem onstrated that the position and appearance o f  the identified 

curve inflections were affected by both scale and rotation (or com binations 

thereof)
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-  Solution: Rotating or scaling a shape on a computer screen causes some lines to 

become more jagged. This can lead to the problems described in the previous 

point. The solution to the previous point was anticipated to be the solution for 

this one.

d) Certain shapes having no inflections and thus not being processed by the system

-  Problem: Adjusting threshold parameters sometimes caused inflections to be 

ignored. There was a trade-off between minimising the effect of aliasing and 

detecting all inflections. Some shapes, those which are c onvex^ do  not have

inflections. Certain vertebral bodies (i.e. some normal ones) fell into this

category. Some shapes however are not appropriate for description by CSS (see 

below)

-  Solution: Ensure the correct detail of shape outlines and adjustment of 

thresholds. Employ methods on convex shapes only

e) Inappropriateness of this CSS algorithm for certain shapes

-  Problem: This particular algorithm was developed for use with vertebral

bodies. The method of projecting radii from a centroid was not applicable to 

femora when they were later included into the system (see Figure 8d)

-  Solution: Use a CSS algorithm that does not rely on radial projections and 

samples the boundary in another way

This final solution prompted the development of a second algorithm in order to

address this and some of the other problems.

A closed shape such that any two points within the shape may be connected by a straight line that does 
not intersect the shape boundary
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8.6 Curvature Scale Space Method Two (CSSM2)

The second algorithm operated in a substantially different way to the first. 

Instead o f  projecting radii, the boundary was traced around and its length m easured. It 

was scaled to a predeterm ined size (norm alised) and was sampled at equal distances and 

an averaging function applied. The purpose o f  this averaging function was to smooth 

out m inor direction changes in boundary lines which were the result o f  aliasing.

A line drawn on a pixelated com puter screen can only have integer co-ordinates 

and any such line, even a curve, consists o f  straight lines Juxtaposed. If the line is 

sam pled from a screen and then converted to a real num ber representation during 

calculations the pixel direction changes could be interpreted as changes in line direction 

(zero-crossings). Some o f  these effects were countered by setting zero-crossing 

thresholds so that these small pixel direction changes would be ignored -  in effect 

treating the symptom s. The averaging function was aim ed at the cause -  the integer co

ordinates. It averaged groups o f  integer co-ordinates thus rem oving possible spurious 

inflections (see Figure 8e).

Averaged Points

Non-averaged Points

Figure 8e -  Illustration o f  pixel 
averaging
The red squares are pixels sampled from 
the green line - a diagonal straight line. 
However when the sampled points are 
analysed by the CSS algorithm (thin blue 
line) the system may see them as curve 
direction changes and hence zero- 
crossings (indicated by the yellow  
arrows). Averaging the points sm oothes 
out these local (and artificial) inflections. 
The black line represents the average 
path o f  the sampled points.

A veraging the boundary effectively sm oothes it, although it does not have the 

same effect as smoothing with a Gaussian. The Gaussian sm oothes the greater
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deviations proportionally whereas averaging has a linear effect on all parts of the curve. 

After testing, in order to balance the loss of data against reducing these artificial zero- 

crossings, the function was set to average over three points (the minimum) and to be 

applied to the image just once.

After averaging, the rate of change and the rate of rate of change for all points 

was found. This produced a set of values ranging fi*om positive to negative -  the zero- 

crossings. This initial set of zero-crossings was stored and Gaussian smoothing 

commenced. After each smoothing iteration the curve was analysed as described for 

zero-crossings. The disappearance of the zero-crossings was tracked. Once the shape 

was smooth i.e. no ftirther zero-crossings, the program terminated and the image, 

described in terms of iterations and zero-crossing disappearance, was stored.

Although the method differed from the first CSS algorithm the shape description 

generated was in the same format and so the comparison algorithm for CSS method two 

was exactly the same as that for CSS method one.

An initial evaluation of the second system, using the same procedure as that of 

the first (given in Table 8a), was conducted. The match rate was 43% - considerably 

less than the first and less than expected. This result is not less than random selection - 

see discussion in Chapter Ten. However, the development, and observation of the two 

algorithms as well as experimentation with many shapes and variations of shapes led to 

changes in both algorithms and changes in the way in which shapes were tested and 

stored.

The main changes leading to improvements in match rates were the use of 

averaging, better understanding of the thresholds for zero-crossing detection and the 

implications of the strength of the standard deviation in the Gaussian. Two observations 

were particularly important:
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1) The relationship between the strength of the Gaussian and the number of iterations is 

important during later matching of images. A strong Gaussian may remove many zero- 

crossings in one iteration and all in just a few. When the CSS data of images is being 

compared the number of iterations is the first selection criterion. If all images range 

between 1 and 10 iterations the scale is quite coarse with only one step between 90 and 

100 per cent as opposed to 10 steps when the scale is between 1 and 100.

2) The image size had a profound effect on the success of the CSS algorithms. An 

image drawn on a pixelated computer screen has a finite minimum unit -  the pixel. As 

discussed previously all lines comprise pixels juxtaposed edge to edge or comer to 

comer. The latter can produce spurious zero-crossings. This effect can be adjusted by 

threshold variation. In small images these spurious zero-crossings are more likely to be 

of comparable magnitudes to the tme zero-crossings. The larger the image, the less 

significant pixel size.

This led to the adoption of a policy of increasing the size of images to improve 

the accuracy of the algorithms. These changes were applied to both CSS methods and a 

test on both improved algorithms was conducted using the pattem described above 

(Table 8a) and a database of larger images. The match rates from this test were 70% 

and 58% respectively which indicated that the changes to the algorithms had 

significantly improved their retrieval performance.

The main evaluation was conducted using only vertebrae for CSSMl and 

vertebrae and femora for CSSM2. This will be discussed in detail in the chapter on 

evaluation, Chapter Ten.
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8.7 Summary

In order to assess a domain independent algorithm and compare it with the domain 

dependent algorithms already in place, two Curvature Scale Space implementations 

were developed. The first was developed with a target image of vertebral bodies and 

used an algorithm based on radial intersections with the boundary curve. An outline of 

the algorithm is as follows:

1) A closed curve is obtained

2) Its centroid calculated

3) Radii are projected from the centroid to intersect the curve at every n (sample rate) 

points

4) The radii are normalised

5) The sampled points are averaged (only introduced after development of algorithm 

two)

6) These intersection points are tested for zero-crossings and stored

7) The curve is smoothed using a Gaussian smoothing function

8) The points are re-tested for zero-crossings

9) 6 and 7 are performed until the zero-crossings have disappeared (the curve is 

smooth)

This first method was evaluated by performing a series of controlled retrievals on a 

small database of selected images. The evaluation of this method and the inclusion of 

femora in the system prompted the development of another algorithm, this time based 

around boundary-distance point sampling. The outline of the second algorithm is:

1) A closed curve is obtained

2) It is scaled to a standard size

3) Its pixels are sampled every n to give a set of m points
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4) The sampled points are averaged

5) By considering each point and its neighbours the points are tested for zero-crossing 

and stored

6) The curve is smoothed using a Gaussian smoothing function

7) The points are re-tested for zero-crossings

8) 6 and 7 are performed until the zero-crossings have disappeared (the curve is 

smooth)

Both algorithms should yield scale and rotation invariant shape descriptions comprising 

an initial set of zero-crossings and the iterations at which they disappeared. A 

comparison of the two processes is shown in Table 8b.

Table 8b - Comparison of CSS algorithms

Process CSS Method 1 CSS Method 2

Use of Centroid Yes No

Boundary Sampling Radial Intersection Boundary Traversal

Normalisation Division of radii by largest Resample to set boundary 
length

Averaging Yes in later version Yes

Rate of Change 
calculation

Angular distance and radius 
length

Distance between points

Suitability Vertebrae (any convex closed 
curve)

Any closed curve

The second algorithm was evaluated using the same process as applied to the first. 

This evaluation and general observation and experimentation informed the further 

development of both algorithms. Particular changes implemented were:

• The use of an averaging function to eliminate spurious zero-crossings which could 

arise from aliasing
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• Use of “larger” images - the smaller an image the more likely the interpretation of 

aliasing as inflections and, hence, zero-crossings 

Both systems used the same method of image comparison. This employed a best first 

matching strategy and node expansion to find distance costs. The summary of the 

method is as follows:

1) Candidates are initially selected from the database by comparing the highest 

iteration parameter with its counterpart in the key

2) Candidates within a threshold are submitted for further, more detailed comparison

3) Find comparable iteration values between the key’s maximum and any other 

iteration values in the candidate (grouping of any two comparable maxima is termed 

a node)

4) For each node the candidate is rotated to juxtapose the two initial iteration maxima. 

Initial cost (“distance between”) is calculated on aligned nodes

5) Lowest cost node {a) is selected and “expanded” until its cost exceeds that of 

another node {b)

6) Expanding a node means finding the next matching iteration/angle points (the next 

point on the key and its counterpart on the candidate), calculating their cost and 

adding this cost to the running total for the node

7) b becomes the new lowest cost node

8) 5 - 7  are repeated until:

9) The current lowest cost node can no longer be expanded and the process ends 

Both of these methods were integrated into X-Ray Specs. This allowed the comparison 

between these two versions of a domain independent retrieval system as well 

comparison against the domain dependent methods.
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Formal evaluation of this system including a full discussion of the results and 

critique of these methods on vertebrae and femora will be given in Chapter Ten. 

Software engineering aspects of CSS are covered in the following chapter.
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Chapter Nine - Software Engineering of 
image Retrievai and Associated

Systems
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9.1 Introduction

The creation of a functioning system and the necessary development of computer 

program algorithms and their implementations were major components of this project. 

The preceding three chapters covered an examination of the three key areas related to 

the CBIR system. These areas were:

1. Domain dependent image retrieval using geometric criteria

2. The classification and comparison methods used in the domain dependent retrieval

3. Domain independent system using Curvature Scale Space algorithms.

Whereas Chapter Five comprised a software engineering overview of the X-Ray Specs 

system as a whole, this chapter will focus on the CBIR systems, sub-systems and their 

implementation of key algorithms in X-Ray Specs from a software engineering 

perspective.

9.2 Rectangulation

The development and refinement of the rectangulation algorithm to work with 

vertebral bodies was an important part of the research in this project. Approximation of 

malformed vertebrae by rectangles is a novel aspect of this work and as such the 

implementation will be discussed in some detail.

The finding of a shape’s smallest enclosing rectangle or “rectangulation” is 

accomplished by one specialised sub-component^^ of the software system called the 

Rectangulate class. This component has direct access to the drawing area and the spline 

controller and is able to modify the position of a group of splines around a centroid. A

In Java™ software components are called c l a s s e s
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UML class diagram of the Rectangulate class is given in Appendix C. A UML activity 

diagram of this process is shown in Figure 9a and is explained in the text below.

Figure 9a -  Activity diagram  o f the rectangulation process
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The processes of rectangulation can be divided into three phases:

1) Initialisation

2) Iterative rectangulation

3) Completion

Each phase has a distinct function.

Phase One -Initialisation:
(all references to Steps are the numbered steps in Figure 9b)

Following a User command from the GUI, passed to the image controller and drawing 

system, rectangulation is started. A lookup table of Boolean values is created. This is a 

way of increasing the efficiency and execution speed of the program. The spline image 

is converted to a binary image of “true” where there is spline colour and “false” where 

there is not. The next step is to find the initial rectangle (which includes finding the 

shape’s centroid) and this is achieved by constructing a rectangle of image-boundary 

size (Step 1) and moving its sides inwards by steps until the spline outline is touched 

(Step 2). Once this happens, the intersections of the comers are found and a rectangle is 

created, its area calculated and it is drawn. The direction of rotation is important in the 

next phase and so it is decided by rotating the shape one step in either direction and 

selecting the direction tending to produce smaller rectangles. The rotational “step” was 

set at 0.01 radians.

Phase Two -  Iterative Rectangulation

During iterative rectangulation the shape is rotated with an enclosing rectangle found at 

every step. During each step-rotation process the splines are rotated one step around 

their centroid. After each step a new rectangle must be drawn. Whereas the first
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rectangle was started at the image boundary, subsequent rectangles are started as 

enlarged current rectangles which is m ore efficient (Step 4). The area is calculated and 

compared with the previous area. The lesser o f  the two is stored together with the 

im age’s rotational position. This process is iterated so as to rotate the shape through the 

required am ount (see discussion in Chapter Six, Section 6.3.2).

Once the iterations are complete, the final phase begins.

Figure 9b - Rectangulation process.
1 ) Shape is outlined and in initial position. First rectangle is found by proceeding from the 

image boundary (red dotted lines) m oving in towards the shape (red arrows)
2) Once the shape is touched by all lines the intersections (yellow  arrows) are found
3) The first rectangle is drawn. The system decides on direction o f  rotation and rotates the 

shape by a step
4) The new enclosing rectangle is found by starting at a “back stepped” position from the

previous rectangle (red lines and arrows in 4)
5) N ew  rectangle is drawn (in this instance visibly larger than the previous)
6) Process iterated required number o f  times
7) Shape is returned to position o f  sm allest enclosing rectangle which is re-found by starting at 

image boundary as in (1)
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Phase Three -  Completion

At this stage a smallest rectangle has been discovered. The splines are rotated back to 

the position of the smallest rectangle. The enclosing rectangle is found using the 

original process of beginning at the image boundary (Step 7). This is necessary because 

the rotation to the minimum rectangle position may be large and could cause parts of the 

shape to “protrude” through the relatively small backstep rectangle. Once the smallest 

enclosing rectangle is found the area is calculated and the shape and rectangle drawn.

9.3 Medial Axis Analysis (Skeletonisation)

The recovery of image description parameters on femora was achieved by the 

use of skeletonisation on the image in question. This is a form of Medial Axis 

Transform and was introduced in detail in Chapter Six. The process is mainly 

accomplished by two components:

1. Medial Axis Analyser -  responsible for overall control of the entire process

2. Skeletoniser -  a component started by the Medial Axis Analyser for the 

skeletonisation phase of the process

Certain important sub-processes will be discussed specifically. The complete process is 

shown in a UML activity diagram in Figure 9c and it was also discussed in Chapter Six, 

Section 6.4.2. A labelled femur from Figure 6j is shown here as Figure 9d and [A], [B] 

etc. refer to the labels on the figure.

The process takes place in three phases:

1. Initialisation

2. Skeletonisation and Parameter Recovery

3. Completion
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Figure 9c -  Activity diagram  o f  skeletonisation and param eter recovery
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Phase O ne - Initialisation:

The im age is first submitted to a com ponent that checks w hether the boundary is closed. 

This com ponent will actually close very small gaps (o f less than a program m er-settable 

threshold) but otherwise the process is halted for the User to rectify the situation. A 

Boolean lookup is created and the shape’s boundary is counted by counting the num ber 

o f  boundary pixels. This will be used later for finding the com pactness (see Chapter 

Six, Section 6.4.3). The shape is tloodtllled and the initialisation phase is com pleted.

Figure 9d -  Recovery o f parameters 
on skeletonised femur

H

C

Phase Tw o - Skeletonisation and Param eter Reeovery:

The Skeletoniser returns a skeleton image o f  the fo o d  f ile d  shape. The algorithm  for 

this com prises the basic Zhang-Suen method (Zhang & Fu, 1984) with S ten tilo rd ’s pre

processing schem e (Stentiford & M ortimer, 1983) and the Holt “staircase rem oval” as a
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post-processor (Holt, Stewart, Clint, & Perrot, 1987). These three methods are all 

examples of “Iterative Morphological Methods” (Parker, 1997). The basic idea behind 

these is that layers of pixels are stripped away repeatedly until no further layers can be 

removed (i.e. the skeleton is just one pixel line thick). The three methods complement 

each other because they are individually optimal for certain configurations within the 

image. Details of all aspects of thinning are widely covered in the literature and the 

reader is directed to such references (Parker, 1997) (Sonka et al, 1999).

As the skeleton is drawn in red (RGB: 255,0,0) the end points ([A] [E] [H]) are 

found by traversing the entire image and selecting pixels which are red and only have 

one adjacent red pixel as a neighbour. Once these end points are recovered, the next 

process finds the points at which the skeleton bifurcates (termed nodes [I]). It does this 

by assuming one starting point -  the uppermost end-point (referred to as the primary 

point -  [A]) on a given image -  and attempting to trace a line between this point and 

every other end point in turn. It uses a heuristic to decide how to proceed at the actual 

branch points [I]. The heuristic tries to minimise the distance between the start point 

and its current destination point.

The method to find the apex of the neck-angle [B] was revised many times until a 

robust and reliable algorithm was found. In the method used in the evaluated system, 

the apex is found by reflecting the skeleton around an axis which runs from the primary 

point to the mid-point [D] of the longest line in the skeleton^^. In order to be able to 

reflect the skeleton, it is first rotated until this axis is vertical. This is achieved by 

finding the rotational position where there is either no difference, or marginal difference 

in the x position of the upper and lower axis points. Once the axis is vertical, the 

reflection is trivial. After rotation the distance is tracked between corresponding

There are, of course, other ways of doing this but many of them run into problems finding intersections 
between drawn (integer) co-ordinates and mathematically predicted real co-ordinates
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mirrored points. The largest distance (usually) is betw een the angle apex and its 

reflected double. The shape is then rotated back to its original position (see Figure 9e).

Figure 9e -  The process o f  finding the apex o f the neck angle
From left to right: The original shape and reflection axis (dotted line) -  the rotation (big red 
arrows) stops at vertical when the x difference between A and B is as near zero as possible. The 
reflection is shown (indicated by black arrow) and the blue dotted lines are two distances 
between two sets o f  corresponding points. The furthest distance (black line in far right) g ives  
the apex -  circled in red. This method is usually successful how ever in certain situations, such 
as extreme femoral bowing or extreme coxa valga, it can find a false apex.

I
I

The following step, the finding o f the triangle formed by the lowest node [I] and the 

lowest end points [E] [H] is vital for the extraction o f  the rem aining param eters. This is 

because the apex o f  the triangle and the neck angle apex, recovei ed in the previous step, 

are considered as the end points o f  the femoral shaft [J]. To find the triangle [I] [E] [H] 

The algorithm iterates through all the lines, finding those that share a node (a possible 

triangle apex). These are then considered in two ways:

1 ) Their position within the skeleton as a whole i.e. if  there is m ore than one possible 

apex, which is the lower?

2) The relative proportions o f  the (possible) sides adjoining this potential apex

On the basis o f  these two points the system makes a decision as to which set constitutes

the correct triangle. This is an exam ple o f using a priori shape inform ation.
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The next step finds the parameters referred to as shaft parameters, although they 

include: neck length [A] [B], shaft width [C] [K], shaft length and metaphyseal flare 

(triangle apex angle). The shaft width is an important parameter that proved difficult to 

recover. From the shaft mid-point [D], a line perpendicular to the shaft was extended in 

both directions to intersect the shape boundary. The complexity of finding the precise 

intersection co-ordinates was due to the boundary being drawn in pixels and therefore 

having integer co-ordinates and the perpendicular being mathematically predicted and 

consequently having real co-ordinates. Using heuristics to predict intersections by 

finding points that were close but not actually juxtaposed proved unreliable. The 

solution was to mathematically predict lines between the pixels and then test these for 

intersection with the perpendiculars.

The final step in this phase was to predict the extension of the triangle sides 

[I][H] & [I][E] and their intersection with the shape boundary [G] & [F]. For finding 

these intersections a similar method to finding the shaft width intersections was used.

Phase Three - Completion:

The image is shown so that a User may assess whether it was satisfactorily processed 

and control is returned to the main system.

9.4 Case-Based Reasoning System Design

The Case-Based Reasoning system is an autonomous system. Although it was 

designed to accept parameters from the geometric processes in X-Ray Specs it could 

function in any context given the correct parameter type as input. A component
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diagram, given in Chapter Six, is shown here as Figure 9f and the software file structure 

is given in Appendix C.

Figure 9 f-  Case-based reasoning component diagram
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The processes can be divided into four main groups:

1 ) Initialisation of a case-base

2) Adding cases to the case-base

3) Searching the case-base

4) Administering (viewing and removing cases) the case-base
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9.4 .1  Initialisation o f a C a s e -b a s e

Figure 9g -  Activity diagram of case-base initialisation
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During the initialisation of a new case-base, a case-based system controller creates a 

new case-base of a given subject (such as vertebrae or femora) and the first 

classification is created together with its parameters. These must match the parameters 

extracted from the subject images (or whatever item is being inserted into the case-
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base). A special tool is provided for this process which has also been described in 

Chapter Seven, Section 7.5.6 but a summary, with reference to Figures 9f and 9g, is 

given:

The User runs the initialisation tool from the administration interface and is 

prompted for subject, filename, classification, number of parameters and their names. 

An input-interface is displayed and the User enters the parameter values of the first 

case. A new case-base system controller is created and the data passed to it. The 

controller then creates the new case-base controller which in turn creates its first 

classification and the first case assigned to this classification. The update process is run 

which calculates the mean and standard deviation for each parameter (although these are 

meaningless for a first case). The controller stores the new case-base.

Points to note:

• The new system is started for the first time with one classification and one case.

• The parameter names are supplied by the User and will be used internally but also to 

identify the parameters when the case-base administration interface is run (see 

Figure 7h in Chapter Seven)

• A User beginning a case-base must ensure that the subject parameter matches the 

subject in the appropriate section o f the decision engine and i f  necessary may have 

to provide a correct section in the decision engine (see section on decision engine 

below)
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Figure 9h Activity diagram  o f  adding a new case
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9 .4 .2  Adding C a s e s  to th e  C a s e -b a s e

A case can be added to an existing case-base in two ways. In one, the process is 

initiated by a User through the initialisation tool, and in the other the process is initiated 

directly from an application, such as X-Ray Specs. The processes are identical except for 

the initialisation methods. Following a command from the administration interface or 

an application, the controller sends a reference to its case-base. The case-base is given 

the data for the new case. These data include parameter values and classification. The
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case-base checks for the existence of this classification, creating it if necessary. The 

remainder of the process is identical to adding the first case (as described previously).

9 .4 .3  S earch in g  th e  C a s e -b a s e

The broadest overview of the case-base search process is that a set of values is

Figure 9i -  Activity diagram of case-base search process
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passed in to the controller and treated as if it were each classification in the case-base in 

turn. If the value set is close enough to any classifications it is then compared with each 

case in the classification. The process is shown in Figure 9i.

This process can only be initiated by some other application and not through an 

administration interface. When it begins, the controller is sent a set of values and a 

threshold value and starts the search sub-process on its case-base. It is assumed that the 

values in the set correspond to the number and type of the parameters in the case-base.

A list of all classifications in the case-base is requested and the value set is 

treated as if it were each classification. This is done by comparing each value in the set 

against its counterpart parameter in the classification (Stage 1 on Figure 9i) and takes 

place in the decision engine.

The decision engine has two functions and two corresponding sub-systems. 

Sub-system 1 calculates the precision of a value with respect to a supplied mean and 

standard deviation using a statistical lookup table. The statistical lookup table contains 

standard deviations from 0.0 to 3.0 in units of 0.1 corresponding with percentage 

confidence. The lookup is used to convert distance from the mean (in standard 

deviations) to a percentage distance from the mean.

Sub-system 2 is a ranking process and has a section for any shape subject (in 

this system “vertebrae” and “femora”). Table 9a contains actual program code from this 

process. The code highlighted in blue is the beginning of these sections. Each subject 

section has a sub-section for every possible category within that subject -  for example: 

in the vertebra subject: normal, tall, square etc. These are shown in green in the table. 

If any further bone shapes were added to the system, a new subject section and its sub

sections would need to be added to this decision engine code. Note that the code shown
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in Tabic 9a is abbreviated -  the vertebra section would have all the other categories 

(square, wedged etc.) as would the femur section (coxa valga, short etc.)

The ranking process takes a set o f  Boolean values (either true or false, one value 

for each param eter). If “true” a value is added to a ranking total. For exam ple in Table 

9a, in the “N orm al” section, if  v a l u e s  [0 ]  (corresponding to param eter rwh) is true, 

10 would be added to the ranking total. The m axim um  ranking value for vertebrae is 50 

and 70 for femora. The reasons for selecting ranking values were discussed in Chapter 

Seven. The result o f  each sub-section is to store the category (in yellow) and its ranking 

value (in mauve).

Table 9a -  Excerpt from decision engine code

if(s.cqualrfsubieclf0IMl //vertebrae

|BTcl.equatetgàte);ofiesfOO)/7NorttiâJl
{

it'(values[0]) ranking +=10;//vvh 
if(va lu es[l]) ranking +=10;//sr 
if(values[2]) ranking +=5;//vs 
if(values[3j) ranking +=5;//hs 
if(values[4]) ranking +=4;//cp  
if(values[5]) ranking +=8;//at 
if(values[6]) ranking +=8;//ns 
decis io ns[0] = categories[0] ; 
É »isioi^îlf_ "ITiankinj;

i f( P3eguals( categor iesf 11»//1 ‘a j
i{

if(values[0]) ranking +=10;//wh  
if(va iu es[l]) ranking+=10;//sr  
if(values[2]) ranking +-=5;//vs 
if(values[3]) ranking +=5;//hs 
if(values[4]) ranking +=4;//cp  
if(values[5J) ranking 4-=8;//al 
if(values[6]) ranking +=8;//ns 
decisions[0] = categories[ I ]; 
decisions! I ] = ""+ranking;

l is e  if  (s.equals(subject! I |))//fem o r |

i tj cl .eq,iials( femurCategories|01 » //'N orm j  
I

if(vaiues[0]) ranking +=8;//neckA ngle  
____________________________________ if(values! I ]) ranking +=7;//neckShaftRatio
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if(values[2]) ranking +=9;//shaftW idthLength  
if(valLies[3]) ranking +=4;//tlare 
if(values[4]) ranking +=4;//triangleSideRatio  
if(values[5J) ranking +=4;//S idel ExtRatio 
if(values[6]) ranking +=4;//Side2ExtR atio  
it'(values[7]) ranking +=10;//Com pactness 
decisions[0] = categories[0]; 
d ecision s[l] = ""+ranking;

if(values[0]) ranking +=IO;//neckAngie 
if(values[ 1 ]) ranking +=6;//neckShaftRatio  
if(values[2]) ranking +=6;//shaftW idthLength  
if(values[3]) ranking +=6;//flare 
if(values[4]) ranking +=6;//triangleSideRatio  
if{values[5]) ranking +=6;//Side I ExtRatio 
if(values[6]) ranking +=5;//Side2ExtR atio  
it'(values[7]) ranking +=5;//Com pactness 
decisions[0] = femurCategoriesf 1 ]; 
d ecision s[l] = "”+ranking;

First each value is sent to decision engine sub-system  1 so that its preciseness 

can be calculated, the preciseness values for each are added and the total is stored. This 

represents the preciseness o f the value set when treated as a given classification. Then 

each value is tested against its corresponding param eter’s rule. If the rule “ fires” then a 

Boolean value o f true is recorded for that value. The set o f Boolean values is subm itted 

to the ranking process (sub-system  2) and a ranking value is obtained. This represents 

the probability o f  the value set as belonging to a classification.

After this has been done for every classification a set o f  tem porary results exists. 

These com prise the n preciseness values and n ranking values resulting from treating the 

value set as each o f  n classifications. These results are sorted on ranking values and 

those below the threshold are discarded leaving t preciseness values and t ranking 

values associated with t classifications.

In Stage 2 every case belonging to each o f  / classifications is selected and the 

preciseness found for the value set in Stage 1 is com pared to the preciseness o f  each 

case. The com parison method gives a distance between a case and the value set (being
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treated as a case). If this distance is within the threshold value (that was sent in with the 

value set) the case, grouped by classification and arranged according to preciseness, is 

inserted into a result set. The result set is returned and displayed.

9 .4 .4  A dm inistering th e  C a s e -b a s e  (Viewing and R em ovin g C a s e s )

The administration interface allows a User to view all cases in a case-base and 

also remove cases. On starting the administration program the User supplies the name 

of a case-base which is then displayed as shown in Figure 7h.

The process of removing a case is similar to that of adding one. The User 

supplies the file number of the case to be removed. The case is removed and the update 

process is run, re-calculating the mean and standard deviation for the classification from 

which the case was removed. If the last case in a classification is removed, the 

classification is also removed. The controller saves the changed case-base.

9.5 Curvature Scale Space System

The complete CSS system represents a complex interaction that is essentially the 

same for both CSS algorithms. Although the actual CSS data are derived differently for 

CSSMl and CSSM2, the remaining infrastructure is identical. For this reason one 

generic version of the system will be discussed.

The system can be divided into two distinct components:

1. Image pre-processing and storage

2. Image retrieval and comparison
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9.5 .1  Im age P re-p rocessin g  and S to ra g e

The two curvature scale space algorithms are contained in separate components 

for CSSMl and CSSM2 respectively. These components process the images in 

different ways (as described in the previous chapter) but produce identical result-data 

structures. The data structure has a reference to a cropped image file and is stored in 

permanent memory. Pre-processing is illustrated as a UML activity diagram in Figure

9j.

Figure 9j -  Activity diagram  o f CSS pre-processing
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The following steps occur during pre-processing:

1. A spline drawing (image outline) is processed to find its CSS data
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2. An image cropper crops the original image so as to isolate, for example, one 

vertebra. The cropper is a rectangulation process based on the initialisation phase 

only of rectangulation

3. The CSS representation of the image by the CSS algorithm together with a reference 

to a new file containing the cropped image is passed to a specialised storable data 

structure

4. This data structure is named and stored and the cropped image file is stored

9 .5 .2  C S S  Retrieval and C om parison

This is, in one sense, the opposite of pre-processing and storage because it first 

retrieves the pre-processed, stored objects. However it also processes the search-key 

image and creates a search-key object that is similar in structure, and therefore 

comparable to, the retrieved objects. A specialised searcher component is then started 

and the search-key object and all the retrieved candidates are passed to it. The searcher 

creates a process called a comparer for the key and each candidate. Using the 

comparers, the searcher co-ordinates the complicated task of comparing the key- 

candidate pairs. A UML activity diagram illustrates the process in Figure 9k.

The retrieval and comparison process begins by retrieving all stored, pre-processed 

CSS image objects and turning the current search-key image into a CSS image object by 

submitting it to one of the CSS algorithms. The resulting object -  a CSS representation 

of the image -  is comparable with the retrieved CSS image objects. Each retrieved 

object and a copy of the CSS search-key is considered as a pair and sent to a comparer 

(note: if there are n retrieved image objects there are n comparers). The condition for
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comparison termination is checked (one completely expanded node in one comparer 

returns lowest cost -  see details in Chapter Eight, Section 8.4). If this condition is not 

satisfied then the comparer with lowest cost expands its lowest cost node. It compares 

its nodes and sends the lowest cost back to the searcher which, once again, checks for a 

termination condition. If this is now satisfied comparison is complete and the lowest 

cost node from the lowest cost comparer is returned and the results are displayed in a 

result window.
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Figure 9k -  A ctivity diagram  o f CSS retrieval and com parison
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9 .5 .3  Softw are D ev e lo p m en t  o f  C S S  S y s te m

The software development of this system was complicated for a number or reasons. 

The main complexity arose from the nature of CSS processing and comparison.
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Throughout coding, flexible and dynamic data structures were used. This was 

necessary because o f  the unpredictability o f  factors such as:

•  the num ber o f  zero-crossings

• the num ber o f  iterations o f  the Gaussian process

• the num ber o f  candidate images during searching

• the num ber o f  nodes within each key-candidate pair.

There was the additional com plication o f the situation where either no inflections 

were found on a shape or a shape’s zero-crossings were not sm oothed. The form er 

situation produced shapes that were not com parable with others (and led to abnormal 

program term ination if  attem pted) and the latter situation had the potential for creating 

run-away loop situations.

To facillitate developm ent and debugging both CSS classes incorporated graph 

drawing capabilities and displayed some information on the images they were 

processing. This aided debugging by the visual display o f  iterative and other processes. 

Graph output is shown in Chapter Eight, Figure 8b and image m arking in Figure 8d. 

Visual display exam ples are shown in Figure 91.

Figure 91 - Example o f  
visual display aiding in 
param eter setting
The parameter being set is 
the boundary sample rate. 
The intersection o f  yellow  
lines and the boundary show  
the detected zero-crossings. 
Sample rates are:
Image I sam ple rate: 6 
Image 2 sam ple rate: 8 
Image 3 sample rate: 7 
Image 4 sam ple rate: 9 
Although a sample rate o f  8 
(im age 2) results in the most 
visually plausible zero- 
crossings there are problems 
with over-sensitivity in the 
w hole process.
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9.6 Result Storing and Floodfilling

9.6.1 R esult  Storing

Throughout the project and system development it was necessary to store data 

about images or groups of images in databases for analysis. Data gathered from the first 

rectangulation system was used to inform the development of the retrieval and 

comparison system and led to the development of the case-based system. Two types of 

databases were used: a relational database and a spreadsheet.

Storing into a spreadsheet was accomplished by displaying formatted data in a 

window and then copying and pasting into the spreadsheet. Database storage was more 

formalised and automated. A process was designed for storage of the earliest 

rectangulation results. The process used the Java^'^ Database Connectivity library/API 

and the earliest system stored only the width, height, area and width/height ratio 

parameters. The later system, which used a more detailed process, stored all the results 

associated with later version of rectangulation. A modified process stored all femur 

parameters. Images used in all sections of the system were stored in designated 

directories but not in databases.

9 .6 .2  Flood Filling Algorithm

Flood filling refers to a process of filling an enclosed area with a colour if it is 

blank or a new colour if it is already coloured. Flood filling was in important process in 

all of the image comparison algorithms used in X-Ray Specs. The classic
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implementation of a flood fill makes use of a recursive algorithm^^ (Hearn & Baker, 

1997). This method is fast and ensures that all areas are filled although it is not without 

certain dangers. Firstly, the area to be filled must be sealed else the process will be non

terminating and result in abnormal program termination and secondly, a recursive 

algorithm can quickly use up available computer resources (Langsam, Augenstein, & 

Tenenbaum, 1996). In the case of a recursive flood fill on a large image the available 

stack size (which limits the number of processes started) may be a limiting factor.

The flood fill algorithm within this system was developed to eliminate some of 

these problems. The closing of the shape is checked by the point-join-check process. 

This is a purpose-designed class that works on the splines in this system and ensures 

that the end point of one spline coincides exactly with the start point of the next. Two 

points that are not joined but are within a threshold will be moved so as to be exactly 

superimposed.

The point joiner algorithm first sorts the spline end-points by ascending Y co

ordinate and then X co-ordinates if any Ys are equal. The sorted points are then 

examined for proximity. This system can fail for very small shapes, shapes with small 

protuberances or shapes that have large gaps. In the third case the gap is marked by the 

system so that it may be closed by the User.

For large shapes, particularly femora being tested using CSS, the flood fill was 

failing due to stack overflow^^. Attempts to prevent this included the development of 

modified flood fill algorithms in the classes:

Polyfiller -  flood filler using the Java™ Graphic2D.fill(java.awt.Shape)^^ method 

Scanfiller -  flood exterior first, scanning from image boundaries

A process which runs by generating many identical process all acting together to solve a problem 
During a recursive process method calls are placed on a stack until the termination condition is 

satisfied.
This is a method in the 2D graphics API which takes any shape as a parameter
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BisectedFloodFiller -  divided the image into quadrants which were then filled as 

separate images.

The last of these was eventually used although it was not infallible and could 

occasionally allow an image area to go unfilled. This situation was displayed to the 

User and could be rectified by slightly rotating the shape. Further improvements to this 

algorithm are planned (see Chapter Eleven).

9.7 Summary

The development of a prototype CBIR system based around a subset of the 

REAMS images was a significant part of this project. The processes presented many 

computing challenges because of the complicated nature of the data and the desired 

goals. X-Ray Specs, as well as many supporting processes, contained two contrasting 

image matching systems that were themselves divided into two sub-groups:

1) Domain Dependent Geometric Based

-  Rectangulation -  vertebral bodies

-  Skeletonisation -  femora

-  Case-based Reasoning System for image classification and comparison

2) Domain Independent Multiscale Space Analysis Based

-  Curvature Scale Space Method One -  vertebral bodies

-  Curvature Scale Space Method Two -  vertebral bodies and femora

This Chapter presented overviews of these systems and their algorithms to complement 

the main descriptions in previous chapters. Further details given in the Appendices 

have been noted in the chapter.
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A large amount of time and effort was invested in the software engineering to 

achieve robustness and efficiency in a system that could act as a proof-of-concept and 

enable formal evaluation using external data. It is this evaluation, using three external 

data sets that is covered in the following chapter, Chapter Ten.
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Chapter Ten - Evaluation
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10.1 Introduction

The evaluation of this research covers many separate but related areas. Essentially 

encompassing all these divisions are two main groups:

1. Evaluation of non CBIR systems -  splines and icon system

2. Evaluation of the CBIR system

The main emphasis of this chapter will be on evaluating the image retrieval component 

and the icon system with a brief discussion on the informal evaluation of the spline 

drawing system.

An evaluation of a typical medical computer system may encompass User 

interaction, system performance, the effectiveness of the system within its environment 

and possibly, overall improvements in the system environment due to the system 

(Friedman & Wyatt, 1997). This evaluation, however, concentrates mainly on the 

image retrieval algorithms used in X-ray Specs in terms of search accuracy. System 

performance, retrieval speed and any data storage considerations are not examined. The 

evaluation of User interaction is limited to the icon evaluation and discussion of issues 

regarding the spline drawings.

10.2 Spline Drawings

No formal evaluation of the spline drawing system was undertaken. 

Considerable User input is required in all the spline-drawing processes i.e. outlining the 

area of interest within an image, saving as icon-linked files, arranging collections of 

icons and modifying spline drawings recovered from file. All of these processes would 

have an impact on User acceptance of the system. It is envisaged however, that further
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developm ent o f  autom ated image segm entation would precede any attem pt to use the 

system or evaluate it from a User-interaction standpoint. The em phasis o f  this research 

is on the image retrieval and so, although its importance is acknowledged, evaluation o f  

aspects other than image retrieval effectiveness should be deferred until such future 

developm ents are im plem ented and a suitable version o f  the system is available.

10.3 Evaluation of the Icon System

The system o f  transform ing spline drawings into icons is aim ed at elim inating 

the semantic gap that can arise out o f  m apping images to textual descriptions. As has 

been discussed in Chapters Four and Five, the icons were generated from stored spline 

draw ings and presented to the User organised by shape categories. Observation showed 

that some shapes translate to icons more effectively than do others. The icons derived 

from vertebrae are recognisable whereas those from long bones, such as femora, are not 

successfully discernible (illustrated in Figure 10a). The icon system therefore only 

includes vertebral bodies. The com parison o f  bone shapes as icons was not investigated

Figure lOa -  Early Icons and femora icons
This show s two aspects o f  the icon system. The 
first is the appearance o f  early icons which were 
small and not outlined. The other is a 
comparison o f  the icons generated from 
vertebrae and those from femora (arrowed). It 
highlights the difficulty o f  iconising long bones.

Figure 1 0 b -  Improved icons
The image below  can be contrasted with that on 
the left. Here the icons are enlarged and 
automatically bordered in black. The surround 
area has been increased. The result is clearer 
icons that are more readily identifiable. A trade 
o ff  though is the space taken to display them

m
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formally although it is evident that the vertebrae (and by extension other compact 

shapes) may be successfully transformed into icons but long bones may prove more 

complicated (see Figure 10a).

Whilst developing the icon system several variations in colouring, size, shading 

and outlining were experimented with. This was with a view to maximising shape 

identification and ease of icon creation while minimising system overheads such as 

storage and display area requirements. Although no formal evaluation was undertaken 

it appeared that choice of colour for pure shape recognition purposes was arbitrary and 

limited only by background contrast, appeal of particular colours and conformance with 

the system as a whole. However, computer/User interface design is a complex subject 

and as well as shape recognition properties there are other important considerations. 

For example, although the icons should be easily visible and contrast well with their 

background, conservative use of colour, in terms of limiting the number and palette of 

colours, is a recommended design principle (Preece, Rogers, Sharp, Benyon, Holland, & 

Carey, 1994). Visual appeal is important -  for example black or white icons (correctly 

contrasted) may appear rather stark whereas fluorescent orange rather garish. Various 

colours were tried and eventually green and yellow selected for the icons and categories 

respectively. The potential for enhancing icon recognition with shading or variations in 

colour is well documented (Preece et al, 1994) but in a situation such as this, where 

icons are generated automatically, would introduce enormous complication. A 

comparison between two versions of icons can be seen in Figures 10a and 10b.

The final version of the icon system displayed the icons in categories. The 

categories are each on a separate display area or pane and the panes fit together in what 

is termed a tabbed pane configuration. This can be seen in Chapter Four, Figure 4j. 

The categories are indicated by yellow icons which, when selected, bring the
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appropriate pane to the fore. The User interface is sophisticated in that it allows the 

User to aiTange the icons (within their given categories) according to the U ser’s 

preferences. The aspect o f the system that was form ally evaluated was the actual 

m atching o f  icons and images by expert Users.

10.3.1 Method

The icon evaluation required the interactive participation o f  dom ain experts and 

consisted o f  a questionnaire in which the Users were asked to match icons and images. 

The questionnaire was deployed via the Internet and com prised 17 slides grouped as 

follows;

Figure lOc -  Icon evaluation slide one
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Figure 10e- Icon evaluation slide fourteen
One o f  five slides in Group Three
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Physicians taking the evaluation were requested to supply their names, email 

addresses, areas o f  speeialisation and status (qualified expert or trainee). Com pleted 

evaluation results were autom atically saved in a database.

The assessm ent o f  a single evaluation result and a “gold standard” or “ground truth” 

answer is sim ilar to the assessm ent o f  the accuracy o f  any CBIR result. Some objective 

or relatively objective m ethod o f  assessing image sim ilarity should be em ployed. In this 

case an ultim ate correct answer existed beeause each image and icon-set or icon and 

image-set contained corresponding exaet-m atches. Two m etrics were em ployed to 

quantify the m atches o f  non-exact icon/im age pairs. The first -  m achine ranked scoring 

(M RS) was based on ranking scores generated by the ease-based system for all the
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images in the system and the second -  human ranked scoring (HRS) was based on 

human observation.

Machine Ranked Scoring (MRS): During a search of the case-base, the system 

initially compares the search-key image with each classification group. Groups that are 

within a threshold are selected for detailed comparison during which each image in the 

group is ranked according to its calculated distance fi"om the key image. By setting the 

initial threshold to include all shapes within the case-base, a result set containing all 

images within the system together with their closeness parameters is returned.

In a result set returned by a search, images are grouped firstly by classification (e.g. 

Normal or Hooked etc.) and then, within each classification, arranged by closeness of 

match. Thus for each image there are two closeness parameters (see also Chapters 

Seven and Nine):

1) Classification distance (ranking) -  the same value for all images in a given 

classification

2) The position of images within the classification (preciseness)

To arrive at a score that related an image to all other images a formula was derived:

Equation 13 - Machine ranking distance formula

tS = ip 2cry.----
100

where tS = total score value, ip = image preciseness value, or = classification ranking 

value. This formula reduces the effect of the maximum classification distance (50 for 

vertebrae) to 1 whilst reducing image rankings by a factor of any other classification 

distance values. A sample of actual results for file vertOel are shown in Table 10a. The 

slide corresponding to these results is that shown in Figure lOd. The row highlighted in
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the table is the score for the icon in the slide and its correct match, vertOel which is in 

position 8 on the slide.

Table 10a -  Actual results for machine ranked scoring

Slide is shown in Figure lOd and position refers to the numbering on the slide

Position on slide File name Image preciseness Classification ranking Total Score

2 vertOdS.fce 83.52941 50 83.52941

8 vertOel .fee 98.99396 50 98.99396

1 vert0b4.fce 97.07031 50 97.07031

3 vertOjS.fce 85.51308 50 85.51308

10 vertOjI.fce 74.04427 50 74.04427

4 vert3b4.fce 87.84648 42 73.79104

6 vert 12b4.fee 49.62406 42 41.68421

7 vert4b1.fce 75.24752 33 49.66337

9 vert9a3.fce 77.67528 32 49.71218

5 vert 1f3.fee 66.10169 30 39.66102

Using this method a distance value between a key image and any other image in 

the system can be obtained. It has the advantage of being based on a completely 

objective set of scores but has a disadvantage because images that are calculated to be 

most similar by the system do not always appear so to a human observer. For this 

reason, and to act as a complementary and comparable method, the second scoring 

metric was devised.

Human Ranked Scoring (HRS): HRS was based on a combination of the known 

classification of a given image and its appearance compared to the key. The obvious 

disadvantage was the human subjectivity because the method employed involved 

assigning a visually assessed match-distance value between the key image and each 

image in the group of possible matches. The possible match-distance values ranged 

from ten to one with ten being the best apparent match. For slides in Group Three (as 

defined above and shown in Figure lOe) that contained more than ten possible matches
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the best ten matches were graded and the remainder ignored (assigned a score of zero). 

Table 10b shows the scores for the slide in Figure lOd. Since these results were ranked 

by a human observer they do not exactly correspond with the machine ranked results. 

The actual exact match for the icon in the slide is image number eight, however it 

appears that image number one is an equally close match. Without reference to file 

numbers the observer has assigned number one as the closest match (a score of 10) with 

number eight in the second position (a score of 9).

Table 10b -  Human ranked scoring 
image scores

See Slide on Figure lOd

Image No. Score

1 10

2 7

3 6

4 3

5 5

6 2

7 1

8 9

9 4

10 8

Table 10c - Clinicians completing 
the questionnaire

Clinical Genetics 23

Paediatric Genetics 2
Paediatrics 5
Radiology 1

Paediatric Radiology 1

Fetal Dysmorphology 1

Total 33

Trainee 10

Expert 23

The icon evaluation questionnaire was deployed on the Internet and the results 

from 33 respondents recorded in a database. The types of specialty and proportion of 

qualified (expert) to trainee specialists is given in Table 10c.
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10 .3 .2  R esults

The results were considered in two sections:

Section One: The first page o f  the questionnaire (Figure 10c) showed the icon 

categories and required that the User check the appropriate description. A correct 

answer scored one point and so each category had a m axim um  score equivalent to the 

num ber o f  questionnaire responses. The results are shown in Chart 10a, for trainee and 

expert, grouped according to score (as per cent) per category.

Chart 10a -  Icon evaluation results for slide one
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Section Two: The scores for slides 2 to 17 were calculated as described in section 

10.3.1. The results from both scoring m ethods are shown on Chart 10b. The chart 

shows plots o f  the User scores, grouped into scores for M achine Ranked Scoring (M RS) 

trainee, MRS expert. Human Ranked Scoring (HRS) trainee and HRS expert. The 

scores are a percentage o f  a possible m axim um  plotted against the vertebral categories 

on each o f  the 16 questionnaire slides.
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Chart 10b -  Icon evaluation results for slides 2-16
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10 .3 .4  D iscussion

The results o f the icon categories evaluation (Chart 10a) show that eight o f  the 

nine categories are identified with an accuracy o f  80%. In three categories the trainee 

specialists were more accurate than the expert specialists. The one category with 100% 

match rate was “w edged” and the category least correctly identified was that o f 

“norm al” . Norm al is the most generic o f  the shapes and whilst other category icons, 

such as wedged can be exaggerated in a given distinguishing feature it is difficult to be 

exaggeratedly normal. It is significant that the greatest disparity between the trainee and 

expert specialists is on the normal category. Correspondingly Chart 10b also shows that 

the least accurately identifiable category in the main evaluation was also normal. Two 

points should be considered in this regard:
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-  Normal vertebrae show less deviation from the mean shape precisely 

because they are normal (also see Charts 10c and lOd)

-  There are more examples o f  nom ial shapes in the system than o f  any other 

and the User has greater choice between slightly varied shapes

It is significant that normal vertebrae slides 3, 11 and 14 which include the least 

accurately identified slide, 11, also show the least “agreem ent” betw een the scoring 

methods. Chart 10b also shows that the best identified shape using both m etrics is 

wedged with the trainees achieving 100 % accuracy on slide 6.

The correspondence in the graphs o f the two scoring system s im plies consistency 

between them. Note that the results were generated independently and care was taken 

that the HRS was not influenced by the MRS.

Chart 10c- Icon evaluation with trendlines
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The evaluation was not designed to compare trainee and expert specialists although 

results for these two groups are shown separately. It may be significant that the trainees 

show a wider variation in accuracy than the experts -  for example slide 3 and 14 on the 

same scoring system.

The most important question to be answered by the icon evaluation was whether 

iconised images of vertebral bodies were readily identifiable by expert viewers. The 

graph in Chart 1 Oc shows the combined answers of both trainees and experts for HRS 

and MRS with a five point moving average. This shows that averaged recognition rates 

are over 60% even with the extreme outlier at slide 14. Without this the rates would be 

above 70% and possibly above 80%. Further discussion of the icon system can be 

found in Chapter Eleven, Future Work.

10.4 CBIR Domain Dependent System Evaluation

10.4.1 Introduction to CBIR Evaluation M ethods

The evaluation of successful image matching in CBIR is a complex task because 

human perception of image similarity involves many factors and it is difficult to derive 

a suitable measure of such similarity (Wenyin, Su, Li, Sun, & Zhang, 2001). Similarity 

assessment as a cognitive process is an enormous research question -  no simple answer 

has been found and attempts to achieve this are being made on many different fronts -  

for example psychology, computing science and artificial intelligence.

One method of evaluating similarity in CBIR is by the use of an expected result 

or “ground truth” set of images. This is a set of images for each query which constitute 

the query’s ideal result. Wenyin et al propose two approaches to ground truth set
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generation: synthetic and manual (Wenyin et al, 2001). In the synthetic approach 

visually similar images are generated from given images by image synthesis approaches 

which include processes such as image warping, transformations and cropping. In 

terms of the images used in this research a synthetically generated ground truth set may 

be obtained by transforming a vertebral body to produce a set of acceptable search 

results. The manual approach relies on the manual creation of a result set and can be 

separated into two general methods:

1. keyword annotation -  images are labelled with keywords and

2. direct ground truth labelling - the annotator provides his or her own selected image 

set similar to the query sample based on their visual perception of similarity

Both these methods ultimately suffer from human subjectivity that researchers should 

go to great lengths to minimise (Wenyin et al, 2001).

With specific regard to the present system a manually created ground truth data 

set already exists. Since all images in the system are expertly classified (keyword 

annotation) any search on an image type contained in the system should result in a set of 

images of that type being returned. This set of expected images corresponds to direct 

ground truth labelling (point 2 above). In other words all retrieval tests conducted with 

this evaluation are on the basis that the target or search-key image has similar 

representation in the system database and therefore a match should result. The match 

rate is being evaluated against an expected one hundred per cent success rate.

10 .4 .2  Evaluation o f  CBIR in X - R a y  S p e c s

The CBIR systems to be evaluated in this chapter are:

• The domain dependent systems - described in Chapter Seven:
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1. Classification Process Version 1 (CPVl) -  geometric approximation only on 

vertebrae (rectangulation) and Boolean/threshold decision system

2. CPV2 - geometric approximation on vertebrae (rectangulation) and femora 

(skeletonisation) and case-based reasoning system

• The domain independent systems -  described in Chapter Eight:

1. CSS Method One - centroid radius method -  only on vertebrae

2. CSS Method Two - boundary sample method -  all shapes

10 .4 .3  Evaluation o f  C P V l

CPVl was only used on vertebrae and not evaluated using external data (images 

from non-REAMS sources). As discussed in Chapter Seven, the CPVl had two 

functions. The first was to provide data about the vertebrae so that parameter thresholds 

could be obtained. The second was a classification/image comparison algorithm that 

used these thresholds in a Boolean decision process. This process was eventually 

superseded by the CPV2, the case-based reasoning system (also discussed in Chapter 

Seven) which had the advantages of being more accurate, easier to use and worked on 

both vertebrae and femora.

Ultimately the importance of CPVl within this research was the generation of 

statistics about the vertebral bodies and, because of retrieval results of the CPVl 

decision process, its function in the selection of a different classification process.

The image statistics were generated by a version of the rectangulation process 

that saved the results to a database. These stored results were analysed in order to 

understand characteristics of the vertebral classification. One method used was to 

generate graphs showing variation in specific characteristics. Chart lOd shows an
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exam ple o f  one o f  these graphs. It shows the param eters - ratio o f  width to height (rwh) 

and shape to rectangle area ratio (rsh) - for all normal vertebrae that had been selected

Chart lOd -  Normal vertebrae -  rwh and rsh
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and processed by C PV l at the time. A trend line gives the averages for each param eter, 

(jraphs o f  this type were generated both to observe threshold values and the 

relationships between param eters. From this graph it can be seen that a lower threshold 

value o f  85 for rsh in normal vertebrae could be applied. It is also apparent that 

although the average value for rwh is above 1.2 there are three vertebrae that have 

values closer to 1.0. It appears that there is a fairly constant relationship between the 

averages o f  these param eters for normal vertebrae.

This graph can be compared with that shown in Chart 10c which is o f  rsh and 

rwh for wedged vertebrae. Both the graphs in Charts lOd and lOe have axes o f  the 

same scale. It is clear that the rsh is much lower for wedged vertebrae (they arc less



Chart IO e-W ed ged  vertebrae -  rwh and rsh
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closely approxim ated by an enclosing rectangle) and the average rsh value is around 81 

as com pared to an average o f  91 for normal vertebrae however, there is a large range o f 

rwh values which overlap with those o f nonnal vertebrae. The relationship between 

these param eters (rwh & rsh) is not constant as in normal vertebrae.

The param eter data for all vertebra classifications were exam ined in this way in 

order to find thresholds and param eter relationships that could be used in the decision 

section o f  the C PV l algorithm  (see also Chapter Seven, Section 7.3).
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Following the initial setting o f  the thresholds each shape in the database was 

classified by the system and these classifications com pared against the original (expert) 

classiilcations. The graph shown in Chart lOf plots the rsh param eter for normal 

vertebrae in the system against system classifications. It is apparent that the rsh for 

normal vertebrae does not drop below 85.0 although the rsh threshold was initially set 

to 87.0 (see Table 7a). The nonnal vertebra that is arrowed in red has been mis- 

classified and setting this threshold to 85.0 may rem edy this. There are other

Chart I Of -  Rectangle to shape ratio o f  system classified shapes
Table lOe g ives the actual classifications and their distributions
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incorrectly classified shapes -  normal vertebrae classified as tall or square. This is as a 

result o f  an overlap between the thresholds for rwh (not shown on the graph). 

Remedying this situation is more problem atic because there are instances where the rwh 

param eters for these categories overlap (see Chapter Seven, Section 7.3.2).
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Table 10c -  Classification of Normal 
Vertebra

T h e tab le o n  the le ft  sh o w s the N o rm al 
vertebrae in  the sy s tem  as c la s s if ie d  b y  the  
C la ss if ica tio n  S y s tem  V e rs io n  1. T he  
d istribu tion  o f  c la ss if ic a tio n s  is:
C orrect (N o rm a l) 85 .0%
C o n ca v e  P osterior  2 .9%
T all 5 .8%
Square 5.8%

Comparing graphs and data for all classification and parameters in this way is 

prohibitively complex and changing any part of the classification algorithm, including 

the thresholds, invalidates previously processed shapes. Also, modification of one 

threshold does not necessarily have the effect predicted because of the interaction 

between parameters. A simple example is that both rwh and rsh are used to classify 

normal, tall and square vertebrae and it therefore may be necessary to examine their 

interaction in order to predict the outcome of modification of either of these parameters.

10 .4 .4  Evaluation o f  C PV 2 (C a s e -B a se d  R ea so n in g )

The CPV2 was designed around two geometric approximation processes -  

rectangulation for vertebrae and skeletonisation for fermora. Parameters generated by
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these processes were used in a case-based reasoning system. The evaluation process 

required external data sets and the establishment of a final case-base containing 

REAMS images against which the external data could be tested.

10 .4 .5  C a s e - B a s e s

A case-base is a collection of cases (in this system specially processed images) 

which a case-based reasoning system uses as its “experience”. It can then make 

decisions based on this experience.

For the evaluation of CBIR in X-Ray Specs two case-bases were generated. The 

first contained 146 images of vertebrae and the second 49 images of femora '̂ .̂ Some 

femora, because they exhibited more than one malformation category, were represented 

more than once within these 49 images. The criteria for image selection was discussed 

in Chapter Three. The images were categorised according to the expert classifications 

provided in REAMS. The number of images in each category is given in Table lOe:

Table lOd -  Distribution of images within the classifications in case-bases

Vertebrae Femora

Normal 30 Normal 3

Hooked 11 Slender 3

Tall 28 Coxa Valga 9

Biconvex 10 Coxa Vara 9

Biconcave 10 Short 6

Cone. Post. 19 Short Neck 6

24 The number of images reflect the availability of suitable examples in REAMS
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Wedged 11 Flared Metaphysis 13

Square 15

Pointed 12

Total 146 49

Certain categories, such as the normal and slender femora, were represented by only a 

few suitable examples in REAMS and hence, only three images each in the case-base. 

As discussed previously in Chapter Three, certain femora exemplified multiple 

classifications and were included in more than one category.

1 0 .4 .6  Evaluation Data S e t s

Three data sets comprising images from skeletal dysplasia cases were selected for 

retrieval tests. These sets were from sources unrelated to REAMS or its images. The 

sources were:

1) A set of 29 images from Bone Dysplasias (BD) (Spranger, Langsam, & Wiedemann, 

1974) comprising 9 femora and 20 vertebrae.

2) A set of 29 images from Radiology of Syndromes (RS) (Taybi & Lachman, 1996). 

The distribution was 4 femora and 25 vertebrae.

3) A set of 37 images from Possum (PM) (Bankier, 2002). The distribution was 6 

femora and 31 vertebrae.
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The relatively small size of these image-sets was due to the difficulty of finding 

suitable images. The requirements were that any images selected had similar 

counterparts within the case-base, that the image could be reduced or enlarged and show 

enough definition to be practical and that the images contained complete structures. 

This last point mainly refers to images of femora which, in many cases, show either the 

hip section or lower section but not the complete femur.

The actual method of image acquisition differed from set to set. The images from 

BD and RS were scanned using a flatbed scanner, resized as necessary and stored as 

type jpg. The images from PM, although stored electronically were not accessible as 

separate image files and so they were “screen grabbed” from the running application 

and thereafter processed in similar fashion to the other sets. Most copying of images 

from one medium to another (such as scanning or “screen grabbing”) cause degradation 

and therefore all images were affected to some degree.

1 0 .4 .7  R esult Scoring Metric

A typical standard scoring mechanism for evaluation of an image retrieval system 

involves a set of evaluation metrics generated using:

• A set of « documents

• A set of m benchmark queries

• A set of ground truth relevance scores for the benchmark queries (Smith, 1998)

The equivalent set up in this system is:

• Cases in the case-bases

• The search-key images
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• Expected score for a given search

For the evaluation of X-Ray Specs a number of considerations influenced the retrieval 

evaluation:

• In all cases the ground truth data sets were classified by experts in the domain and 

constituted the set of images of a given category that were in the system

• The system was not being measured against other systems

• Two retrieval methods (domain dependent and domain independent) were being 

compared

• Each search was conducted on the basis that the images selected to be tested against 

the system would have a good match within it and therefore precision was expected 

to be close to one hundred per cent.

For these reasons a general scoring system applicable to both algorithms was 

developed. It was based on a points accruement system with points awarded by visual 

assessment of the score results. The assessment was based mainly on confidence scores 

generated by the system but partly at the discretion of the Tester.

The confidence scores that were calculated by the matching algorithm in the 

case-based system were then returned with each image as a “closeness of match” score 

out of a possible maximum of 100 (see discussion in Chapters Seven and Nine). Using a 

scoring system, the Tester rewarded for good matches and for matches over one or more 

categories (where appropriate) but penalised for incorrect results. The scoring system is 

shown in Table lOf and discussed below.

The scoring for each search result ranged from 5 to -1 where 5 represented very 

good matching across one or more categories and -1 was an incorrect match. The score 

of 5 could be attained in two ways:
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1. By multiple matches in one category if the search key image belonged only to one 

category. An example of this would be a pointed vertebra that the system matched 

with a set of pointed vertebra. This is illustrated in Figure lOf. The precise scoring 

system is explained in Table lOf.

2. By matches in more than one category if appropriate. The case-based retrieval 

algorithm was designed so that shapes may match more than one category. For 

example a tall vertebra, which may also have a concave posterior, should be 

matched by images from both categories. A vertebra that is slightly tall and slightly 

posteriorly concave should have low-confidence results for both categories whereas 

a vertebra that is only tall should return results in this one category. Another 

example of this is a femur that has coxa valga and a flared metaphysis. This is 

illustrated in Figure lOf.
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Figure I Of -  Search key Images and 
returned results
[B] shows the result set o f  a search on [A] 

and is a situation where a score o f  5 would  
be given because there is a match o f  over 
95% closeness and another match o f  over 
90%. This is expected for this shape 
because it is classified as pointed and 
therefore only one matching category should 
be returned.
[D] and [E] are the two matching categories 
returned for search-key [C]. The scoring in 
this situation is more com plex because 
although [C] is classified as having coxa  
valga and flared metaphysis the result set 
shows above 95% confidence in flared 
metaphysis but a maximum o f  93% in coxa  
valga. Therefore the score would be 3 for 
the 95% match and 2 for the 93% match.
The confidence scores (eg  93.93 in the first 
pointed result) are the ranking scores 
assigned by the case-based reasoning 
system.
Note: resizing the images during the "screen 
grab " has truncated the metaphyses hut they 
are visible on the original results.
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Table lOe - Scoring system for case-based results
CLl = classification one -  highest ranked match category in search results, CL2 = classification two -  

second match category, CL3 -  third match category -  scores are out of 5 in a range o f-1 to 5, MC is 
the category to which the search key belongs (normal, tall, coxa valga etc)

Match Score Comment

1 CLl > 95% & CL1>90% 3+2 Search key shape belongs to only one 
malformation category (MC) -  result -  single 
classification & closeness distributed 
throughout range of 90 - 100

2 CLl > 95% 3 Search key shape belongs to only one MC -  
result -  single classification & closeness 
distributed throughout range of 95-100

3 CLl >95% &  CL2 > 90% 3+2 Search key shape belongs two MCs -  result -  
two classifications the most predominant of 
which has a closeness of over 95% and the other 
over 90%

4 CL1>90% (<95%) & 

CL2>90% (<95%)

4 Search key shape belongs two MCs -  result -  
two classifications - most predominant should 
merit a match >95 but both score between 90 & 
95

5 CL2>95% & CL2>90% 2 + 1 Search key shape belongs to two MCs -  result -  
only one matched -  similar to [1] except there 
should be two matching classifications

6 CL2>95 2 Search key shape belongs to two MCs -  result -  
only one matched -  similar to [2] except there 
should be two matching classifications

7 CL3>90% 1 Occasionally a search key belongs to three MCs 
and usually results would conform to patterns 
[3] -  [6]. In the case of third MC being 
matched (and no other) score would be one

8 Dubious match judged 

visually

1 or 

1 + 1

Situation where result does not reflect search- 
key’s expert classification and yet 
morphological similarity is present

9 Match not attempted 0 System returns no results but it is judged by 
viewer that although the category is in the case- 
base, the shape is so different that no match can 
reasonably be expected

10 Incorrect match -1 Where system should return result but does not 
or returns an incorrect match -  could also be 
misclassification in C12 in which case one 
would be subtracted fi-om any other score 
(scoring would be as in [31,(41 or [51 -1)

Assuming the scoring system described above and in Table lO f- a test set of images 

(eg one of the evaluation data sets -  BD) could generate a quantifiable maximum and

minimum score.

Given a set of n images:

Max. score = 5n, Min. score = -\n
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The range is normalised so that matching ranks on a scale from zero (it is easier to 

award minus marks for incorrect matching during scoring but more intuitive to see a 

zero based matching scale):

Range adjustment to normalise scale from zero:

Normalised max. score = 5n + n, normalised min. score = -1« + «

Thus for the Bone Dysplasia set of 29 images:

Max. score: 145 Normalised: 174 

Min. score: -29 Normalised: 0

1 0 .4 .8  Evaluation Method

The first part of the actual physical evaluation (as opposed to planning and 

designing the scoring system etc.) was to perform a retrieval test on every image in all 

the evaluation data sets (BD, RS and PM). Therefore each image was submitted in turn 

as a search-key to the CBIR domain dependent retrieval system (CPV2). This search- 

key image and its result set were stored in a cataloguing system for analysis. Examples 

of search-key images and their result sets are shown in Figure lOf. These sets were then 

analysed and assigned scores using the scoring metric described. The scores were 

collected and analysed as three separate sets -  (i.e. corresponding to the 3 test sets).
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10 .4 .9  R esu lts

The results are shown in Table lOg. Table lOh shows the scores as percentages.

Table lOf - Results from three data sets

Data Score/Scale

(All)

Scale/Score

Vertebrae

Scale/Score

Femora

Normalised (All, 

Vertebrae, Femora)

BD (29) 96/(-29,145) 64/(-20,100) 32/(-9,45) 125/174, 84/120, 41/54

RS (29) 93/(-29,145) 77/(-25,125) 16/(-4,20) 122/174,102/150,20/24

PM (37) 109/(-37,185) 86/(-29,145) 237-8,40 146/222,115/174,26/48)

The results are shown with the total number of images in the first column e.g. 29 within 

the BD set. The next column gives the score out of the possible scale of scores -  in the 

case of the BD set, a score of 96 out of a possible -29 to 145. The scores for vertebrae 

and then femora are given in columns three and four. There are 20 vertebral images in 

BD so the possible score is from -20 to 100 whereas 9 femora give a range from -9  to 

45. Finally, in column 5 the normalised scores are given, first for combined vertebrae 

and femora, and then vertebrae and femora separately. The normalised values for 

combined vertebrae and femora are 96 + 29 = 125 out of a range of (-29 +29) to (145 + 

29).

The figures in Table lOh are the scores as percentages. In the first row, again the BD 

set 125/174 as a percentage (rounded ) is 72%. The percentages are calculated similarly 

for vertebra and femora separately. The last row of Table lOh gives the averages of the 

percentage values for the three data sets.
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Table lOg -  Evaluation averages for the case-based systems

Data Percent Match All Percent Match Vertebra Percent Match Femora

BD 72% 70% 76%

RS 70% 68% 83%

PM 66% 66% 65%

Av. 69% 68% 74%

1 0 .4 .1 0  D iscu ss ion  of  C PV 2 R esults

The results of this evaluation are very encouraging. The retrieval scores reflect 

the generally accurate matching of search-key images to REAMS images in the case- 

bases. The results from the femora are particularly promising although there were 

significantly fewer femoral images in all sets. The femora results have important 

implications for the use of the algorithm for other long bones in the body because the 

skeletonisation process can be applied to any long bone (see Chapter Eleven) and the 

case-base reasoner can use any set of appropriate parameters as discussed in Chapter 

Seven.

Comparison of Data Set Results: 

Images from Possum (PM)

Of the three external data sets the lowest scores across all groups (64% for 

combined vertebrae and femora, 66 for vertebrae and 65 for femora) were achieved 

when retrieving from PM. This was also the only set where the score for femora were 

lower than that for vertebrae. Some reasons for these low scores may be:
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• Image capture/conversion (described in Section 10.4.6) included enlargement and 

resulted in image degradation and, in some cases, boundaries that are difficult to 

determine. An example is shown in Figure lOg.

• Certain artificial shapes given as examples within Possum were tested. Although 

these did present a viewer with a good example of the general characteristics of a 

particular shape they appeared not to be perceived by the CBIR system as such 

because these shapes are too archetypal and did not resemble a typical vertebra in a 

given category (see Figure lOg -  [B - left]).

However there were also encouraging results from testing the PM set in that the system 

correctly identified images that were quite different those in the case-base. An example 

of this is the identification of image “pospp3” (shown in Figure lOg - [A]).

This is an example of an extremely flat biconcave vertebra and although the 

biconcave images in the case-base display different general characteristics the image 

was still matched by the system.

Images from Radiology of Syndromes (RS)

Some very interesting results were contained within data generated by testing 

this set. There were instances where the system appeared to make finer distinction than 

that made by the original classification. An example being the results of images 

rs924c_wedged2 and rs924c_wedged3 -  illustrated in Figure lOg [B - right]. These are 

two adjacent vertebrae both classified as wedged. However the results returned were 

wedged for rs924c_wedged3 but pointed for rs924c_wedged2. Examination of the 

images reveals that the latter tends towards what would be classified as pointed. The 

excellent result on femora (83%) must be considered in the light of only four examples 

-  the only four femoral images that were suitable in quality and content.
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Images from Bone Dysplasias

The images in the set contained a good representation of both femora and 

vertebrae. The combined categories achieved the highest score of all sets. A few of the 

results are singled out for discussion with reference to Figure lOg: 

bdl69_37-5bshort (Figure lOg -  [C]) -  the first search on this image returned no results 

because the image with its unossified capital epiphysis confused the skeletonisation 

interpretation algorithm. However this particular malformation is not tracked by the 

system and so drawing in the capital epiphysis enabled the algorithm to identify the 

skeleton and thus return results related to femoral malformations that are tracked such 

as shortening. Obviously this is not ideal because the User is in effect modifying a 

shape however, it is not that different to slightly modifying the wording of a text search 

in order to obtain a desired search result.

Certain femora were only successfully recovered after altering the floodfilling 

algorithm to allow it to manage large shapes. This is discussed in Chapter Nine but the 

basic problem was that, whilst performing a floodfill on a large image, the system used 

all its available resources and could not complete the operation. A solution is to 

floodfill in sections or reduce image size or just the spline outline size.
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Figure 10g -  Search result examples from test sets 
Left: A very indistinct image from Possum - the 
arrowed vertebra is very difficult to outline 
Left centre: The outlined vertebra is pospp3, 
described in the text, and matched (below)

p ?  Result ol Case Based Seaich
\rulebase^lmages\vert7g1 jpg Biconcave:91.04

B

Left: Archetypal hooked shape 
from Possum lacks the often 
biconvex aspect and was therefore 
not matched by X-Ray Specs 
Right: images rs924c_w edged2
(upper) and rs924c_w edged3 - 
results returned were pointed for 
rs924c_w edged2 but wedged for 
rs924c_w edged3. Although these 
vertebrae are adjacent it is evident 
that one tends towards pointed 
whilst the other wedged

Left; Expert description o f  b d l69_37 -  
5bshort includes ‘‘"capital epiphyses 
unossified.. tubular hones are markedly 
shortened, metaphyses are slightly 
irregular". The epiphyses has confused  
the skeletonisation parameter-recovery 
algorithm (red circle) with the flattened 
top giving rise to a triangle extended by 
the system as if  finding the “flare” on the 
base (yellow  circle)
Centre: Changing the outline o f  the shape 
so as to predict the ossified epiphyses and 
slightly lessening the lesser trochanter 
(blue circles) produces 
Right: a skeleton where the points can be 
found as required (see Chapter 6) and base 
triangle is recovered.

C
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10.5 Evaluation of the Domain independent (CSS) Systems

10.5.1 C S S  Data S e t s

To evaluate the two CSS systems two sets of the selected REAMS images were pre- 

processed. Two sets were needed because the CSS Method 1 (CSSMl) system can only 

operate on images processed using CSSMl pre-processing and likewise for CSSM2 (see 

Chapter Eight). These image sets will be referred to as CSSl Data Set (CSSl-DS) and 

CSS2 Data Set (CSS2-DS). The images that comprised these data sets were identical in 

content to those that formed the case-base set. However, the actual images themselves 

were slightly modified in two ways:

1) The images were enlarged slightly from those used in the case-based evaluation. 

This was in light of the matching improvement in the CSS algorithms when using 

larger images (see discussion in Chapter Eight, Section 8.5). The images were not 

enlarged to a standard size so that variation in image dimensions was similar to the 

normal pattern of image sizes in the databases.

2) CSSl-DS contained only vertebrae whereas CSS2-DS contained both femora and 

vertebrae.

10 .5 .2  Evaluation Data S e t s

The evaluation data sets were the same image sets as selected for the case-based 

evaluation -  BD, RS and PM with a few minor changes. Firstly, the images were 

enlarged versions of those used for the case-based evaluation and secondly, some 

images had no zero-crossings detected by one or both of the CSS algorithms. This
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meant that they could not be matched and so for this reason some images were not 

tested or counted in the results. The revised figures were:

1. 28 images from Bone Dysplasias (BD) comprising 8 femora and 20 vertebrae

2. 21 images from Radiology of Syndromes (RS) comprising 4 femora and 17 

vertebrae

3. 32 images from Possum (PM) comprising 4 femora and 28 vertebrae

1 0 .5 .3  Result  Scoring Metric

An important consideration when developing a scoring metric for the CSS 

algorithms is that the matching algorithm operates on a “best first” strategy. This means 

that the lowest cost (best) position on the lowest cost shape is “expanded” (see Chapter 

Eight, Section 8.4) until its cost is larger than some other shape whereupon this new 

shape is expanded. It is therefore expected that:

• A perfect match (i.e. key has perfect counterpart in database - very unlikely) will 

have a cost of zero

• A close match will have a low cost (see also Section 8.4 and Figure 8c)

However, other consequences of this are:

• A shape that is a perfect match could prevent any other shape from being expanded 

at all

• A shape that is a very close match could result in almost no expansion on the next 

best match and thus an apparent distance between the two that is unrepresentative of 

their actual similarity distance

• Given an arbitrary result set size of four, if only four shapes are selected at the first 

threshold as possible matches they will all be returned from a search
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• A number of shapes in the database very similar to each other and very similar to 

the search-key will result in a large amount of node expansion in each. This will 

generate higher costs but also possibly a more accurate reflection of the closeness 

between the key and the results and the differences between the results

When constructing an evaluation metric with reference to the points above the most 

important points were:

• The test shapes all had possible matches within the database and therefore there 

should be matches from all searches

• The figure returned with each match is its “node expansion cost” but is not a direct 

indicator of match closeness

• The matching algorithm was arbitrarily set to return a result set of up to four but 

although four match results are routinely returned, only the first necessarily has real 

significance -  during scoring the result sets were analysed based on all four returned 

images and also on the first separately

• The system is domain independent and does not classify shapes according to any a 

priori medical criteria

The metric developed to assess this system was similar to that designed for the case- 

based system and used a point accruement scoring system. As mentioned, the 

arbitrarily set result-set size was 4 and each match in the result set was assigned points 

on a scale of 1 to -1 where 1 was a good match, 0 average and -1 poor (see Figure lOh). 

The totals were then normalised to a scale beginning at zero.

Assuming the scoring system described above -  a test set of images (eg one of the 

evaluation data sets -  BD) could generate a quantifiable maximum and minimum score. 

Given a set of n images and a result-set size of 5 :

Max score = sn, Min score = -sn
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The range is normalised so that matching ranks on a scale from zero (it is easier to 

award minus marks for incorrect matching during scoring but more intuitive to see a 

zero based matching scale):

Range adjustment to normalise scale from zero:

Max. normalised score = Isn, Min. normalised score = 0 

Thus for the Bone Dysplasia set of 29 images (« = 29,5 = 4):

Max. score: 116

Min. score: -116

Normalised scores: 0 to 232

Due to the significance of the highest ranked image in each result set as compared to 

the others, a separate score was also generated by looking only at this result. This 

changes the scoring shown above by setting 5 to 1.

1 0 .5 .4  Method

Both systems (CSSMl and CSSM2) were evaluated simultaneously with the same 

image being submitted to the CSSMl system and the CSSM2. The only exception to 

this was that images of femora were not submitted to CSSMl. The search from either 

algorithm produced a result-set of four matches which was then stored together with the 

key image for analysis. The matches in the result set were graded from best to worst 

and each returned with a point score (cost) where a lower cost was a closer score (see 

Figure lOh).
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Figure lOj -  Scoring for CSS results
The search results for CSS2 on image 
bd146_32-4bhooked3 from the BD set is 
shown (right) with the search key image 
outline below. The scoring for this is 
typical o f  a com plex situation where 
judgem ent is called for. Result-set A is 
the top ranked match although it is a 
normal vertebra whilst the key is hooked. 
D is the only correct match in terms of 
category and shape* and ranked 4th. 
H owever, A and B are similar shapes 
whilst C would appear to be com pletely  
incorrect. In this situation the allocated  
scores were: A =0 (it is top ranked), B = l, 
C=-1 and D =  I
*Shapes are unfortunately truncated when 
result-set is resized.

^ S e a r c h  R esults

■ -

\c ssv2 \im age\lvertO a3  ]pg N orm al 72 01
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\cssv21im ageyvei13(J1 Ipg W e d g e d  81 05

c

1cssv2\inriageUvert11|1 ipg H ooked  86 88
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Predicting Expected Random  Score Thresholds

For C S S l-D S  and CSS2-DS the scores that would result from random image 

selection by the algorithm s were calculated. Because o f  the varying num bers o f  bones 

in each category, the figure at which the system would appear to be random ly selecting 

shapes (or below which it would actively be selecting incorrect shapes) is not 50%. To 

calculate these expected random score thresholds two tables were created, one for each 

pre-processed CSS data set, showing the scoring distribution o f  shapes. Table lOh 

shows the scoring for C S Sl-D S :
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Table lOh- Predicting average values for CSS-Dl
n -  normal, t -  tall, s -  square, w -  wedged, cp -  concave posterior, bcx -  biconvex, bcv -  biconcave, h 
-  hooked, p - pointed

Category No. in Cat. No. score 1 No. score 0 No. score -1
Normal 17 n, t, s. w,cp bcx bcv,h, p
Tall 19 t, s,n. w,cp bcx,bcv,h,p
Square 12 s,t,n w,cp bcx,bcv,h,p
Wedged 15 w n,t„s,p,cp bcx,bcv,h.
Biconvex 16 bcx. n,t,s,w,cp h,p,bcv
Biconcave 12 bcv. n,t,s,w,cp h,p,bcx
Concave Posterior 16 cp n,t,s,w. bcx,bcv,h,p
Hooked 13 h, p,w,cp n,t,s,bcx,bcv
Pointed 6 P h,w,cp n,t,s,bcx,bcv

No. score 1 No. score 0 No. score -1
Normal 17 48 31 47
Tall 19 48 31 47
Square 12 48 31 47
Wedged 15 15 70 41
Biconvex 16 16 79 31
Biconcave 12 12 79 35
Concave Posterior 16 16 63 47
Hooked 13 13 37 76
Pointed 6 6 44 76

Table lOh is read as follows: The second column shows the number of examples in each 

category. Taking the first row, Normal, as an example - there are 17 normal vertebrae in 

the CSS-Dl and matched against a normal search-key, normal tall or square would 

score 1 (column 3), wedged and concave posterior score 0 (column 4) and any others 

score -1 (column 5). Therefore the possible score of 1 for a normal search-key is any 

normal vertebra (17) plus any square (19) plus any tall (12) -  a possible 48. Following 

on from this compared to a normal vertebra search key, 31 vertebrae would score zero 

and 47 minus one. The equivalent figures for every shape are shown in Table lOh.

The average scores for every category are calculated and then the average of the 

averages. This is shown in Table lOi.
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Table lOi -  Calculation of average scores for all vertebral categories in CSS-Dl

No. No. score 1 No. score 0 No score -1 Total Mean

Normal 17 48 31 47 126 50.52632
Tall 19 48 31 47 126 50.52632
Square 12 48 31 47 126 50.52632
Wedged 15 15 70 41 126 26.78571
Biconvex 16 16 79 31 126 34.04255
Biconcave 12 12 79 35 126 25.53191
Concave Posterior 16 16 63 47 126 25.39683
Hooked 13 13 37 76 126 14.60674
Pointed 6 6 44 76 126 7.317073

Totals 126 222 465 447 1134 31.69553

Considering again the row for Normal vertebrae in Table lOi, the range of scores is:

-47 to 48

Normalising this gives a range of scores from:

(-47 + 47) to (48 + 47)

Normalised range: 0 to 95

The number of normal that score 1 out of the total score: 48/95 = 0.5052

Therefore the mean score for normal vertebrae is 50.52%. The expected average o f 

means for all shapes in CSS-Dl is 32% (rounding 31.69) as shown in Table lOi. This is 

the expected random score. If the algorithm were not functioning and instead it was 

selecting images at random this would be the expected score. Below this value would 

imply that the algorithm was actively seeking incorrect matches! The tables for CSS-D2 

are given in Appendix D and the average o f means for CSS-D2 is 22.49.

1 0 .5 .5  R esu lts  of  C S S  Im age Retrieval

The results of the evaluations on the two CSS systems are given in Tables lOj, 

10k, 101, 10m and lOn. There are two tables for each CSS version because the results 

are shown, first using scores derived from all four result set images (P1-P4 results) and
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then using scores only from the highest ranked image (PI results). The tables show the 

evaluation data set (source), number of images being used in the set, the scale, the 

image score derived from the scoring system, a normalised score and possible 

maximum and the match rate calculated by taking the score as a percentage of the 

possible maximum. The expected random average score is also shown.

Table lOn summarises these scores and also displays the results for CSS2 vertebrae 

without femora and femora without vertebrae.

CSSMl

Table lOj - CSSMl -  Results scored from all four (PI -  P4) of result-set images

Source No. Scale 

(No. X 4)

Score Normalised

score/total

Match Rate Random

PM 28 -112 to 112 10 122/224 54% 32%

BD 20 -80 to 80 -3 77/160 48% 32%

RS 17 -68 to 68 8 76/136 56% 32%

Table 10k - CSSMl -  Results scored from only highest ranked (PI) of result-set images

Source No. Scale Score Normalised

score/total

Match Rate Random

PM 28 -28 to 28 0 2& #6 50% 32%

BD 20 -20  to 20 -5 15/40 38% 32%

RS 17 -17 to 17 1 18/34 53% 32%
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CSSM2

Table 101 - CSSM2 -  Results scored from all four (PI -  P4) of result-set images

Source No. Scale 

(No. X 4)

Score Normalised

score/total

Match Rate Random

PM 32 -128 to 128 -19 109/256 43% 22%

BD 28 -112 to 112 -20 92/224 41% 22%

RS 21 -84 to 84 -23 61/168 36% 22%

Table 10m - CSSM2 -  Results scored from only highest ranked (PI) of result-set images

Source No. Scale Score Normalised

score/total

Match Rate Random

PM 32 -32 to 32 -3 29/64 45% 22%

BD 28 -28 to 28 1 29/56 52% 22%

RS 21 -21 to 21 -4 17/42 41% 22%

CSSl & CSS2

Table lOn - CSSMl and CSSM2 -  (PI -  P4) comparative scores
Shows results for CSSl and CSS2 with femora only and vertebrae only

Source CSSl CSS2 CSS2 (no femora) CSS2 (no vertebrae)

PM 54% 43% 48% 31%

BD 48% 41% 45% 31%

RS 56% 36% 41% 16%

Average 53% 40% 45% 26%
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10 .5 .6  D iscu ssion  of  C S S  R esu lts

The best performing CSS algorithm was CSSMl -  this had the highest score on 

every evaluation data set with an overall average of 53% (predicted random of 32%). 

The next best was CSSM2 without femora (45%). This is a direct comparison between 

these two algorithms and appears that CSSl is producing better retrieval results. This is 

also home out by the earlier informal analysis conducted whilst developing the two 

algorithms (see Chapter Eight, Section 8.6 and Appendix D.3).

The most surprising elements of these results are the PI results. As discussed in 

Section 10.5.3, PI should be the most accurate and consistent indication of algorithm 

performance and yet the PI results for CSSMl (PM (PI-4) 54% & (PI) 50%, BD 48% 

& 38%, RS 56% & 53%) are, in all cases, lower than its P I-4 results. However in 

CSSM2, the PI results are better than the P I-4 results (PM (PI-4) 43% & (PI) 45%, BD 

41% & 52%, RS 36% & 41%). The explanation may lie in a point discussed 

previously:

“A shape that is a perfect match could prevent any other shape from being 

expanded at all” and from this - shapes that are well matched from the start could result 

in other shapes being expanded insufficiently to reflect their true relationship to the 

search-key image. It may be that the CSSM2 algorithm is matching the PI shapes and 

“neglecting” the P2-4 shapes (see Chapter Eleven, Section 11.3.1).

It is clear from the results that the performance on femora (26% expected 

random of 22%) was poor and this is difficult to explain. It may be argued in retrospect 

that vertebral bodies are not the most suitable shapes for matching using CSS 

algorithms because in many cases there are not sufficient (or any) curve inflections 

(zero-crossings) to provide enough CSS data to represent a given shape. However, 

femora are more likely to be better candidates for CSS matching because of the nature
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of their shape. Yet the results showed that femoral matching was the least successful 

aspect of the system. Perhaps the gross characteristics of femora are too prominent and 

similar to each other for this type of algorithm to distinguish between individual bones 

successfully or perhaps adjusting the algorithm and thresholds (as described in Chapter 

Eight) to work successfully on vertebrae reduced its effectiveness on femora. This 

however does not obviously explain instances of vertebrae being matched with femora 

and vice versa.
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Figure lOi -  Analysis o f CSS results
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Part I -  Image below
The image below  is a biconvex  
vertebrae correctly identified by 
the system as having four zero- 
crossings (the points at which 
the yellow  radii and green 
border intersect). However, this 
may be the same as, or similar 
to other vertebrae and therefore 
may not be sufficient to 
differentiate images. If the 
anterior and posterior sides 
were vertical there would be no 
changes in curve direction and 
therefore no zero-crossings.

Part 2 -  Above and right
Two search keys and their 
result sets. A bove - a femur 
with a result set containing two 
vertebrae. The arrowed shape 
is a hand-drawn prediction of 
the smoothed femur. This 
might be similar to a smoothed  
version o f  a vertebra. The PI 
shown - right is a reasonable 
match for the key (the key 
rotated through 180 degrees 
could be compared with the 
hook o f  PI).  Sm oothing out 
this search key may yield a 
result similar to a smoothed  
femur. N ote that the femora in 
P2 and P3 are the same images 
from different classifications of 
the same shape

\cssv2\imagellvertUhl iPijj Hooked 197 48

1c5sv2Umage1feml 21 |pg

1cssv2\jmage\(kertl112 )P3

Part 3 -  Objective comparison of shapes
A vertebra and femur may be considered  
similar by the CSS algorithms. Shape [I] is 
a femur and shape [2] a biconcave vertebra. 
The vertebra rotated through ninety degrees 
is similar to the femur and when smoothed 
may be even more alike (see Part I). When 
analysing result sets it is possible for such 
matches to go un-noticed.

There were m any instances in the results where the system had included
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vertebrae in the result-sets of a femur search-key and occasionally femora in vertebra 

result-sets. Figure lOi contains two examples, Part 1 and Part 2. Both of these show PI 

matches with the correct general category of image (eg. femur with femur) and incorrect 

matches in other positions. This could be explained by the system finding an early PI 

match and either, not expanding, or hardly expanding other positions. However, there 

are examples in the results of PI being matched across the vertebrae/femora categories 

and other “more correct” matches in other positions (see also commentary in Figure 

lOi).

With one exception, the results for every data set in all configurations (eg. 

vertebrae and femora or vertebrae only) were above the predicted threshold for random 

matching. The single instance where this was not the case (RS, CSS2 with no 

vertebrae: 16%) had only four femora.

In conclusion, although the curvature scale space systems showed some success 

in matching these bone shapes the results were disappointing. There are three points to 

consider in this regard:

1. The evaluation and analysis of evaluation results

2. The algorithms and their implementations

3. The suitability of CSS for this domain

These points are in reverse order of importance and implication.

Evaluation and analysis of results

There is a case for reviewing the evaluation process with a view to total 

objectivity of its scoring. Although objectivity was sought when developing and 

implementing the scoring system and analysing the result-sets, the goal was to match 

images from this particular medical domain and as such, the results were scored on the
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basis of successful matching of categories in their current orientation. An important 

point about these algorithms is that, even though the result-set states the medical 

classification of shapes, the algorithm works without any reference to medical criteria 

or shape orientation. With reference to Figure lOi Part 3, re-evaluating the images 

without any reference to orientation and medical classification may improve perceived 

similarity although it is unlikely that such a re-evaluation would result in radically better 

match rates.

The algorithm and its implementation

Problems could be occurring as a result of spline-based shape outlines because, 

in spite the development of two versions of the algorithm and intensive research into 

both these versions and tests to establish their correct operation, there still remained 

issues to be resolved with regard to detection of zero-crossings and invariance to 

rotation and scale. It is also possible that attempting to refine the algorithm to work 

across a range of different types of shapes, for example vertebrae and femora, may 

simply result in diminished accuracy on both.

The suitability of CSS for this domain

It may be that this domain is not the most suitable for CSS matching. In some 

published results for curvature scale space matching, images being matched were from 

biological domains but the discrimination was between species of fishes (Mokhtarian, 

Abbasi, & Kittler, 1996) or classification of chrysanthemum leaves (Abbasi, Kittler, & 

Mokhtarian, 1997). There is a large variation in the shapes of different fish species and 

a visual similarity between the fins of fishes (their angular shapes) and chrysanthemum 

leaf lobes. Perhaps the characteristics of the bone shapes are not sufficiently marked for
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really accurate identification and, with reference to Figure lOh Part 1, many do not yield 

enough zero-crossing information to be accurately matched.

10.6 Summary and Conclusions

10.6.1 Sum m ary

The Evaluation o ïX-Ray Specs system was broadly divided into two main areas:

1) Evaluation of non-CBIR aspects

2) Evaluation of CBIR systems

Evaluation of non-CBIR systems 

The Spline Drawing System

The Spline Drawing system was of vital importance to the CBIR processes, all of which 

detected only images that were outlined in this way. This system was not evaluated 

from the perspective of the system User for two main reasons:

1) Apart from the icons no aspect of the system was developed from a 

User/machine interface perspective

2) It is envisaged that further research on segmentation would greatly influence the 

degree of spline manipulation by the User

The Icon System
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The icon system was an important part of this research. Its purpose was to assist in 

eliminating the semantic gap that could arise from textual descriptions of images. In 

this instance User-created spline drawings were represented visually -  by icons -  rather 

than relying on verbal descriptions.

This icon system was evaluated by constructing a questionnaire to be put to domain 

experts via the Internet. The questionnaire consisted of seventeen slides containing 

icons and images to be matched. Two evaluation metrics were employed. One used 

distance measures generated by the CBIR system’s geometric matching algorithms. 

This was accomplished by setting the closeness threshold of images returned during a 

search to 100 (in other words return all images). The search result displays ranked 

images and their distances from the search key. The other metric used values obtained 

by ranking images based on visual assessment and assigning rankings from one to ten 

with ten being the most closely matched with the key image. The questionnaire was 

completed by 33 clinicians and the results analysed and plotted. A summary of the 

results are:

• Most Users identified the icon categories within an accuracy of 80%

• The graphs of the two metrics correspond closely which implies consistency 

between them.

• The points at which there is most discrepancy between the two result-sets coincide 

with low recognition accuracy.

• The average accuracy of icon matching for all Users across slides 2 to 17 was above 

60% even though there was one particular slide where the match-rate fell to 

approximately 35%.

• This one particular slide (slide 14) was one of 4 slides in which the User was 

required to match normal vertebrae
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• The poorest matching rates were on the 3 out of 4 normal vertebrae slides

Evaluation of CBIR systems

The main component of the evaluation was that of testing external data sets against 

the selected images from REAMS that made up the case-bases and pre-processed CSS 

images. This was divided into two sections:

1) Evaluation of the Geometric/Case-based system

2) Evaluation of the CSS systems

For both of these three external data sets were used. Each set comprised images from a 

single source:

• Source One -  Bone Dysplasias (Spranger et al, 1974)

• Source Two -  Radiology of Syndromes (Taybi & Lachman, 1996)

• Source Three -  Possum (Bankier, 2002)

The sets were prepared by selecting suitable images storing them in the correct file and 

size format. Image evaluation scoring metrics were designed for both case-base and 

CSS systems. The metrics were based on a point accruement system where points were 

allocated following visual assessment of results.

The results for the Geometric - Case-based System

A summary of the results for the geometric case-based system are shown in Table lOp:
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Table lOo -  Sum m ary o f scores for the case-based system s

Data Percent Match All

BD 71%

RS 70%

PM 65%

Av. 6 8 %

The results for the CSS Systems

The summarised results for the two CSS systems can be seen in Table lOq.

Table lOp -  Sum m ary o f C S S l and CSS2 results

Source CSSl CSSl random average CSS2 CSS2 random average

PM 54%

32%

43%

22%
BD 48% 41%

RS 56% 36%

Average 53% 40%

1 0 .6 .2  C on clusions  

The Icon System

The Icon categories were easily identified by the Users and, in general, the matching of 

vertebrae and icons was achieved with high accuracy. These vertebrae icons are an
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effective way of representing saved spline without textual descriptions. There remains 

an issue of how to iconise other bone shapes such as long bones.

The Geometric - Case-based System

This CBIR system performed well and is a viable method of CBIR on some bone 

shapes. Results on femora were very encouraging due to their retrieval scores and in 

view of the possibilities of adapting this process to other long bones.

The CSS System

These results and earlier informal evaluation during system development implied that 

this type of algorithm was not optimal for this domain. Although considerable time and 

effort were invested in developing and optimising two versions of CSS matching there 

may still be a case for further research and development which could improve the 

performance of these methods.

Future research and a thesis conclusion is given in Chapter Eleven.
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Chapter Eleven - Conclusions and
Future Work
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11.1 Introduction

Visual clues are an important factor in the diagnosis of many dysmorphic 

conditions and computer-based resources are becoming increasingly important as 

diagnostic tools. Although images are a fundamental resource in many of these systems, 

the way in which they are used does not correspond directly to the way in which images 

are used by a physician making a diagnosis. In dysmorphology related systems that use 

images, the images are mapped to textual classifications or descriptions and there exists 

a semantic gap between the information an image conveys and attempts to describe or 

classify it verbally.

An area of computer research devoted to confronting and solving such issues is 

that of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) and the central research topic of this 

project has been the development of CBIR within dysmorphology using real-world data. 

To this end a software system was developed which contained, as well as image 

processing and analysis tools, two CBIR sub-systems. These were based on two 

approaches: a domain-dependent approach using a priori image information and 

geometric approximation algorithms, and a domain-independent approach which used 

multiple scale space analysis algorithms.

A detailed examination of REAMS radiographic images was undertaken and a 

sub-set selected as a basis for the proof-of-concept system. Although these images are 

simple in comparison to other dysmorphology related images (those contained in LDDB 

for example) their use in a CBIR system still presented a considerable challenge 

because of their nature in terms of medium, content and quality. The focus of research 

was on the CBIR aspects and not image processing and segmentation and therefore a 

method of outlining the area-of-interest within images was developed. This employed
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coloured splines and became essential to the retrieval algorithms. This method led to 

the development of some attendant systems to provide functionality for saving these 

spline images and representing them visually by means of icons.

A formal evaluation was conducted using external data sets as search criteria for the 

CBIR systems and expert User evaluation for the icon system.

Throughout the project many interesting and important questions were raised with 

regard to future research and development. This chapter will cover proposed future 

work and provide a conclusion to this thesis.

11.2 General Critique

The main research theme for this project was dysmorphology and CBIR and it 

was consequently of an interdisciplinary medical informatics nature. The computer 

research had as its core real-world images from two of the three main commercial 

dysmorphology diagnosis/reference computer-based systems. Although this research 

involved the development of a computer system it was not an attempt to discover new 

methods of image processing or image matching but rather a synthesis of established 

techniques from two domains.

At the beginning of this thesis a central question and supporting questions of 

research were posed. The supporting questions were:

• Of existing image-based dysmorphology computer resources which, if any, 

employ CBIR? - In answering this question a review of current and past computer 

systems in this domain was undertaken and it was seen that, although images are a 

fundamental resource in dysmorphology and many related computer systems, none 

of these use CBIR.
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• Assuming the prospective development of such a system what are the 

particular characteristics of dysmorphological images and how do these 

characteristics affect image selection and system development? - Two of the

three most important computer-based diagnostic aids: REAMS and LDDB were 

examined. The image data contained in these sets was analysed from an image 

analysis and image retrieval perspective. A number of conclusions were drawn 

from this analysis:

1. The images in this domain are often complex owing to the nature of their 

subjects and because they were acquired from a diversity of sources, over a 

relatively large period of time and were not intended, necessarily, to be used in 

computer-based applications

2. CBIR in this domain which aims at searches based on medical classifications 

would not be possible using more generic CBIR systems and would require 

specially developed or adapted algorithms

3. Of the two systems examined, the images in REAMS were simpler than those in 

LDDB in almost every regard because they are radiographs and therefore 

greyscale, more consistent in terms of pose and convey a large proportion of 

their information by silhouette

4. Even with the relative simplicity of radiographs, the REAMS images are 

complex and problematic in terms of CBIR. There are specific difficulties 

associated with radiographs such as unclear shape boundaries, occluded shapes 

and/or shape boundaries, image noise and variation in contrast. Radiographs of 

skeletal dsyplasias (as in REAMS) have additional complexities such 

osteoporosis (leading to very unclear images) associated with the dysplasias.
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5. CBIR on the complete image sets from either LDDB or REAMS, without 

selecting image sub-sets and image pre-processing, is not feasible with current 

technology

• Which existing algorithms, specific or general, may be appropriate or how 

might they be adapted to suit images from the domain of dysmorphology? The

algorithms used in image-matching in CBIR systems conform to two general groups 

-  domain dependent and domain independent. The former will always have to be 

designed around, or modified to suit, a given domain, and in order to classify, or in 

any way “have knowledge o f ’ images in a given domain (such as dysmorphology), 

the algorithms must be domain specific. In this research it was demonstrated how 

two existing algorithmic types, region-based shape representation and 

skeletonisation, were modified to work with a priori medical knowledge on 

malformed vertebrae and femora. These would need further adaptation to work with 

other bone types. However, even with domain independent methods some 

adaptation may be necessary. In this research this aspect was demonstrated by 

developing a domain independent sub-system using curvature scale space 

algorithms. Although, in theory, these would work on any shapes, some 

modification, such as adjusting zero-crossing thresholds, was required to improve 

matching rates.

It was necessary, because of image characteristics, to outline and thereby 

highlight areas of interest within the radiographs. Although this is not actually 

modifying a retrieval or comparison algorithm it is an image enhancement 

modification required for any CBIR process on these images. Some conclusions 

drawn from this were that the domain dependent (geometric) system was successful 

whilst the domain independent system less successful and possibly inappropriate for
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the domain. Many image comparison algorithms were considered and some of these 

will be discussed later in this chapter as possible future work.

• Is specific adaptation of CBIR required for the domain of dysmorphology? 

This question is really answered by answers to the other previous questions -  

adaptation is necessary for algorithms to make the precise distinctions between 

images that would probably be required from a dysmorphology-related system. In 

summary, although many generic medical and non-medical CBIR systems exist they 

would not be able to accurately retrieve dysmorphology images based on their 

medical context. It would be possible, using a generic system, to distinguish 

radiographs from photographs or photographs of a single individual from those of a 

group or even possibly to distinguish radiographs of one anatomical region from 

another but not to distinguish one type of vertebrae from another based on 

malformation categories.

• The central question of the research posed at the start of the thesis was:

What is the potential of CBIR, considering current research and development, as 

an approach to bridge the semantic gap described above given the complex and 

real-world nature of the of existing dysmorphology image data sets? To answer this 

question research was undertaken leading to the design and implementation of a CBIR 

system based on a selected image set from the domain of dysmorphology. As well as a 

detailed examination of the data sets themselves this research also included the 

investigation of dysmorphology-related computer systems and how they are used. The 

data is very complicated and used in a very exacting way incompatible with generic 

CBIR. However CBIR was achieved on a sub-set of these images and great lengths 

were taken to bridge any semantic gap by, for example, the development of an icon 

system. There is no doubt that a fully functioning CBIR system could be of enormous
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benefit to the Users of this data and incorporation of CBIR into existing computer 

systems such as REAMS or LDDB would add substantial and important functionality to 

these resources.

11.3 Future work

Essentially future work can be divided into three areas:

1 ) Further research on aspects of the current system

2) Research that would extend and develop the current system

3) Branching into new but related areas within the domain of dysmorphology 

Although these areas could be thought of as separate they nevertheless overlap to a 

considerable extent.

11.3.1 Further R e se a r ch  on A s p e c ts  of the Current S y s te m

Certain aspects of the current research and system may benefit by further investigation. 

In particular:

• Re-evaluation of the CSS algorithms

• Adjustment of CSS algorithms specifically for femora

• Additions to the malformation categories in both vertebrae and femora

• Floodfill refinement

Re-evaluating the CSS Algorithms

The results of the evaluation of the CBIR systems exist in two formats:
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1) Collections of documents containing each search key images and the consequent 

results

2) Spreadsheets of figures derived from the documents in (1)

For the CSS results it may be useful to analyse the distribution and grouping of the cost 

value returned with each result. As an example: if PI of a P1-P4 result set is returned 

with a low value (low value indicates close match) and P2-P4 with much higher values 

grouped together, a good match is implied for the first image but less significance may 

be attributed to the remaining three. This is a complex problem which was investigated 

without conclusive results.

Adjustment of CSS Algorithms Specifically for Femora

Images of vertebrae were used predominantly during the development of the CSS 

algorithms as test images for threshold adjustment. Although the algorithms should 

work on any images, optimising an algorithm to work on femurs and then comparing 

the retrieval rates for original and optimised algorithms may provide useful information 

on its operation.

From visual examination of the evaluation result documents it appeared that 

recognition and retrieval success was uneven over the vertebral categories with certain 

categories more likely to have low match or retrieval rates. Retrieval results across the 

categories were not formally tracked and therefore no statistics were obtained. Re- 

evaluation of the search key/result set documents may provide figures that could inform 

the modification of algorithm parameters.
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Additions to Anatomical Categories

Within both the vertebral and femoral retrieval systems particular malformation 

categories were tracked and others were not. Including those previously untracked may 

refine the characteristics of all categories thus making case-base decisions more precise 

and lead to better system accuracy.

Floodflli Refinement

The floodfill is a highly important process in all of the retrieval algorithms and 

one, which in skeletonisation of femora, caused the most system instability. In spite of 

development over four versions certain situations were still likely to produce 

unsatisfactory floodfill results. There are further modifications that could be made 

which might help to ensure robustness on large images (or all sizes of images) and on 

images in all rotational orientations.

11 .3 .2  Extending and D eveloping the  S y s tem

The areas of proposed research and development on the existing system are:

1) Research into segmentation and automatic pre-processing

2) Extension, improvement or refinement of CBIR algorithms

3) Addition of other CBIR algorithms

4) Further research and development on the icon system

5) Development of the system with a view to practical application
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Research into Segmentation and Automatic Pre-processing

• The nature of the images was discussed extensively in Chapters Three and Four.

The essential points are that the images (of REAMS) present considerable

complexity with regard to automatic segmentation. The main difficulties are:

• Multiple structures within single images

• Image considerations such as variation in intensity or contrast

• Incomplete shape boundaries because of radiographic considerations and bone 

characteristics associated with the skeletal dysplasias

• Shape occlusion by other anatomical structures

There are two possible research areas with regard to segmentation. One is 

further investigation of established processing and segmentation procedures as well as 

refinements and innovations that are constantly being developed. It is unlikely that, 

given the nature of the images, any automatic segmentation procedures would be 

successful without the assistance of some sort of heuristics. However a system which 

could compose a number of partial images into complete images might be able to 

circumvent this problem. This second research option is proposed as follows.

An automatic process would traverse the images in the database, make 

deductions about them and in a sense learn and draw conclusions about them. Perhaps 

it could form new images out of partial segmentation of existing images and augment 

the existing database with these images, still preserving their links to the original 

images used in their genesis. Although this would inevitably be a complex and time- 

comsuming problem, it is a process that could run in the background whilst the system 

is idle and so no time limitation in which these “deductions” are made would exist. As 

a simple example of this a trivial, two image database is assumed. The images each 

consist of a semi-circle. The system has knowledge of circles and also that closed
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shapes are desirable. It analyses the images and creates a new “com posite” image o f  a 

com plete circle by perform ing transform ations such as rotation, scaling and possibly 

shear as necessary. Any new image would be linked to the two original images. Then 

when presented with a search key image, although the original incom plete image may 

not m atch, one o f  the com posite images may be presented as a possible match.

E xtension, Im provem ent or Refinem ent o f CBIR Algorithm s

The geom etric shape description o f  femora using skeletonisation shows great 

prom ise for any long-bone shape as illustrated in Figure 11a. Furtherm ore, param eter

Figure Ila  -  Skeletonisation on 
other long bones
Two long bones showing the 
potential o f  skeletonisation to 
recover parameters using similar 
methods to those developed for 
femora. The image on the left is 
the outline o f  a humerus and on the 
right, a radius.

recovery on such bone shapes may only require m inor algorithm  m odification and the 

case-based reasoning system autom atically adapts itself to any shapes from which 

appropriate param eters can be recovered. This is an area where potentially modest 

research input may have a substantial effect on the range o f  images tracked by the 

system.
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Addition of other CBIR Algorithms

The retrieval evaluation results of the system were very encouraging for the 

geometrie-based algorithms but less so for the CSS systems. An enormous amount of 

research is being conducted on image comparison/description algorithms by the 

research community. Experience from this project will contribute to the selection of 

other appropriate methods (for example wavelets) for the domain independent sub

system.

Further Research on the Icon System

Evaluation of the icon system showed that Users effectively identify many 

shapes via the icons. There were however some vertebral shapes which seemed 

problematic and further research should be undertaken on improving representation of 

these shapes. In addition to this, it was mentioned that particular shapes arising from 

other anatomical areas were not appropriate for iconisation using the current system. 

These shapes would include any long bones. Further research is needed on how to 

successfully represent such shapes.

Development of the System with a View to Practical Application

Given the current X-Ray Specs system and some of the improvement and 

additions suggested in this section, the system could be developed as a practical 

application. The key areas that would need consideration are:

• User interaction during pre-processing and image outlining -  the ideal 

situation would be that these processes could be done automatically

• Inclusion of more bone types
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• Scaling the system to large volumes of data -  no research was conducted the 

system at a larger scale

• The User interface -  this is immensely important not only with regard to the 

usability and User acceptance of a system

1 1 .3 .3  Branching into Related A reas

This project has its roots in the LDDB and REAMS systems, the way in which 

they are used for diagnosing malformation syndromes and other research work at the 

Institute of Child Health in collaboration with Middlesex University. Projects that have 

arisen from this collaboration are the Dysmorphology Discussion Board (DDB) 

(Winter, 1997) discussed in Chapter One and a proposed system which allows clinicians 

to create collages composed of specifically chosen malformation features. Some 

preliminary work has been done on this and it is anticipated that its uses would be 

reference and education. Research, such as that undertaken in this project, could result 

in algorithms and systems (such as X-Ray Specs) which could be incorporated into the 

existing commercial systems and other projects.

Future possibilities include using images from LDDB as well as REAMS, 

extending systems such as REAMS and LDDB to incorporate CBIR capabilities and 

CBIR searching from applications such as the DDB and the collage-building system.

11.4 Final Conclusion

A general observation about CBIR research is that, in spite of a huge research 

effort leading to important and exciting developments, few of these find their way into
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working systems or are even tried out in real-world situations. This is probably due to 

commercial factors and the predominance of Internet-related research. The potential of 

CBIR in this domain, considering its reliance on images, legacy image data and images 

acquired daily is enormous and using “cutting edge” developments for CBIR in a 

domain like dysmorphology could make a large difference to the success of any system.

The development of a CBIR prototype and test-bed system based around a 

subset of radiographic images from REAMS and its successful and encouraging 

evaluation using external data sets has conclusively answered the central question of 

this thesis.
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Appendix A - Image Data

A.1 Images Selected from the REAMS database

Vertebral file nam ing conventions:

vertO -  normal
vertl -  tall
vert2 -  square
vert3 -  wedged
vert4 -  biconvex
vert? -  biconcave
vertS -  collapsed
vert9 -  concave posterior
v e r t l0 -  constricted posteriorly
vertl 1 - hooked
vert 12 -  pointed

Table A1 gives a listing o f  all vertebrae selected from REAM S. These are given with 

the REAM S age groupings, gender (when available from REAM S) original file name

Table A1 -  Complete listing of vertebra files

Category A ge Gender REAM S  
File Nam e

Renamed

Square A dolescent M 350C vert2a

Square & m ildly 
concave posterior

Older Child M 311/g vert2b

Square Adult f 2123/a vert2c

Square A dolescent / 376/e vert2d

Square Adult M 1902/b vert2e

R em oved (lumbar not 
square)

1328/c vert2f

Square A dolescent 1549/a vert2g

Tall A dolescent / 331K vert la

Tall Young child M X0156O vert lb

Tall Older Child F x2530h v ertlc

Tall (Histo equalised) Young Child f 2224/1 vert Id

Tall Y oung Child f 569/b vert le

Tall A dolescent F 527/b vert I f

Tall Adult 1881/b vertl g

Tall Adult 334/b vert Eh
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Tall Adolescent 226/c vert 11
Tall Adolescent 1587 vert I j
Tall Adolescent 1549/a vert Ik
Normal Older child / X15141 vertOa

Normal Older child / 4 66/0 vertOb

Normal Adolescent / 2445c vertOc

Normal Adolescent f 549c vertOd

Normal Older child f 188f vertOe

Normal Adolescent / 575d vertOf
Normal Older child m 3223a vertOg

Normal Young child f I92Ih vertOh

Normal Adolescent m 303d vertOi
Normal Older child f 3591 vertOj

Pointed Anteriorly Older child 3I69/b vertl 2a

Pointed Anteriorly Older child I094g vert 12b

Pointed Anteriorly Young child f 1821/c vertI2c

Pointed Anteriorly Young child f 182I/k vertl 2d

Pointed Anteriorly Older Child 2430/g vertl 2e

Pointed Young child 2307/g vertI2f
Hooked Inferiorly Young child 1267/e vertl la
Hooked Inferiorly Older child 634/g vertl lb
Hooked Inferiorly young child 76/a vertl Ic

Hooked Inferiorly young child 2263/c vertl Id

Hooked Inferiorly young child 16/a vertl le

Hooked Older child 0720B vertl If

Hooked Young child f 231/b vertl Ig

Hooked Young Child F I29/b vertl Ih

Hooked Young Child 55e vertl li

Hooked Older Child 67/c vertl Ij

Hooked Young Child 2307/g vertl Ik

Wedged Anteriorly Older Child 282/j vert3a

Wedged Anteriorly Adolescent m 412M vert3b

Wedged Anteriorly Adolescent 2602/a vert3c

Wedged Anteriorly Young Child 545/b vert3d

Wedged Anteriorly Young Child 355/c vert3e

Wedged Anteriorly Adult M 1842/e vert3f

Wedged Anteriorly Adolescent M 353/b vert3g

Biconvex 2208F vert4a
Biconvex M 2005/f vert4b

Biconvex Older Child M 45/h vert4c

Biconvex Older child M 3040/y vert4d

Biconvex Older child 416/g vert4e
Biconvex Older child M 77/c vert4f
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Biconvex Older Child F 446/p vert4g

B iconvex Older child M 616/a vert4h

B iconvex Older Child 1120/1 vert4i

B iconvex A dolscent 160/a vert4j

B iconcave f 4 0 1 f vert7

B iconcave Adult 3045/j vert7b

B iconcave Adult 779/c vert7c

B iconcave Young Child 768/a vert7d

B iconcave Adult 30 4 5 /f vert7e

B iconcave Older Child 2186/e vert7f

B iconcave Older Child 1/b vert7g

Concave Posterior 350C vert9a

Concave Posterior Young Child 145/E vert9b

Concave Posterior Older Child 250E vert9c

Concave Posterior Young Child 88d vert9d

Concave Posterior Older Child M 314/1 vert9e

Concave Posterior Older Child 227/j vert9f

Concave Posterior Y oung Child M 3 5 5 /f vert9g

Concave Posterior Young Child 382/b vert9h

Concave Posterior A dolescent F 722/a vert9i

C oncave Posterior A dolescent 353/b vert9j

C oncave Posterior A dolescent 226/c vert9m

Table A2 shows as list o f  all femora selected from REAM S

Table A2 -  Complete listing of femora files

Category Age Gender REAMS file File Name
name

Coxa Valga 2311/1 fem29
Coxa Valga Adolescent Female? 75/k fem30
Coxa Valga Older Child Male 294/e femi 1
Coxa Valga Young Female? 66/b fem31R
Coxa Valga Young child Female 317/b fem34R
Coxa Valga Young child Female 317/b fem34L
Coxa Valga Young F? 445/b fem2
Coxa Valga Older Child M? 283/c fem35
Coxa Valga Young Female? 742/a fem37
Coxa Valga Young ? 717/e fem39
Coxa Valga Young Male? 1050 fem43
Coxa Vara Adult Female 359/2 femi 7
Coxa Vara Older Child Female 1026/f femlSR
Coxa Vara Adult Male 314/A femi 4
Coxa Vara Female 493/R fem20
Coxa Vara Young child Male 515/K fem21
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Coxa Vara Older Child male 279/g fem9
Coxa Vara Older Child ? 129/b fem32
Coxa Vara Older Child 1497/b fem33L
Coxa Vara Older Child 1497/b fem33R
Coxa Vara Young M? 3135/f fem40
Coxa Vara Older child ? 192 fem41R
Coxa Vara Older Child 192 fem41L
Coxa Vara Older Child ? 3055 fem45
Flared Metaphysis Older Child M? 367/b femi 6
Flared Metaphysis Older Child f? 3041/1 fem24
Flared Metaphysis Adolescent Male 395/f fem25L
Flared Metaphysis Young Female 642/b fem5
Flared Metaphysis Adolescent Male 395/f fem25R
Flared Metaphysis Adolescent Female? 75/k fem30
Flared Metaphysis Older child 227/1 femi 2
Flared Metaphysis Young child Female? 2526/a fem4
Flared Metaphysis Older Child 1806/1 femi 5
Flared Metaphysis Older Child Female 1026/f fem18R
Flared Metaphysis Older Child Female 1026/F fem18L
Flared Metaphysis Young child Female 1812/b femi 9
Flared Metaphysis Young child Male 515/K fem21
Flared Metaphysis Older Child male 279/g fem9
Flared Metaphysis Older Child Male? 367/b fem22
Flared Metaphysis Young child Female 317/b fem34R
Flared Metaphysis Young child Female 317/b fem34L
Flared Metaphysis Young F? 445/b fem2
Flared Metaphysis Older Child M? 283/c fem35
Flared Metaphysis Older Child Male 311/a fem42
Flared Metaphysis Older Child ? 1092 fem44
Short Older child 227/1 femi 2
Short Young child Male 515/K fem21
Short Young Female? 379/A fem8
Short Older Child ? 129/b ;fem32
Short Older Child 1497/b fem33L
Short Older child ? 192 fem41R
Short Older Child 192 fem41L
Short Young ? 66/b fem31L
Short Neck Older Child M? 367/b Fem16
Short Neck Adolescent Male 395/f fem25L
Short Neck Young female 642/b :fem5
Short Neck Adolescent ? 428/d fem26
Short Neck Adolescent Male 395/f ;fem25R
Short Neck Older child 227/1 femi 2
Short Neck Older Child 1806/1 femi 5
Short Neck Adult Male 314/A femi 4
Short Neck Young child Female 1812/b femi 9
Short Neck Female 493/R fem20
Short Neck Young child Male 515/K fem21
Short Neck Older Child male 279/g fem9
Short Neck Older Child Male? 367/b fem22
Short Neck Older Child ? 3055 fem45
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Slender Young M? 156/f fem1
Slender Older child M 1852/b fem23
Slender Older Child Male 294/e fem11
Normal Older Child Male 45c fem28
Normal Male '  * fem3
Normal # standardFem

* First femur image selected from REAMS for testing -  later unable to find REAMS 
file number
# Non-REAMS Image to bring the number of normal femora up to three
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Appendix B -  Algorithm Development and Problems

B.1 Rectangulation

B 1 .1 Algorithms for Param eter  R ecovery

Table B1 -  Vertebral rectangulation parameters

Parameter Description

rwh Ratio of width to height

r s h Ratio of area of enclosing rectangle to area of shape

sY Symmetry around the y axis

sX Symmetry around the x axis

p c i Posterior concavity index

c a v Concavity/convexity of the anterior vertical face

b h s Biconvexity/biconcavity index of the upper and lower 

horizontal surfaces

Posterior Concavity Index

First method of extracting pci which was used in PEVI -  this was part of the decision 

process to establish the orientation of the shape. Below the equation is actual printout 

from a test version showing results from wedged and concave posterior vertebrae.

{wT2)
p c i  =

{wT\  +  wT'2. +  w Z 'S)
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where wTl = west area third l(top third of west area between shape and rectangle),

wT2 = middle third and wT3 = third third.

Wedged
thirdl:1223.0 
third2: 7.0 
thirds : 1081.0
taking the middle as a percentage of the whole:
wt2/(wtl+wt2+wt3) * 100 = 0.3028

Concave Posterior 
thirdl: 284.0 
third2: 610.0 
thirds : 270.0
taking the middle 3̂ '̂ as a percentage of the whole: 
w t 2 / ( w t l + w t 2 + w t 3 ) * 100 = 5 2 . 4 0

Test Data from Actual Shapes

The parameters for shape types biconcave and biconvex are being tested. Both test 

shapes are as near perfectly symmetrical as possible:

Parameter values from biconvex test shape

rwh rsh sY sX pci cav bhs

1.1967 83.7413 0.2679 0.124 0.1243 0.142 0.1029

Parameter values from biconcave test shape

rwh rsh sY sX pci cav bhs

1.3333 60.3769 0.0192 0.009 0.3391 0.5132 0.4847

B.2 R ectangulation Algorithm R esearch

Whilst the rectangulation algorithm seemed effective on most vertebral-body- 

shapes used in the system there were certain shapes that proved difficult to process due 

to intrinsic properties of the shapes themselves. Two basic problems occurred:
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1. Rectangulation algorithm persistently initiates rotation in a direction that will never 

produce sm allest rectangle at the ideal orientation

2. The sm allest rectangle will always exist at an orientation that is not optim al for 

recovering the shape in fondation that is required by the system

It appeared that shapes that were less closely approxim ated by rectangles proved 

more problem atic. Exam ples o f this situation therefore typically occurred whilst 

processing hooked vertebrae. Figure B1 shows exam ples o f these situations

Figure B1 - Rectangulation problems

Given a hooked vertebra and desired eventual orientation  
shown in [I] from an initial starting orientation shown in 
[2]. The shape is rotated by the system to one o f  only  
two possible results shown in [3]. At this orientation the 
parameters related to the hooked anterior are incorrectly 
recovered and incompatible with other hooked vertebrae. 
The only options in this situation are to accept the shape 
orientation given in the lower o f  [3] or to alter the outline 
slightly. Both o f  these interfere w ith the desired result. 
Original outlined hooked vertebra positioned as in the 
database.
The situation illustrated in [4] and [5] occurs with 
vertebrae that have one or more strongly rounded 
corners. When the rectangulation process begins the 
shape is rotated a small amount in both directions and the 
algorithm makes a decision about which direction tends 
to g ive smaller rectangles. In the instance shown the red 
arrow indicates the desired direction and the blue the 
direction chosen by the system. If shape is rotated until 
it is vertically aligned the smallest rectangle w ill be 
found at that position and the algorithm will never 
recover. The solution is to begin again and align the 
shape more horizontally to begin with. Graphs were 
generated (lower right) to verify area analysis.

lip leS p lin esS X R d y x \S p

|E:Mavatic\MultJS ta r t in g  a n a ly s i s  
w id th  6 6  0 
h e ig h t  8 2  0 
a r e a  541  2 0
ra tio : 0  8 0 4 8 7 8 0 4 8 7 8 0 4 8 7 9  
B o u n d a ry  Is  311  D
C o m p a c t n e s s  is  2 5  031  3 1 4 6 9 9 7 9 2 9 6  
S h a p e  a r e a  i s  3 8 6 4  0
R e c ta n g le  to  s h a p e  a r e a  ra tio . 7 1 . 3 9 6 8 9 5 7 8 7 1 3 9 7
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M odification to A lgorithm  for Y Axis Sym metry

The m easurem ent o f  the symm etry around the Y axis is dependent on the overall 

sym m etry o f  the shape. A shape that is highly sym m etrical is highly sensitive to m inor 

increase in asymm etry because the increase is significant in term s o f  the proportion o f 

the (very small) area o f  asymmetry.

An exam ple is shown in the table below. This is a print out o f  the analysis o f  an 

alm ost perfectly symmetrical square which is then changed so as to becom e slightly 

asymm etric. W hilst the rect/shape ratio goes up by around 1 percent the bilateral 

symm etry (sY) increases by a factor o f 10.

Table B2 -  Sensitivity to y-axis symmetry

rwh rsh sY sX pci cav bhs
1 1.0282 99.9807 0.0141 0.943 0.3714 0.5909 0.3521
2 1.0141 98.572 0.1145 0 0 0 0.374

Correct y-axis symm etry param eters proved difficult to obtain for certain shape 

categories using the original version o f  the algorithm  (see Chapter Six). For this reason 

an algorithm  which included all areas was tried. In this version the north and south 

areas were divided as usual and then a total left area was created from 

north[()]+south[0]+west. A corresponding right area was also created. These two areas 

were then used to test for symmeti-y. Unfortunately using this algorithm  does not 

guarantee that the required detail will be found. The shape in Figure B2 is clearly

Figure B2 -  M odification for y-axis symmetry
This hooked vertebra is a shape that is clearly asymmetric around 
the y-axis to an observer but also diftlcul to classifify  correctly 
using the rectangulation system . After modification to the 
algorithm (see main text) this shape appeared even more 
symmetrical: its sY param eter=0.0149. After returning to the 
original version, sY parameter value =  0 .2962
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asymmetric yet the resulting value is within thresholds for normal vertebra.

B.3  Floodfill and R ectangulate  Algorithms

Whilst working, initially, on the flood fill algorithm and then on the 

rectangulation unexpected and unexplained errors began happening. During testing of 

the first flood fill algorithm the ArraylndexOutOfBounds exceptions would be thrown 

indicating that the Bufferedlmage raster array was being overstepped. This error 

occurred inconsistently and seemed to occasionally be cured by slowing down the 

process (by added in output to the console).

The rectangulate algorithm seemed to suffer from a similar problem although, in 

this case, harder to detect and isolate. The symptom in this case was shown by an 

animation of the rectangulation procedure. During this it was clear that the object’s 

boundaries were not appearing to the system as they appeared on the screen. Therefore 

a rectangle would be created that was obviously within the objects perimeter. This 

would occasionally throw exceptions and even terminate the program. This seemed to 

be cured by not animating the procedure but merely having print out the final position 

and rectangle. Unfortunately this also turned out to be non-deterministic.

The solution was to ensure that each time an image was moved it was re-drawn 

as an atomic^^ process. This removed the risk of part of the spline outline (perhaps one 

spline) not being drawn before some other process was started.

Atomic process -  process that is executed as a single, indivisible unit
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B.4 Medial Axis Transform

Triangle and Flare

Figure B3 - Linking metaphyseal flare, triangle apex angle and triangle area
A number o f  exam ples such as those shown below  were examined and there seem ed to be 

no direct correlation. Shapes [a] and [c] both have the same flare angle although the [a] is a 
normal metaphysis and [c] is an exam ple o f  extreme flare and chevron whilst [b] is [c] 
without any chevron. There seem ed however to be a correlation between the flare, the length 
o f  the triangle sides adjacent to the apex and the distance between each traiangle base corner 
and the intersection o f  a projected line with the shape boundary

20° 104° 119° 9 9 °
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Appendix C - Software Engineering

This section contains very Java oriented and “code specific” details and is included 

as a support reference for anyone looking at using the code.

C.1 Directory Structure

The top directory for the entire system is j a v a s r c .  Within that are four sub

directories:

acme, geom, x r a y s p e c s  and com.

Acme contains classes associated with aspect of image coders and de-coders 

(codecs). These are freeware classes from Acme Laboratories (Acme Laboratories, 

1991)and the particular class used is the Gif^  ̂ Decoder. The geom directory 

contains classes developed for specific geometric aspects of the system. These include 

the Boolean Lookup and Intersection Finder. The top level directory of the Case-based 

reasoning system is com and xrayspecs is the main X-Ray Specs system directory 

containing all the system classes and all other directories. The system classes as well as 

classes of the geom and c a s e B a s e  packages are listed in Table C l. The sub-directory 

x r a y s  contains two further sub-directories, one for femora and one for vertebrae. 

Each of these has sub-directories for images, saved spline drawings associated with the 

images, icons associated with the spline drawings and categories for grouping the icons. 

The sub-directories c s s  and c s s 2  are respectively for pre-processed Curvature Scale 

Space version 1 and version 2 images. They have sub-directories: data for the 

C s s I m a g e S t a t  objects and images for the images linked to these objects. The
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r u l e b a s e  directory is for ruleBase objects. These are serialised Java^'^ objeets with 

each case base having its own (lie. For exam ple the each o f  the categories o f  (emora 

and vertebrae has a separate file: the files being f e m o r a  . c s e  and v e r t e b r a e  . c s e .  

The images associated with both o f  these files are stored in one sub-directory. Java^^^' 

has the ability to generate its own docum entation if  the code is eonectly  formatted. 

These docum ents are stored in the d o c u m e n t a t i o n  subdireetory.

X-Ray Specs aiid Associated Systems - Director) Structure F ig u r e d

lavasrc

rulebasedocum entation

femora vertebra

splineDrawings icons

□  Top Directoiy 

Image Codecs 

Geornetiy classes 

System classes

Jaradoc documentation 

Pre-processed Images and associated data 

Case Based Reasoning System

Image Files, associated Spline Drawings and Icons
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C.2 Classes

Java^^^ is an object oriented program m ing language. This broadly means that a 

program is broken into com ponents tenned objects. These objects are independent and 

often perform a single function. They could in theory be used in other program s and in 

fact often are. They interaet in one system to provide all the required functionality. In 

Java^'^ the tem plates for building objects at runtime are files with the extension “ .class” . 

These are com piled versions o f  “ .java” tiles. A com plete listing o f  all the class tiles is 

given in Table C l.

Table Cl -  All classed grouped into packages

P ack age: x r a y s p e c s
Analyserlnfo.java [Displays information from image analysis
BisectedFloodFiller.java Experimental floodfiller to eliminate stack overflow problem 

(fills in quadrants)
BoundaryCounter.java Counts boundary pixels in a spline boundary
BoundaryT racer.java Traces a shape's boundary using 4 connectivity
ButtonFileLoader.java Loads Icon files (which are a subclass of JButton)
CaseResultDialog.java ]a  class which displays the results from a search of Case 

based system.
CannyEdge.java Canny Edge Detector
CssComparer.java Compares Curvature Scale Space (CSS) Images
CsslmageStat.java An object that represents a CSS processed image
CssNode.java A comparison node during CSS matching
CSSParameterDlalog.java A dialog box for user to change CSS parameters
CssResultDialog.java Displays the results of CSS search
CssSearcher.java class which searches through an array list of CssImageStat 

objects and compares them
CssSearchResult.java Stores the results of CSS image comparison - implements 

comparable
CssStatistic.java Holds parameter for CSS matching
CSSV1 ParameterDialog.java |Takes User input to change CSS v1 parameters at runtime
CubicSpline.java Class which draws a cubic spline
CurveSampler.java CurveSampler is a class for sampling a closed curve drawn 

in a specific colour (CSS v1 )
CurveScaleSpace.java CSS version 2
CSnake.java Snake (segmentation) *not used
DetailResultStorer.java |[stores detailed image analysis results in database
EdgeTest.java [Edge detector - subclass of Convolve Op
ExampleFileFilter.java |j Filters files on opening file chooser
FaceDrawer.java |[Draws splines from serialised objects
FaceSaver.java |[Saves splines as serialised objects
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FemurResultStorer.java | [Stores femora analysis results in database
FloodFiller.java | [Floodfills a closed curve
GraphDrawer.java [[Displays graphs of image information
Gridlmage.java | [Draws a grid of specified across an image
HistoEqualiser.java | [histogram equalisation
IconDecision.java Gets User input during Icon creation
IconFileLoader.java Early Icon file loader *no longer used
IconFloodFiller.java Floodfills a closed curve and adds dark boundary for Icon 

Creation
IconTabbedPane.java |[Loads and creates Icon display pane
ImageConverter.java | [Abstract class for converting Bufferedlmages
ImageRemover.java Extends Image converter - removes an image leaving white 

background
ImageStat.java Object which holds statistics of pre-processed rectangulation 

image
ImageWarper.java jWarps images
InflextionFinder.java |[Finds inflexions in curves
IntelligentButton.java Subclass of JButton - creates positionable icons
IstFileLoader.java Loads Image Stat Files
IstSearcher.java Searches through Image Stat Files
JApplicationFrame.java Centers & Sizes application window - ensures graceful exit
LineFinder.java jLine finding algorithm
MedialAxisAnaiyser.java Analyses skeletonised shapes before sending to Case- 

based System
MultipleSplines.java MAIN PROGRAM CLASS - CONTROLS ENTIRE SYSTEM
ShapeAnalyserVS.java Analyses rectangulated shapes before sending to Case- 

based System
ParameterDialog.java Enables input of parameters
PointJoiner.java Ensures that a closed curve is closed
PolyFiller.java Experimental floodfiller
QuadSpline.java Draws Quadratic curve
RectangleAnalysisDialog.java Displays rectangulation results
RectangleAnalysisDialogV2.jav
a

Displays rectangulation results

Rectangulate.java All algorithms association with rectangulation
RegionSearch.java [implementation of region matching algorithm
ResultDialog.java |[Shows analysis results
ResultStorer.java |[stores (vertebral) results in database
ScanFiller.java |[Experimental floodfiller
ShapeAnalyser.java First version of rectangulation analysis
ShapeAnalyserV2.java Second version of rectangulation analysis
SplineOnlmage2.java MAIN DRAWING CLASS - CONTROLS ALL DRAWING 

AND IMAGE PROCESSING
ShapeChecker.java Compares Rectangulation Images - 1st Version (pre Case 

Base)
ShapeChecker2.java Compares Rectangulation Images - 2st Version (pre Case 

Base)
ShapeFiller.java |Experimental floodfiller to eliminate stack overflow problem
Skeletonizer.java Skeletonisation of floodfilled objects - implements thinning 

algorithm
SnaxelSetter.java Part of snake system * not used
Spline.java Abstract Spline Class - subclassed to draw splines
ImageStorer.java | Saves images to permanent storage
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SplineReflector.java Reflects splines about the Y axis
SplineRotator.java Rotates splines around pivot
SplineScaler.java Scales splines
SplineVector.java Dynamic array of splines - threaded, continuously redraws 

splines
Statistic.java Abstract class for statistics of pre-processes images
Storer.java Serialises ImageStat objects to permanent storage
StraightSpline.java Subclass of Spline, for drawing straight lines
SystemPaths.java Specifies directory structure
Tester.java Loads every file and automatically tests every image *not 

used
ThumbnaiI.java Converts image to thumbnail size during iconisation
VertebralmageStat.java Subclass of imageStat- pre-processed vertebral image after 

rectangulation
VertebraStatistic.java Holds parameter for vertebral decision and comparison
VertlstSearcher.java Processes .ist files (ImageStat) for searching

P ackage: g e o m
Baseball.java "Rounder" rounds numbers

BooleanLookup.java Converts an image consisting of one specified colour and 
any other colours into a Boolean image of 0 and 1

IntersectionFinder.java Finds the point of intersection between two intersecting lines - 
used in rectangulation

P ackage:
com .ianbradford.ruleBa
s e
AbstractEngine.java Abstract class for decision engine

Case.java This class represents one case, that is one image with all its 
various parameters.

CaseDisplayer.java Displays all cases in a given system
Caselnspector.java First version of CaseDisplayer *not used
CaseSystem.java Containing class for many cases
Classification.java Represents a single classification of morphology (eg 

Normal)
DecisionEngine.java Subclass of AbstractEngine, deals with setting statistical 

parameters
KBHybrid.java Containing class for entire Case Based Reasoner over one 

domain
Parameter.java A parameter within a case
ParamGrabber.java |(Takes User input when creating a Case Base I.e. first case
RBEdit.java (Edits a Case Base - obsolete, now performed using 

(CaseDisplayer
RBInit.java (initialises a Case Base for the first time
ResultTriple.java |(holds a result consisting of three parts
Rule.java |]Single rule corresponding to a Yes/No value within a case
SearchResult.java (a  search result - object which is self ranking (in colour) and 

(is passed to a result dialog
TableMap.java [specifies display style within a JTable as used to display 

(cases
TableSorter.java (Deals with sorting of table columns - allows clickable sorting 

(in JTable
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Display System  
Case Base System  
Image Processing 
Storage System  
Spline System
Image M atching/Description  
Unused classes

Figure C2 shows an abbreviated UML^^ diagram o f  the m ost im portant classes.

Figure C2 T h e  M a in  S y s t e m  C l a s s e s

o

ActionListener ItemListener

add(Obj e ct) B 0 ole an 
updateSplm esQiVOid  
d ele teQ v o id  
d ele tes  ele ctedO v o id  
changeC  olour(C olor) : vo id  
delete A lio  v o id  
fin dC entroidi^l :P oint2D  
s aveF ac e(S tnng) v o id

SplineVector

soi2:
Splm e0nlm age2="  Startlm age jp g'

main(StnngQ) vo id  
setU pT  o o lB a iO vo id  
actionP erfontie d(A ctionE vent ) : vo id  
item StateC hanged( Item E ven t) vo id

Multçle Splines

image :Buffere dlm age=  
"Starllm agejpg"  
m lm age Bufferedlm age 
sV ector;SplineV ector 
runner Thread

operation(arg list):retum  tjrpe 
p amt(Graphic s):void  
reffeshO 'void
perform A ction(int, Color) v o id  
perform A ction(int, File):void  
performActron(inf,File, StnngQ ):void

Spline 0nlniage2

0 .2 .1  MultipleSplines

This class is the overall system controller. It contains the “m ain” m ethod which 

is called to execute the program and hence run the system. It is responsible for creating 

the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and starting the thread o f  execution in the drawing 

canvas ( s p l i n e 0 n l m a g e 2 ) .  It also handles all user input in the form o f  menu
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This class is the overall system eontroller. It contains the “main” method which 

is called to execute the program and hence run the system. It is responsible for ereating 

the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and starting the thread of exeeution in the drawing 

eanvas ( s p lin e 0 n lm a g e 2 ) . It also handles all user input in the form of menu 

choices, pressed buttons and is ulitimately responsible for the creation and destruction 

of many of the User input dialog^^ boxes. Communication with and containment of the 

drawing canvas is probably its most important function.

C .2 .2  SplineO nliT)age2

S p l in e 0 n lm a g e 2  (S0I2) also creates a GUI in the form of an image display 

area on which the user can draw. Most User input from M u l t i p l e S p l i n e s  is passed 

to S0I2 where it is used to change, store or retrieve images. This input is dealt with by 

the p e r f  o rm A ct io n  methods. These are a group of overloaded methods^^ that 

perform aetions depending on the parameters which they are passed. All searehing also 

takes place from this class. It is also responsible for all drawing in the system - the 

splines and drawing and refreshing the images. For this reason it is threaded. This 

means that it runs as a separate process of exeeution concurrently with other 

applications running in their own threads. If this was not the ease it would paralyse the 

system, not allowing any other processes to run whilst it was running. The splines are 

controlled using the S p l i n e V e c t o r  class. This class is a property of 

S p l in e 0 n lm a g e 2 .

American spelling of dialogue -  the names of classes and objects within the Java' '̂^ language are 
spelled exactly as they occur in the language.

Overloaded methods have the same name but different parameters passed.
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C .2 .3  Sp lineV ector

S p l i n e V e c t o r  is a subclass of the V e c t o r  class in the Java”̂^ API^ .̂ 

V e c t o r  is one of a group of classes which provide flexible dynamic data structures. 

These are similar to arrays in function except that they have particular designed-in 

properties. They can store Java"^  ̂objects of any kind. Data structures from the V e c t o r  

class are resizable once created and allow easy data insertion at any point in the 

structure. SplineVectors by default inherit all these properties and have additional 

capabilities for dealing with Splines. Some methods in the class include:

• add (O b ject) -  overides the add method in the V e c to r  class, returns a 

B o o lea n  if successful and calls u p d a te S p lin e s  ( )

• u p d a t e S p l i n e s  () -  redraws all Splines including the new one added to the 

SplineVector

• d e l e t e  0  -  deletes all splines

• deleteSelectedO -  deletes selected Spline (drawing points highlighted)

• s a v e F a c e  ( S t r i n g  f  i leN a m e) -  prepares a spline drawing for storage and 

saves to file

and other methods associated with Spline manipulation such as:

• c h a n g e C o lo r ( C o lo r  c)

• f  in d C e n t r o id  0  -  finds centroid of all Splines

C .2 .4  Icon S y stem

API -  Application programmers interface. Refers to the Java^^ infrastructure containing the classes 
necessary for and associated with Java™.
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The icon system is an important subsystem of M u l t i p l e S p l i n e s .  It consists 

of a number of interacting parts. The icons are created by the I n t e l  l i g e n t B u t t o n  

class. This class is a subclass of J B u t t o n  which is the Java™ proprietary class for 

buttons on the GUI. The I n t e l  l i g e n t B u t  t o n  objects are held in an array in the 

Icon T ab b ed P an e  class. This is a subclass of J P a n e l  and has as some of its 

properties an array of I m a g e lc o n s  and a JTabbedPane. The I m a g e lc o n s  are 

used to display the categories on the tabs of the JTabbedPane. The 

Icon T ab b ed P an e  has methods for storing I n t e l  l i g e n t B u t  t o n  (s) (new icons), 

loading I n t e l  l i g e n t B u t  ton(s), finding free space on the pane when a user drags a 

button or a new icon is created. It also has a number of event handlers. These are 

classes and methods which respond to User interaction such as mouse movements or 

button clicking. The event handlers include M ouseA dapter,

M ou seM otion A d ap ter  and M u l t i p l e S p l i n e s  which implements the 

A c t i o n L i s t e n e r  interface.
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C.3 UML Diagrams

C3.1 R ectan gu la te  C la ss  Diagram

Figure C3 -  UML class diagram of Rectangulate
This shows an abridged or “elided” UML class diagram for the class responsible for rectangulation 
- Rectangulate.

Class Diagram o f Rectangulate

Runnable

#lmeA:Line2D
#lineB:Line2D
#lineC:Line2D
#lineD:line2D
#pivot:Point2D
lookupT able :bo ole an[ ][ ]
# s oi:SplineOnImage2
#funner:Thread
+BACKSTEP:int=20
+ROT ATION ;int= 1

+cre ateLo okU pQ :void
+setPivotO:void
+findImtialLine sQ : void
-Kteratelnter s e ctionsQ : void
-HBndlnters e ction(lnl :Line2D,ln2 :Lme2D) ;P oint2D
+stepRotate(incr :int,pivot:P oint2D, dinint) : void
+c alculate Are aQ : void
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C.3.2 Case-based Reasoning UML

Figure C3 shows a UML diagram of the main classes of the Case-based

Reasoning system. A few points of explanation:

• A number of classes implement the Serializable interface. This interface is an 

indicator to the system that such classes can be serialised (persisted) to permanent 

storage.

• The classes shown do not contain any administration interface classes. These are:

-  RBInit

-  RB Searcher

-  CaseDisplayer

-  TableMap

-  TableSorter.

• In addition to these there are two classes for displaying search result:

-  ResultTriple

-  SearchResult

• The AbstractEngine and DecisionEngine classes are not set up correctly - the 

AbstractEngine class contains a statistical lookup and classification keywords for 

both vertebra and femora. The class should be sub-classed with a “femur decision 

engine” and a “vertebra decision engine” each containing their respective details. 

This situation arose because the vertebral section was created first (i.e. the one and 

only decision engine). Later, when femora where added, some details (the lookup) 

were abstracted out. Unfortunately further changes to the design would have 

interfered with the vertebral case-base already stored and so it these were not made.
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UML Diagram of Main Classes in Case-Based Reasoning System

KBHybrid

c as eSy s :C as eSysteiti 
fileName:File

KBHybrid(Stiin& String String,
StringQ, double Q)
openSystem(File) Boolean
s aveSystemQ void
addC as e(StîingStiing double Q) : void
remo veC as e(Stnn^ : void
c omp ar e(double Q, double) : ArrayList

Case System

subjectString
clas sific ations ArrayList

C as eSystem(Stiing String 
StringStiingQ, double]]) 
addCase(Stiing String 
double [j):void 
removeC as e(Stiin^ : void 
getClas sific ationsQ :Clas sific ations Q

Serializable

Classification

name;String 
subject:String 
p arameters :P ar ameter]] 
cas es ArrayList

operation(arg list):retum type 
Clas sific ation(Stnng String 
StringQ)
addCase(String, double Q):void
remo veC as e(Strin^ :b o ole an
runUpdate():void
getCasesQ:Case[|
getP arametersQ :P ar ameter j]
c alculate Weighting(double Q) : short
c alculat ePre cis ene s sQ :void

- O
Serializable

Parameter

p aramN ame :String 
rule:Rule

Parameter(String)
up dateP ar ameter(double Q) : void
getRule():Rule

—a
Serializable

Rule

me an: double
standardD eviation: double 
count:int

Rule(double) 
fire(double) :b o ole an 
updateRule(double[]):void 
getMe anO : double 
getStandardD eviationQ : double

Serializable

AbstractEngine

statLookUp:doubleOD

getPre cis enes s(double, 
double, double):double 
run(StringStringB o ole anj] Q) 
:StringQ

A
DecisionEngine

run(StringStringB o ole anQ Q) 
StnngO

values: double]]
precis ene s sP arams : double Q
imageName:String
weighting; short
precis eness:double

Case(Btring double) 
getV alue sQ : double]] 
s etW ei^ting(shott) :void 
getWeightingO : short 
getV alue(int): double 
getPre cis ene s sP aramsQ : double Q 
getPre cis ene s sQ : double 
compareTo(Object o):int

■o
Comparable

Figure C4
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A ppendix D - Evaluation

D.1 Icon Evaluation

Table D1 -  Icon evaluation -  User details

Eval Specialisation Qualified
1 clinical genetics Trainee
2 clinical genetics Qualified
3 Clinical Qualified
4 pediatrics Trainee
5 Ped. Radiol. Qualified
6 Pediatrics null
7 medical Qualified
8 Medical Qualified
9 Clinical Qualified

10 Clinical genetics Trainee
11 clinical genetics Qualified
12 Clinical Qualified
13 clinical genetics Qualified
14 genetics Qualified
15 Genetics Trainee
16 genetics Qualified
17 pediatrics - Qualified
18 Clinical Qualified
19 Radiology Qualified
20 clinical genetics Qualified
21 Medical Trainee
22 Paediatric Qualified
23 Clinical Qualified
24 Foetal Trainee
25 genetics Trainee
26 Clinical Trainee
27 Clinical Qualified
28 din genetics Qualified
29 Genetics Trainee
30 clinical genetics Qualified
31 Genetics Qualified
32 Paediatrician. Trainee
33 Clinical Qualified
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Table D2 -  Icon evaluation page one 
Results from page one of evluation (see slide Figure 10d top)

Eval biconcave cone normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
1 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
3 biconcave null normal hooked tall square biconvex wedged concave
4 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
5 biconcave conca square pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
6 biconcave conca square pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
7 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
8 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
9 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked

10 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
11 biconcave conca normal hooked tall square biconvex wedged hooked
12 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
15 normal conca square pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
16 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
17 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
18 biconcave squar concav pointed tall null biconvex wedged hooked
19 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
20 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
21 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged pointed
23 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
24 biconvex null null pointed tall square biconcav wedged hooked
25 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
26 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
28 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
29 biconcave conca null pointed bico square biconvex wedged hooked
30 biconcave conca square pointed tall pointed biconvex wedged hooked
31 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
32 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
33 biconvex conca square pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
34 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
35 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
36 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
37 biconcave conca normal pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
38 biconcave conca square pointed tall square biconvex wedged hooked
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Table D3 -  Icon evaluation -  pages 2 -1 7  
Results from two types of slides:

Type 1:results 2-11 - for slide example see Figure lOd lower 
Type 2: results 12 -1 7  -  for slide example see Figure D1

Eva 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1 4 1 5 4 4 2 2 10 6 4 5 3 1 7 8 1
3 4 4 7 4 4 7 2 4 6 4 14 3 1 5 8 1
4 7 1 2 7 4 7 10 3 9 6 5 2 1 9 1
5 10 1 2 4 4 2 10 4 9 4 7 3 17 7 8 1
6 1 7 2 4 7 2 10 9 4 14 3 4 5 8 1
7 4 2 2 4 4 2 2 3 6 4 5 2 2 5 7 1
8 7 8 2 9 2 1 7 4 6 4 5 3 3 20 8 1
9 4 1 2 9 4 7 10 10 9 4 7 3 1 5 8

10 7 8 2 4 4 7 2 4 9 4 5 3 2 7 6 1
11 4 1 2 9 4 7 2 10 9 4 7 3 1 6 8 1
12 7 2 7 9 4 2 10 10 7 4 5 3 1 5 7 1
15 4 2 7 4 4 3 10 4 9 4 5 3 1 17 7
16 7 1 2 4 4 2 2 2 9 4 6 3 1 9 6 1
17 7 1 10 4 4 7 2 10 9 4 5 2 2 5 7
18 4 4 10 2 4 1 2 10 6 2 5 7 17 5 8 1
19 10 1 10 10 4 1 2 2 9 3 7 3 2 5 10 1
20 10 1 2 4 4 7 10 10 9 3 6 2 13 5 8
21 3 1 2 7 4 7 2 3 6 4 5 3 4 7 6 1
23 3 1 2 2 4 2 2 4 9 4 5 2 12 17 10
24 3 8 7 2 2 2 2 10 7 4 5 3 2 17 8 1
25 10 1 5 9 4 7 10 4 6 4 7 3 1 19 8 1
26 4 8 2 6 4 1 10 4 9 4 6 3 4 5 10 1
28 7 8 2 6 4 1 2 10 9 4 6 3 1 5 3
29 7 8 10 4 4 2 2 4 9 3 6 3 4 7 10 1
30 10 2 4 4 1 2 4 9 4 6 3 20 20 8 1
31 7 1 5 7 4 1 2 4 9 4 14 3 15 20 9
32 7 1 2 4 4 7 2 4 9 4 5 3 2 5 7 1
33 10 1 10 9 10 1 2 4 9 4 5 3 1 11 6 1
34 7 1 2 6 4 2 2 4 9 4 6 3 1 9 6
35 4 1 7 4 4 7 2 10 9 4 6 3 2 12 8 1
36 7 9 5 10 4 7 2 3 9 4 5 3 1 5 8 1
37 7 1 2 9 4 1 2 4 9 7 5 3 2 17 8 1
38 4 8 2 4 4 1 10 4 9 4 5 3 17 11 6 9
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D.2 Evaluation of Case-Based System

Table D4 -  Results of domain dependent evaluation -  all sets

File Name CM
95+

CM
90+

CI2
95+

CI2 90+ CI3 -C l Total

bd121 _27-3cflatweclge.fce 2 1 2
bd126 24-4bpoint.fce 3 2 5
bd135 30-1bswedge3.fce 2 1
bd135 30-1 esquarel .fee 1 1
bd146 32-4bhooked3.fce 3 2 4
bd147 32-5bvalgaR.fce 3 2 5
bd155 34-4bbiconv1 .foe 2 1
bd155 34-4chooked1 .foe -1
bd158 35-4cnormal3.fce 3 2 5
bd169 37-5avalgaL.fce 3 2 5
bd169 37-5avalgaR.fce 2 1 1 4
bd169 37-5bshort.fce 2 1 3
bd18 4-lcfiatl .fee 2 1 1 1 5
bd180 40-4dbieonvhooked4.fee 2 -1 1
bd185 41-5ahooked2.fee 3 2 5
bd19 4-2bflat1 .fee 3 2 5
bd202 44-2ashortL.fee 2 1 3
bd251 55-5avalga.fee -1 -1
bd276 60-4ebieone2.fee* 0
bd282 61-3bbieone2.fee -1
bd283 61-5ebieone3.fee 3 2 5
bd297 64-5eshortR.fee* 0
bd58 15-4eeonepos2.fee 2 1 1 1 5
bd58 15-4eeonepos3.fee 3 2 5
bd64_ 16-4dsquare2.fee 2 1 1 1 5
bd76 18-2aflaredR.fee* 0
bd79 19-2dtall3.fee 3 2 5
bd80 19-3eshortR.fee 2 1 3
bd12 3-2fwedge.fee 3 2 5
bd354 81-2valga 3 2 5
bd351 80-4avalga 2 1 3

Total 93

rs950d flat4.fee 3 2 0 5
rs688b metaphR.fee 3 2 0 5
rs772b bieoneavel .fee 2 2
rs772b bieoneave2.fee 2 2
rs772b bieoneave3.fee 3 2 5
rs800f tall2.fee 3 2 5
rs800f tall3.fee 3 2 5
rs801 valgaR.fee 3 2 5
rs832e_eoneavepost2 .fee 3 2 5
rs854b flared.fee 3 2 5
rs862e flati.fee 2 1 3
rs866e valgaR.fee 1 1
rs881a wedged2.fee 3 3
rs889e normal2.fee 3 2 5
rs9G0b pointed 1.fee 3 2 5
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rs914a bieoneavel.fee 3 2 -1 4
rs922h bleonvex4.fee 3 3
rs924e wedged2.fee 1 1 2
rs924e_wedged3.fee 3 2 5
rs927b bieonvex2.fee 1 1
rs927b bieonvex4.fee 1 1 2
rs931d bieonvex2.fee 1 1
rs931d bieonvex3.fee 1 1 2
rs933e tall2.fee 2 1 3
rs937b bleone2.fee 3 2 5
rs940e query3.fee 3 2 5
rs675 bhooked.fee -1 -1
rs675 bhooked2.fee* 0
rs677b beak -1 -1

2 1

Total 92

possppl.fee 3 2 -1 4
posspp7.fee 2 2
possppS.fee* 0 0
posspp9.fee 3 3
posspplO.fee 3 2 5
posspp2.fee 2 2 4
posspp3.fee 2 2
posspp4.fee 3 2 5
possppS.fee 2 2 1 5
possppS.fee 1 1 2
possppi 1 fee 2 2 -1 3
posspp12.fee 1 -1 0
possppi 3.fee 2 2 -1 3
possppi4 2 2
possppi 5.fee 2 2 0 4
possppi 6.fee 3 2 5
possppi S.fee 3 2 -1 4
possppi 9.fee 3 2 -1 4
posspp20 3 2 -1 4
posspp22 3 2 5
posspp23 3 2 -1 4
posspp24 2 2
posspp26 3 2 -1 4
posspp27 -1 -1
posspp29 3 2 5
posspp30 1 1 2
posspp31L 3 -1 2
posspp31R 3 -1 2
posspp32 2 -1 1
posspp34 3 2 -1 4
posspp37 3 2 -1 4
posspp38R 3 -1 2
posspp38L 2 2
posspp39R 3 2 5
posspp39L 3 3
posspp41L 3 3
posspp43 -1 -1
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Total 109
*Not tested

D.3 Curvature Scale Space Evaluation

D.3.1 Algorithm D evelop m en t Evaluation

This was an evaluation with a small database after the development of the first

CSS process. It led to the second CSS process which in turn was similarly evaluated.

These evaluations informed the algorithm development.

Algorithm thresholds:

F IR S T _Z C _T H R E S H O L D  = 1 . 0 ;
ZC_THRESHOLD = 0 . 1 ;
STA N D A RD _D EV IA TIO N  = 0 . 1 ;

Image Files: One of each normal vertebra -  vertOa-j each using image section 2 

Geometric shapes -  oval, circle, square, triangle(rounded) and heart 

Testla: Search using exact match 

Testlb: Rotate by small amount (10 degrees)

Testlc: Rotate by large amount (90 degrees)

Test Id: Minor modification finds same shape 

Testle: Minor modification finds reasonable result

Table D5 - Test on algorithm l

File A B C D E % Comment
VertOal Y N N N Y 40
VertObl Y Y N Y N 60
Vert0c2 Y N N Y Y 60
Vert0d2 Y N N N N 20
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Vert0e2 Y N N N N 20
Vert0f2 Y Y Y Y Y 100
Vert0g2 Y N N Y Y 60
Vert0h2 Y N N N N 20
Vert0i2 Y N N Y Y 60
Vert0j2 Y Y N y Y 80
oval Y N N Y Y 60
circle Y Y Y Y N 80
square Y N N N Y 40 E: similarly shaped vertebra
heart Y Y Y Y Y 100
triangle Y N N Y Y 60 Total % success = 57.3
circle Y Y Y Y N 80
square Y N N N Y 40 E: similarly shaped vertebra
heart Y Y Y Y Y 100
triangle Y N N Y Y 60 Total % success = 57.3

Test CSS version two:

SAM PLE_RATE = 5 ;
G A U SSIA N  = 0 . 0 5 ;
IN IT IA L _ G A U S S IA N  = 1 . 5 ;  
ARC_LENGTH = 5 0 0  ;
F IR S T  ZC THRESHOLD = 5 0 ;

Table D6 - Test on algorithm l

File A B C D E % Comment
Vert0a2 Y Y N Y Y 80
Vert0b2 Y N N Y Y 60
Vert0c2 Y N N N N 20
Vert0d2 Y N N N N 20
Vert0e2 N N N N Y 20 No ZC found therefore prog crashes
Vert0f2 Y N N Y Y 60
Vert0g2 N N N N Y 20 Only 1 iteration so no matches
Vert0h2 N N N N N 0 Similar zc on 90 deg rot
Vert0i2 Y N N N N 20
Vert0j2 Y N Y N N 40
oval N N N N N 0 No zcs, but zc introduced at 90 deg, slight 

modification (tiny bump) introduced 2 zc 
which took 17 iterations to get rid of

circle N No zcs
square Y N Y Y Y 80 Slight rot increased zc by 6
heart Y Y N Y Y 80
triangle Y N N N N 20 34% - 43% disregarding shapes with no zcs
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D .3 .2 Calculation of Predicted Random  A verage

During evaluation of the CSS systems the predicted average score i.e. the score if the 

system were selected random results was calculated. The method used tracks the scores 

achievable for each shape category. The figures for CSSM2 are Shown in table D7 

(figures for CSSMl are in Chapter 8 as is a description of the methods).

Table D7 -  Predicted average values for CSS2

No. score 1 No. score 0 No. score -1
Normal 17 n,t,s t,W ,S hex ,bcv,h, p ,f
Tall 19 t,s,n, w,cp bcx,bcv,h,p,f
Square 12 s,t,n w,cp cx,bcv,h,p,f
Wedged 15 w n,t,s,p,cp bcx,bcv,h,f
Biconvex 16 hex. n,t,s,w,cp h,p,bcv,f
Biconcave 12 bcv, n,t,s,w,ep h,p,bcx,f
Concave Posterior 16 cp n,t,s,w, bcx,bcv,h,p,f
Hooked 13 H, p,w,cp n,t,s,bcx,bcv,f
Pointed 6 P h,w,cp n,t,s,bcx,bcv,f
Femur 23 Similar femur Any other f All vertebrae

No. score 1 No. score 0 No. score -1
Normal 17 48 31 70
Tall 19 48 31 70
Square 12 48 31 70
Wedged 15 15 60 64
Biconvex 16 16 79 54
Biconcave 12 12 79 58
Concave Posterior 16 16 63 70
Hooked 13 13 37 99
Pointed 6 6 44 99
Femur 23 11 12 126

No score 
1

No. score 
0

No score -1

Normal 17 48 31 70 149 -0.18644 40.67797
Tall 19 48 31 70 149 -0.18644 40.67797
Square 12 48 31 70 149 -0.18644 40.67797
Wedged 15 15 60 64 139 -0.62025 18.98734
Biconvex 16 16 79 54 149 -0.54286 22.85714
Biconcave 12 12 79 58 149 -0.65714 17.14286
Concave
Posterior

16 16 63 70 149 -0.62791 18.60465

Hooked 13 13 37 99 149 -0.76786 11.60714
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Pointed 6 6 44 99 149 -0.88571 5.714286
Femur 23 11 12 126 149 -0.83942 8.029197

149 233 467 780 1480 -0.53998
0.157432 0.315541 0.527027 1 22.49765

D .3.3  C S S  R esult S e ts

Table D8 gives the scores for all the external data sets during evaluation of the CSS 

algorithms

Table D8 - CSS Results

CSSMl CSSM2
File Name PI P2 P3 P4 PI P2 P3 P4
bd 121 _27-3cflatwedge.fce 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0
bd126 24-4bpoint.fce -1 1 1 1 1 0 -1
bd135 30-1bswedge3.fce -1 -1 1 0 0 1
bd135 30-1 esquarel .foe 1 1 -1 -1 0 1 -1 -1
bd146 32-4bhooked3.fce -1 1 1 -1 1
bd147 32-5bvalgaR.fce 1 -1 -1
bd155 34-4bbiconv1 .fee 1 1 0 1
bd155 34-4chooked1 .fee 1 0 -1 0 1 1 -1
bd158 35-4enormal3.fee -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0
bd169 37-5avalgaL.fee 0 -1
bd169 37-5avalgaR.fee 0 0 0
bd169 37-5bshort.fee 1 -1 -1
bd18 4-1eflat1 .fee -1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0
bd180 40-4dbieonvhooked4.fee 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
bd185 41-5ahooked2.fee -1 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 1
bd19 4-2bflat1.fee -1 1 0 -1 0 1 0
bd202 44-2ashortL.fee 0 1 0 -1
bd251 55-5avalga.fee -1 -1 -1
bd276 60-4ebieone2.fee 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0
bd282 61-3bbieone2.fee 0 1 -1 -1 -1 0 0
bd283 61-5ebieone3.fee -1 0 1 0 -1 -1 -1
bd297 64-5eshortR.fee -1 1 1
bd58 15-4eeonepos2.fee 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0
bd58 15-4eeonepos3.fee -1 0 1 0 -1 -1 0
bd64_16-4dsquare2.fee 0 -1 1 -1 0 1 0 0
bd76 18-2aflaredR.fee* 0 0 0
bd79 19-2dtall3.fee -1 0 1 0 1 1 1 -1
bd80 19-3eshortR.fee 0 -1 -1
bd 12 3-2fwedge.fee -1 1 0 1 1 0 -1 0

Total
Totals -5 2 -1 1 6 1 -8 -9 -4

rs950d flat4.fee 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0
rs688b metaphR.fee 0 0 -1 0
rs772b bieoneavel .fee -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
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rs772b biconcave2.fce
rs772b biconcaveS.fce
rsSOOf tall2.fce
rs800f tails.fee 0 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 0
rs801 valgaR.fee 0 -1 -1 -1
rs832e eoneavepost2.fee -1 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0
rs854b flared .fee -1 -1 -1 -1
rs862e flati.fee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
rs866e valgaR.fee 0 -1 -1 -1
rs881a wedged2.fee 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
rs889e normal2.fee 0 1 1 0 1 -1 -1 1
rs900b pointed 1.fee -1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1
rs914a bieoneavel .fee 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
rs922h bieonvex4.fee 1 1 1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1
rs924e wedged2.fee -1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 -1
rs924e wedgedS.fee
rs927b bieonvex2.fee 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 1
rs927b bieonvex4.fee
rs931d bieonvex2.fee
rs931d bieonvexS.fee 1 -1 -1 1 0 1 0
rs933e tall2.fee 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1
rs937b bieone2.fee 0 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
rs940e_queryS.fee 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1
rs675 bhooked.fee 1 1 0 0 0 0 -1
rs675 bhooked2.fee
rs677b beak

Total
1 s s -s 8 -4 -6 -7 -6

possppi .fee 1 0 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
posspp7.fee 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 0
possppS.fee 1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 0
posspp9.fee 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
posspplO.fee 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1 1
posspp2.fee 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0
possppS.fee 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
posspp4.fee -1 1 -1 0 1 0 1 1
possppS.fee -1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
possppS.fee -1 0 1 -1 0 0 -1 0
possppi 1.fee 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
possppi 2.fee 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
possppi S.fee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
possppi4 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
possppi S.fee -1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
possppi 6.fee -1 -1 1 -1 1 0 -1
possppi S.fee 1 1 0 -1 1 1 -1
possppi 9.fee -1 0 1 1 0 0 -1
posspp20 0 0 1 0 1 -1 1
posspp22 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1
posspp2S 1 0 1 0 -1 -1 1
posspp24 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 -1
posspp26 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1
posspp27 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
posspp29 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
possppSO -1 -1 1 0 1 1 0
possppSIL 0 0 0 -1 1 1 1
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possppSIR -1
posspp32 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 0
posspp34 0 0 1 1 1 1
posspp37 1 1
posspp38R 1
posspp38L
posspp39R 1 1
posspp39L 1
posspp41L 1
posspp43 1 1 1 1

Totals -1 3 8 0 -3 -6 -7 -3

Appendix E - Communication References

Washbrook, J. Correspondence regarding Malformation Syndromes Diagnostician. Bradford, 
7-8-2002.
Ref Type: Personal Communication 
Ref ID: 41 
Notes: Hi Ian

The Malformation Syndromes Diagnostician got put on the back boiler when 
REAMS came along. It stayed there a long time, and given the poor marketing 
of REAMS (which is another story, I expect you will have some knowledge of 
OUR from Robin) I don't think that it is likely to be resurrected. It is a 
lot of work. We (Elpida Keravnou mainly) have done some work on the 
temporal aspects of diagnosis, but nothing that has resulted in a system and 
certainly not in something that could be evaluated clinically. REAMS in 
fact took over my life for what, four years? and I have not really recovered 
from it! Always multiply timescales by a factor of five!

John
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